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Evening came, and the play of the one pre passengers. A ludicrous instance occurred
under other circumstances, the punishment
to indulge, either by having a sea stock of ting on board again and hoisting the boat,
M y Child Passenger.
ceding had been that of a child in comparison few days since in an omnibus, of which a dig might not have been so severe, but, under the
his own, or by making friends with the stew all the former sail was made on the ship in
with it. Angelo Marquis of Fosearini lost all nified gentleman of very saturnine aspect and burning rays of the sun, which was then shin
“ Now, dearest Fred,” she softly said,
BY
AN
OLD
SEA
CAPTAIN.
ard ; and one day, when I had noticed that a deep silence, unbroken by one word, which
that he possessed—all his palaces at Naples and immaculate clothing was a constant patron.— ing, her sufferings were dreadful. They fell on
“ You must abandon smoking ;
he had been drinking, but had said nothing, made my mate fancy, as he told me, we had
Florence; all his villas at the foot of Mount This gentleman carried, morning andevenin^ her bare head and body until the latter was of
It spoils your looks—and then your breath—
Vesuvius, and his property in the Campagna at a gold-headed cane and a small tin box with a a deep red color ; and she was only saved from
Many years ago, when I was lying in the as he had carried on the work without com sailed into another world, where there was
Indeed it’s most provoking.
Rome; his gold, diamonds, horses—all.
handle, in which were supposed to be deposited sudden death by keeping her hands pressed upon old ‘ Julia ’ in one of the noble harbors of mitting himself, Charlie came to me and no land, and but one great sea, with only
Did God decree that man should be
The day broke through the crevices of the large amounts of coin and the secrets of an im her head, to shield it, in some measure, from Australia, full-laden and ready to start for said : 4 C aptain! Mr Amins (that was my our old ship on it.
A chimney flue regarded ?
shutters; through the double curtains the day portant banking business—impressions which the intense heat. Her screams were heart-rend England, having finished all iny business on mate’s name) is not Mr. Amm:- to-day ; some
No harsh word was ever again heard in
Then darling Fred, let it be said,
light cast its pale light, which made that of the his supercilious demeanor only strengthened.— ing, and the manner in which she writhed her
shore, and only waiting for a breeze to spring other person is ivearing his clothes, for it our vessel, no order had to be repeated, or,
Tobacco you’ve discarded.”
< expiring wax light, the red glare of which wc
One morning, however, the fatal secret leaked body made me to expect every instant to see her up, I was roused from a reverie on the poop was 'not he who spoke to me to-day, but
in many instances, even given. My mates
fancy an emanation from the infernal regions. out, and all deference was at an end. The gen fall to the ground. By this time the mob
“ Haw, well, my dear,” said Fred, “ I fear
Of the six intrepid players, four of them tleman had laid his carefully guarded box upon —finding the heat too great to hear—had, for on which 1 was thinking of no earthly thing, another man—and the other person looks so and crew seamed to anticipate all my wishes
That will not be so easy ;
looked like statutes. The immense losses of his knees, and was absorbed in the morning pa the most part, dispersed, and the poor wretch but only whistling for the wind, by the strange, too.’ Instead of severely reprimand and to be always trying to forestall my de
But like a man, I’ll try a plan,
their host, the piles of money and I O U's per, when a couple of very pretty ladies entered. was left to agonise almost alone. Her shrieks mate’s coming to me, and saying : 1 There is ing my mate, and perhaps disrating him, I sires, and their necessary duties. We were
And do the best to please ye.
placed before them had petrified them. Only j Lifting the casket by the handle as he ^shifted were getting weaker, and one of her hands had a gentleman with a boy, sir, wishes to see called him into my stateroom in the evening not sad either. Our sun was, as it were,
Did God intend that woman’s mind
two men there found words or movement.— j his seat, the treacherous lid, which had acei- already fallen helplessly by her side, when, un you.’
and told him how much better it would be eclipsed; but we had gained the knowledge
Such wondrous things should brew love.
ihese were Fosearini and Stephen. The former j dentally been left unlocked, flew open, and out able to endure the sight any longer, I left DsetAs Bustles, Bloomers, Crinolines,
Who can they be, I thought, as I descend for him not to have anything to do with that that it was only an eclipse, and we were not
juma,
and
without
saying
anything
to
him
for
was
searching
in
all
his
pockets
for
something
;
fell—a
'rouleau
of
gold
?—a
trousseau
of
diaOr hoops-de-dooden-do, love ?
more wherewith to gamble, and he found noth- ] monds?—jewels—ingots
-jewels
_____
gots—papers? No—mere- fear of his making objections, I took one of the ed the poop ladder, and, turning in!o the which stole away his reason and judgment, astronomers enough to calculate the time of
mg. Never hclore had a man
this world sucti
such j. ly two si'
slices of bread and a Bologna sausage. enormous broad-brimmed hats which were hang cabin, met the gaze of a gentleman there, and so altered his face that even a little its passing off, but had faith to believo it
in in tins
“ But really, if”—whif, whif, whif, whif—
a phj-siognomy as that one.
j Since the morning of that important discovery, ing in the room, and hastily dipping it in a tub where so few were at that period, and in child grew afraid at the change ; and, would would at some time which had become known
“ And mind you, I’m not joking,
At lust he advanced two flaming eyes close to ! the South Park omnibuses havelost a customer, of cold water, I ran across the road with it, whose right hand was the hand of a boy- you believe it? Mr. Aram’s eyes were wet to Charlie.
If you’ll abandon crinoline,
the other s face, and in a low voice seemed to ; and the man of the supercilious aspect, unless aud offered it the wretched sufferer on the pillo gentleman. Why do I use those words ?— as he said, 1 Captain, I will drink no more
By J o v e ! I—I ’ll give up smoking.”
Since then dear sister, this hand has
roll in his bosom like distant and threatening he conceals them in his coat tails or bosom, ry. She had still strength sufficient left to take Because we sailors, although not much used and he never did while he and I sailed in touched nothing vile or false; it has handled
thunder, he said—
it
from
me
and
put
it
on
her
head.
Finding
has
given
up
the
practice
of
carrying
lunches
G A M B L IN G A N D IT S B E S D L T S .
pitch but not been defiled ; it has signed no
4 Monsieur, all that I possess is yours ; what to Ins office.
that nobody made any remark on what I had to their society, yet have an instinct which one ship together.
Another time, when one of the boys had false manifest or duplicate invoice with
other gentlemen won is a trifle, but you
done, I went and fetched a bowl of water and tells us when we are in the presence of such
Lc Marquis Angelo Fosearini was the last of those
a one. A glimpse at a man, fearless and been struck by a seaman, and I wa3 doubt amended figures on it, it has signed many a
-at
this
present
moment,
you
might
say
to
me,
A
n
ecd
ote
o
f
P
a
trick
H
en
ry.
gave
her,
and
the
eagerness
with
which
the
his name and title—one of the oldest families in Old man, leave my house !’ ’
poor creature swallowed it was evidence enough bold in his demeanor, gentlo and courteous ful from their different statements what bill of lading, beginning, 1 By the grace of
Naples. He had been travelling for his health
4 Marquis !’ exclaimed Stephen.
Three Baptist preachers were brought to trial, of the torture she was undergoing. I never in in his manner, whose eyes look straight into course of punishment to pursue, Charlie God,’ whose contents were to me sacred as a
for the last three years, when his physicians
‘
Let
me
continue
1’
the
other
cried,
interin
about
1775
fur
preaching.
The
indictment
my life saw so great a change in the appearance yours, and whose hand grasps firmly and re simplified the affair by saying : Oh, captain! leaf from the Bible. It has put my name
recommended Dieppe to him, as all other places
had failed in restoring his strength. This oc rupting him. 4 We met at Pyrmont; at the j brought against them was, “ For preaching the of any human being in so short a time as this leases reluctantly, using good plain Avords it is so wrong to strike one another ; tell to nothing but what was honest and true, and
casino
of
Naples,
also.
Young
man,
do
you
Gospel
of
the
Son
of
God,’’
contrary
to
the
curred in the month of July, some few years recollect that twice I told you that your atteu- statute in that case provided, and therefore dis- woman. Her face was swollen, and her eyes with meaning in tnem, (such meaning as we them it is wrong, and I know they won’t do I have tried to keep it from contact with all
seemed ready to start out of her head, while her
since.
to my daughter were displeasing to me?’ turbers of the peace. The clerk was readin ^ shoulders, breast, and legs presented the same put in an order to ‘ stand by ’— 4 for your it again.’ His child faith became mine, and rude and wordly work as much as I could.
His daughter accompanied him ; the most tionsBut
the indiement in a low and formal manner, appearance as if she had teen roasted ; and yet lives !’ when on a lee-shore, and if she miss no harsh decision was again necessary on If, at any time, when gloomy or sad has
marquisbeautiful of Italy’s daughters, where there arf
4 Y'ou loved my daughter then, and I had the and lie pronounced the crime with emphasis, she had not been exposed more than one hour, stays death comes,) these tell us the gentle board my ship.
seemed my solitary life, I have been tempted
so many competitors for the prize of loveliness.
W hat a chceriness he gave to our old to lift that glass which might have heated
Olympia was an only child ; yet the marquis right of showing you the door. But you loved 44 For preaching the Gospel of the Son of God,’ and had stilQtwo hours longer to remain there, man, and we have a respect and feeling to
when
a
plainly
dressed
man
dismounted
from
her,
did
you
not
?’
according
to
her
sentence.”
the brain too much—what wee spiritual and
craft,
making
each
of
his
favorite
nooks
and
wards
him
quite
different
from
those
of
a
had been married four times.
his horse, entered the court-house, and took his
4 Yes.’
corners little spots of sunshine, I can scarce invisible hand drew mine down, and made
Devoured by ambition and pride, he could not
landsman.
seat
within
the
bar.
He
was
koown
to
the
‘
Do
you
love
her
still
?
Say,
do
you
?’
A
W
estern A rt-Criticism. —A correspondent
even from her conceal his annoyance about her
Many a time we played at Bo- me replace it untasted ? Whose, but little
4 Charlie,’ bo said to his boy, and not to ly tell you.
court and lawyers, but a stranger to the mass of of the Buffalo Courier narrates the following
4 1 do, with my whole heart and soul!’
sex ; for now his name, which had been handed
spectators who had gathered ou the occasion.— shrewd criticism passed by a rough Western me, ‘ this is Captain Bently, whose shipmate peep round the skylights and companions, Charlie’s ? Or, if my arm has been raised
4 Well, then, I'll stake her!’
down in the direct line for four centuries, would
At those horrible words all the other gam This was Patrick Henry, who, on hearing of man on the Prairie Picture, by Beard, the well yon arc to be to Old England; and frankly and when he half showed himself from be- to strike a blow, what stopped its ea<#er
perish with himself. He would freely have
and heartily the boy put his hand in mine, hand the mizen-mast, and putting his wee strength from descending, but the little ha°nd
given his immense fortune twice over, his life, blers started up, electrified and speechless; b u t! this prosecution, had rode some fifty or sixty known artist of Cincinnati:
A few mornings ago, as I was standing ad and then turned his eyes on his father.
hands to his mouth, made a speaking-trumpet which touched it the last warm thine# jn this
his child’s life, all, to have possessed a 6on who with clasped hands raised toward Stephen, and j miles from his residence in Hanover county, to
by the expression of their faces, imploring him volunteer his services in defence of the prison- miring—as I confess mj’self quite fond of do
l i e introduced him self very briefly, apol of them, and hailed me, asking. 1 Where world?
would hand down his name to posterity.
to
refuse.
But
he
?
A
flash
of
joy
ers.
He
listened
to
the
further
reading
of
the
heavenly
joy
ing—that
beautiful
deer
group,
a
tall
unmistak
At sixty he was the widower of two Roman
ogising for not having been on board earlier, are you from ?’ and ordering me to 1 Haul
P e r m a t u r e F u n e r a l ,— A singular affair
ladies of high descent, and of a German prin lit up his countenance. He endeavored to clasp indictments with marked attention, the first sen ably Western man came up behind me, and and then continued : W e ha\’e heard captain away that brace and belay,’ a light and hap
cess, and all three died without his wish being the hand of the marquis, but lie was coldly- tence of which that had caught his ear was, looked over my shoulder. I noticed at once the th a t you haA'e been many times here before, py feeling, as of being in green fields, with occurred last week at a negro settlement
pushed
hack
;
and
seeing
that
play
had
made
a
‘
For
preaching
the
Gospel
of
the
Son
of
God.’
quick
stoppage
of
breathing
;
hut
to
iny
sur
known as Hog Neck, about six miles from
accomplished. He was old now, and worn by
and m ade safe voyages, and th a t your ship blue skies above and birds singing all about,
the intrigues of place and ambition. He felt mortal enemy of that man, he drew himself up When the indiement had teen read, and the prise, the stop was short, and something like
Cleveland, O. An old negro named Jacob
himself going; death stood before him every with a nobility of feeling, to which his antag prosecuting attorney had submitted a few re a laugh quickly succeeded. Looking up, I saw is a strong and sea-Avorthy craft, and I wish came to me, and a thankfulness and sense of j Sanders, who was familiarly known as Old
moment more visibly, and to try and conceal onist was a stranger, and said in a solemn tone : marks, Henrj’ aaosc, stretched out his hand ami a yellow face over-spreading with a smile, anil this young gentlem an to go home in your blessing of life filled my breast, and made ; Jakey, died (apparently,) and his body was
4 Marquis, if you will accept me for your son- reeieved the paper, and then addressed the there was a decided twinkle in the eye.
charge. I am sure C harlie will be a good me as happy and boyish as little Charlie
the painful act from his view, this last of the
‘ Pshaw !’ said he, ‘ that’s no pictur, after boy, and will obey your orders as cheerfully was. I remember once oft the Cape, in a j put in a rough pine coffin, which was placed
Fosearini endeavored by gaieties and pleasures in-law here, before these gentlemen, on my court :
knee
6 I implore you to take back all you have
‘ May it please your worships : I think I all. That aint no fair representation.”
in a wagon, and the procession— an unusual
to crown himself with the semblance of youth.
calm, his fishing over the stern with a b e n t;
heard read by the prosecutor as I entered this
1 W by,’ said I, ‘ that struck me as being a as any o f your crew, or as he has always
ly large one— moved towards the grave.—
He raised around him a rampart of debauch lost. But I fear in will be useless hoping—’
pin for the Cape pigeons, making pets ot
obeyed m e.’
1 Perfectly ?’ replied the Marquis, in a tone house, the papier I now hold in my hand. If I pretty good painting.’
While on his way, the horse attached to the
eries, orgies, and gambling ; he flung millions
those he had caught for a few miuutcs, and j
A
tightening
of
the
little
fists
in
mine
of
rage.
have
brightly
understood,
the
king's
attorney
of
‘
Maybe
it’s
good
enough
for
a
fainting,'
said
away, and when, by accident, a thought of his
wagon containing the coffin took fright and
4 Well, then,’ answered Stephen, coldly, 4 I this colony has framed an indiement for the the \\ estern man, *I don’t s.iy anything agin made me fancy Charley was determining to then freeing them with clapping hands and a
child came across him, it was in bitterness of
accept your proposal; ’tis for you to fix what I purpose of arrainging and punishing by im th a t: but there was no scene enacted like it.— carry out his father’s wishes. After some There, pretty pigeon, go away to your own j broke into a mad run, upsetting the wagon
spirit.
prisonment three inoffensive piersons before the Jest look at that tall riee grass up there and explanation from M r.--------- about the late homo.’ And I remember, too, another picture’ and throwing the coffin out. It rolled down
‘ A woman ! a woman !’ he exclaimed, ‘ There shall lose if j-ou win.’
a small hill, being badly smashed on its way.
bar of this court, fora crime of great magni then tlie fern weeds below—who ever saw them
The spectators uttered a cry of horror.
will always remain a sufficient fortune for her,
which was a picture, and beat all I had ever
Fosearini
looked
at
them,
from
one
to
the
other
The mourners rushed to the spot, and were
tude—as disturbers of the peace. May it please grow together. Why, the one grows on wet hour o f bringing my only passenger th a t was
n child of eighteen ?' What would she do with
looked
on,
of
a
tiny
white
figure,
whose
curls
to
be
on
board,
receiving
some
instructions,
all my palaces? She would he frightened by with a smile of contempt, and replied to Ste the court, what did I hear read? Did I hear; and the other on dry* land. But that’s pretty and concluding pleasantly as to terms, Ac., hung down on each side of wee clasped hands | vastly amazed to see Old Jakey rising from
it distinctly, or was it a mistake of my own?— ! wet land,’ he continued, ‘ and jest see them
amid the ruins of his coffin and staring
the heaps of gold which 1 had accumulated for phen's last words with—
Did 1 hear an expression, as if a crime, that deer's feet, how clean they he. They ought to his little, plain, rough-wood boxes were like golden fringes over the edges of a daz- stupidly around. His inky black face, snow
4 Whatever you please.’
a son! On, on, let us amuse ourselves while
There was a terrible pause.
these men, whom your worships are about to he mud up to their kuces; and at the gait they’re passed into my cabin, and, the rattlin g of zingly white cot, saying , 1 Be kind to Capt. |
we may. I shall, perhaps, die to-morrow*!’
white
wool, and white shroud formed a start
4 1 play j’our daughter,’ said the young officer try for a misdemeanor, arc charged with-what?’ going at, they’d he spotted with mud all over. the windlass pawls telling tho fair wind had Bentley, and take us all safe home,’ while I
Olympia knew why her father lived thus.—
ling picture, turning tho amazement of tha
hid my head with the counterpane ou the
He did not spare her the knowledge of why he of Trebans, 4 against all that I possess, both and continued in a low, solemn, heavy tone, I tell j’e, when I went to that country first, the couie, the tim e came to say farewell.
colored mourners into fright, and all took
was so reckless. Without pity towards her not here and at home, against my paternal inherit ‘ For preaching the Gospiel of the Son of God !’ men skeered me sometimes, driving their wag
I t was no sad parting ; the father said, in sofa, and cried— I, who had never prayed wildly to their heels.
Pausing, amidst the most profound silence an l ons on to a wet prairie, hut they’d tell me it
caring for how much he pained her heart, he ance, my name, my position, liunor—a l l !’
nor
wept
since
I
had
been
whipped
at
school.
a
bold
cheery
voice,
4
Good-bye.
C
harlie!’
4
’Tis
well,’
replied
the
Marquis,
and
he
flung
breathless astonishment of his hearers, he slow was all right ; and sure enougli, I would find a
As soon as Old Jakey recovered his scat
was constantly reproaching her as the cause of
ly waved the paper three times around his head, good bottom a foot down. Then the next thing then they shook hands warmly, and like two W hat magic was in his look and voice to tered senses, he lay down upon the ground
all. Cursing her and her dead mother, he three cards on the table.
They were three aces.
then lifting up his hands and eyes to heaven I know'll they would be giving a pretty wide grown-up people, no tear being in the eyes ot make all our hearts more soft and tender, I and yelled lustily for the mourners to come
cared not how much she, who so tenderly loved
Stephen, without looking at his own, turned with extraordinary and impressive energy lie berth to a place that looked, at first sight, ed- either. ‘ Take good care of him, captain, am at loss to describe or account, for but so
him, beheld the unsightly wounds of his ambi
exclaimed, ‘ Great God !’ The exclamation, the zactly like the other ; and I soon found an easy and, when his schooling is over, you shall it was. Even my imagination grew young back. They came at length, cautiously—one
tious h eart; and when he saw her in tears, his them up.
by one, and the old fellow was carried home.
They were three tens, and the fourth of that action, the hurst of feeling from the audience, way to tell was by the grasses.’
only resource was to leave her alone, to weep
bring him back again to his papa.’ And, again, and 1 pictured to myself, on our a r He was very well tho next morning, and
were all overpowering. Air. Henry resumed :
‘ It any o’ ye know that painter chap,’ said
in the bitterest sorrow a child might know, number also.
rival in port, a sweet voiced lady, w ith 1
waving
his
hand
in
adieu,
the
father
went
don’t intend to die for some time yet. He
4 Four tens!’ exclaimed the naval officer, in
‘ May it please your worships iu a day like the unconsciously keen critic, as he prepared to
arising from a father’s cruelty. And yet Fosthis, when truth is about to burst her fetters— move off, ‘jest tell him—hut it’s no use,’ lie over the side into his boat, and pulled for Charlie’s eyes, thanking me in kind tones for had been ailing for several days, and appar
carini loved his daughter, not as a father should terror.
In a few miuutcs Ave were under my care of him, and introducing ine to a new ently stopped breathing. His limbs became
4 Four tens.” responded the two planters and when mankind are about to be raised to claim said, lowering his voice, ‘ that’s a good enough the shore.
have done, hut as something belonging to him
Avorld of social and homely pleasures.
their natural and inalienable rights—when tho city prairie!’
sail, and standing to seawards.
self—as something beautiful, the most exquisite the Parisian hander. And as all foresaw some yoke
stiff, and his body cold. Ilis under jaw fell
of oppression which has reached the wil
W c had rounded the Cape, and got hold ■
As Ave drew out ot tbe harbor, Charlie
of his possessions, a handsome piece of furni fearful catastrophe, thej- picked up their hats,
How
to snow Love for a W ife . —Show love kept his eyes fixed on the fast-fading b o a t; of the south-trades, and, taking advantage of j and his eyes sank far into his head. He lay
derness
of
America,
and
the
unnatural
allianee
collected
their
winnings,
aud
prepared
to
de
ture—his own. This was the reason why he
so all night, and part of the day— up to the
always kept her with him, made her travel part ; hut as they were saying good-bye to the ceclesiostical and civil power is about to be dis for your wife, and your admiration of her, -not but, observing the bustle of my duties slaken steady winds and fine weather, ivere busy j
everywhere lie went, and refused her hand in marquis, the ruthless gamblers even were af severed—at such a period when liberty—liberty in nonsensical compliments ; not in picking up he came up to me, and, putting his little hand putting the old ship in order for home. No ( time, in fact, when the wagon upset—and
marriage to the wealthiest nobles of Austria fected by the countenance of the father who of conscience—is about to awake from her her handkerchief, or tier glove, or in carrying in mine, gave me a look which at once estab person on board was idle—there was such his friends had good reason to suppose he
had lost his child, whose face was bathed in slumberings and inquire into the reason of such her fan ; not though you have the means in
was a dead man. The shock of the upset
and Italy.
or baubles upon her ; not by lished a confidence and faith in each other scraping and scouring and painting. I o c -; evidently resuscitated him, and had it not
‘ Stay with me,’ he said. 4 1 want to have tears; that millionaire, who was reduced to charges as I find exhibited here to-day in this hanging trinkets
yourself a fool by winking at and that I for Avorlds Avould not have broken.
cupied myself in cleaning and revaroishing occurred, poor Old Jakey would now doubt
you near me. You can marry when I ’m dead. beggary, seemed to ask mercy of the young man indictment! ’ Another fearful piau.se, while the making
speaker alternately cast his sharp, piercing seeming pleased with her foibles or follies or
He could not have been much more than tbe panels of my cabin, and had given j less be under the sod. He is nearly seventy
When his feverish nights of excitement had wiio had won all.
4 Marquis Fosearini,’ exclaimed Stephen, ad eyes on the court and the prisoners, and resum faults ; but show them by acts of real goodness five years of age, with a round, happy face Charlie orders to play on deck for a little,
passed, broken down aud trembling from a de
h e r; prove, by uneqivocal deeds, the and clear, blue, frank, unsuspecting eyes,— while, and keep away from the paintwork.— years old, and was formerly a slave in Ten
bauch of wine and gambling, he was in the habit vancing towards him, and speaking in a trem ed : ‘ If I am not deceived, according to the toward
of going to the baths, or seeking in the wave a bling voice, 4 this is a horrible dream; you contents of the paper I now hold in my hand, high value you set on her health and life and He had long, light hair, just beginning to We Avere going about six knots through the I nessee.
these men are accused of ’ preaching tho Gospel peace of mind ; let j’our praise go to the full
renewal of vigor to pursue an existence capable have lost nothing, I have gained nothing !’
A N egro M a r r ia g e . —The following form
4 1 have lost nothing!’ cried the old man, of the Son of God.’ Great God!’ Another extent of her deserts, hut let it be consistent curl, and Avas dressed in a short yellow frock water, and all our starboard studding-sails j
of killing a strong man of twenty, and je t he
with a black belt round his waist, and a ship were pulling with a will. I was thinking of of marriage actually took place recently be
was too unhappy to relinquish the excitement. with bitterness; ‘ ask those who have gone long pause, during which he again waved the with truth and with sense, and such as to con
tween two negroes, with a negro minister, at
the
pleasant
and
favorable
voyage
we
had
vince
her
of
j'our
sincerity.
He
who
is
the
made
straw
hat,
with
a
neat
blue
rjbbon
on
indictment
around
his
head,
while
a
deeper
im
away
laden
with
my
gold
if
I
have
lost
noth
One day he endeavored to bathe alone, with
of his wife, only prepares her ears for i t ; aud stood firmly on the deck and looked made so far, and saying to myself, ‘ I must Li\’e Creek, Ga., and is the form generally
out his attendant, when the tide was coming in ; ing ! If my countenance and my tears saj- pression was made on the auditory. Resuming flatterer
his speech : ‘ May it please your worships :— the hyperbolical stud1 of others. The kindest boldly round him at every object and each try and always have a passenger with me af used there :
hut weaker than usual, he was carried nway, that, my face and tears lie !’
appellation
that her Christian name affords, is
There
are
periods
in
the
history
of
man,
when
Thus
saying,
he
disappeared
before
any
one
Here is a couple who have walked out to
ter this,’ when, just as I was making a
and then flung in a fainting fit upon the beach.
of my men.
The next wave was taking him away to certain could stop him. Shortly afterwards Stephen corruption and depravity have so long debased the best that you can use, especially before
I could not acconnt for the change which scraped knot on one of the panels show all night, wishing to be jined in, and through
faces.
An
everlasting
‘
my
dear
’
is
but
a
sorry
the
human
character,
that
man
sinks
under
the
found
himself
alone
in
the
apartment.
destruction, when a young man, who was bath
love and wishing all dem dat have any ting
weight of the oppressor’s hand, and becomes compensation for the want of that sort of love seemed to have come over my old quarter its rings and convolutions, brown and yellow
It was eleven in the morning.
ing, swam to his senseless form, and bore him
The young officer picked up the papers, the his servile—his abject slave ; he licks the hands that makes tiie husband, cheerfully toil by day, deck. I t seemed to me as new and fresh as one after the other, and admiring the way twixen dem come forward and speak now,
to land in safety.
if not, let them hold their peace now and
When Fosearini opened hie eyes, he turned engagements, and the I. O. U.’sscatteredabout, that strikes him ; he hows his piassive obedi breaking his rest by night, endure all sorts of it did on the day when tho old ship was in which its lines gradually spread until
to thank the one who had saved him, and, to and flung them into the fire. He wrote to tell ence to the mandates of the dsepot, and, in hardships, if the life or health of his wife de launched, many, many years before. That they were lost in the plain wood, I heard, forever more. I want every ear to hear and
mands
it.
Let
your
deeds,
and
not
j'our
words,
this
state
of
servility
he
receives
his
fetters
of
every
heart to enjoy.
Olympia
what
had
passed,
and
then
he
quitted
child’s smile had a magic in it, and I noticed olose to me and over my head, tho clashing,:
his annoj’anee, recognized an officer from Tra
pxirpetual bondage.—But, may it please your carry to her heart a daily and hourly confirma tho man at the wheel, ivhen he had caught and rattling of the wheel chains, as they
1 Mr. Jim Thompson, whosoever stands
hans whom he had met at the baths of Pyrmont the hotel.
tion
of
the
fact
that
j'ou
value
her
health
and
Fiftj’ steps from it he s!tw a crowd of people worships, such a day has passed away ! From
fastly by your left side, do you take her for
and Vienna, and whose assiduities towards
advancing. On a litter they were carrying a the period when our fathers left tne land of life and happiness beyond all other things in his eye, confusedly put the helm up and then dragged the helm hard down— I knew it was ■your dearly beloved wife to wait on her
Olympia had given him much uneasiness.
that, I heard a shout which I cannot forget.;
down, and redden in the face.
A few words of cold thanks and politeness man who had just teen taken out of the water. their nativity for settlement in these American this world ; and let this be manifest to her,
1 had never knoAvn much or never cared In a moment I was up. I heard, too, the through sickness and through health, safe
It was Fosearini. He had been just saved in wilds—for Liberty—for civil and religious lib particularly at those times when life is more or
were exchanged, and the j’oung German asked
erty—for liberty of conscience—to worship less in danger.
much about ch ild re n ; b u t the appearance mate’s voice giving orders in a singularly and be safe, holy and be holy, loving and be
permission to call sometimes at the marquis’ time to preserve life.
their
Creator
according
to
their
conceptions
of
Eight
days
afterwards
Stephen,
at
midnight,
and ways of little C harlie won on me w ith a bold, calm, and collected tone that told me loving ? Do you love her mother ? Do you
hotel.
Never Say D ie.—Old Doctor M ------- lived strange charm , and 1 tried all I could to all Avas right there, and then—
lovo her father ? Do you love her brothers ?
entered his own apartment, and was informed : heaven’s revealed w ill; from the moment they
He was frigidly told that he might do so.
and
practiced
his
profession
in
the
county
of
R
At the end of a month the Marquis and Ste that two persons were then awaiting his re ylaced their feet on the American continent,
W as it a thick black cloud in which my Do you love her sisters ? Do you love her
unbend from my old solitary sailor moods
-------in
the
eastern
part
of
the
State.
He
turn
up
stairs.
They
were
Fosearini
and
his
and
in
the
deeply
embudded
forests
sought
an
master? Do you love her mistress? Do
phen had become inseparable.
asylm from persecution and tyranny—from that was a Scotchman by descent, a pious, good and habits, and try and make him hap p y .— sight Avas supernaturally enlarged ? or was it you love God the best ?’
Still madly in love with Olympia, the latter daughter.
‘ My visit at this hour surprises you, doubt moment despotism was crushed, her fetters of man, and a member of the Presbyterian A fter we had been some time out, I deter a great white light that came down on me,
was, however, to clever this time to manifest
Answer— 11 do.’
and 1 saw only a lolling world—a contused
it so openly as he had done at Pyrmont. He less, monsieur,’ said the marquis slowly ; ‘ nev darkness were broken, and heaven decreed that Church. His yidomitable energy, persever mined to make a little cot, aud have it slung
‘ Miss Mary Thompson, whomsoever stands
allowed Fosearini to think that he was cured of ertheless, soon or late, it was necessary' that I man should be free—free to worship God accor ance and determination to succeed, made him in my own cabin, where I should always ship on a confused sea—and a child floating
his passion, lie spoke to Olympia without should come. 1 am here to redeem my engage ding to the Bible. Were it not for this, in vain Aery celebrated as a successful physician, and have him near me ; and a p retty little one I out of tho wave-hollows, over the whitened | fastly by your right side, do you take to be
trembling or tu n in g pale, and with perfectease ment. You have won my daughter; here she have been taken the efforts and sacrifises of the caused him to be called, as a dernier resort, to d id make, and setved it all with my own wave-tops, and hjta the wave-hollows beyond your dearly beloved husband, to wait on him
through health and through conJUition, safe
of manner, addressed a few commonplace com is. I bring her to you. I have used no force colonists ; in vain were all their sufferings and great distances, l’ious as he a v u s , and conse hands. I t Avas of fine duck, and about three towards the far harizon ?
pliments to her, to which she replied in the to accomplish it ; she has followed me willing bloodshed to subjugate this new world, if wc, quently anxious for the salvation of tiie souls feet iu length, by a little more than one
1 threw my body over tho stern, and and be safe, holy and be holy? Do you
of
his
patients
j’et
his
inA
’ariablc
motto
Avas,
ly.
Is
it
not
so
Olympia.
their
offspring,
must
still
he
oppressed
and
persame indifferent tone.
lovo his mother ? Do you love his father ?
He asked this with a hitter smile, and then sscutcd. But, may it please your worships, “ Never say die !” His business, he said, Avas across, and on the head of it 1 em broidered heard distinctly several splashes in the wa-j
Quite blinded, the old man, unsuspiciously
permit me to inqnire once more—for what are to save the body; if he Avas to trj' lie could not with ray needle and twine, a h ea rt with a ter along side of me. I struck out strongly Do you love his brother ? Do you love his
j’ielded himself into the other's hand. He continued—
‘ I have now no daughter ; hut you have not these men about to he tried? This paper says, sua’c the soul—that Avas the Avork of the Al bird standing on it, as it singing, and on the heartily, and with a mighty human will that sister ? Do you love God the best?’
made him his companion and confident, and
Answer— 41 will.’
raised the curtain before him which had con a wife j-et, Monsieur Stephen. I will never ac ‘ For preaching the Gospel of the son of God.’ mighty. For this reason he al\A’ays acted upon foot of it I w rought a ship under full sail on made waves nothing. I blessed God for my
knowledge
you as my son-in-law. Y'ou are not Great God !—For preaching the Savior to Ad the principles of his motto, “ Novcr say die !” a Avaveless sea. I h ad somehow connected strength. I felt no clothes on, no hindrance
41 shall pronounce Mr. Jim to hold Miss
cealed all his past life, and revealed the horrors
One Sunday in July, about midday, hot and
Mary
fastly by the riglit hand ; and I shall
which had been hidden lieneatb the splendor noble enougli for that. Olympia can never be am's fallen race.’
from them at least, and I struggled through
After another pause, in tones of thunder lie muggy as a July Sunday ahvays Avas, he Avas in my own mind the h e a rt and bird with lit
pronounce you both to be man and wife, by
and garlands of his fetes. Stephen, however, your Avife until after my death ; nevertheless,
tle Charlie, as he seemed to me then, and the water, half in it and half out of it, with
called
tu
a
village
on
the
hanks
of
the
beauti
she
is
j'ours.
You
sec
then,
monsieur,
whether
inquired—‘
What
law
have
they
violated?1
—
knew it already ; Olympia had concealed noth
the Commandments of God. We shall hopes
Then, for the third time, in a slow, dignified ful Hudson, to see a lady avIi o Avas said to be pictured his future in the ship w ith a fair my eye fixed on one spot, when, now and
ing from him. For two whole j'ears he had there remains anything to play for!’
And while those gloomy words left the two manner, he lifted his ej’cs to heaven and waved dying. When lie drove up to the door of the wind and all sail set. Such a cosy little cot then, I could see a little speck. ‘ Courage!’ and trusting through God that you may live
followed in the track of Fosearini and his
right,
and die right, now and forever more.
daughter. Thus Stephen passed almost every j lovers petrified, with the feeling of impending the indiement around his head. The court and house he found its one room filled Avith the never hung from ship’s beams before, and L said to myself—* courage ! swim coolly ;
night at the marquis’s, and to meet his tastes, evil, in the midst of the room, he quietly shut the audience were now wrought up to the most members of the church, on their knees Avitli when he Avas in it, and enjoying a swing, draw long breaths; do not waste yourself:’ Now, Mr. Jim, sleic your bride.
intense pitch of excitement. The face of the the minister, who was loudly praj-ing that their with his m erry cheerful laughter flowing over and I called ont, 1 One moment Charlie!
4Let us sing a hime :
and, at the same time, if possible, keep him the door, and placed the key in his pocket.
‘ Aly revenge, then,’ lie cried, in a low voico. prosecuting attorney was pale and ghastly, and sister who was dying might he recei\’ed immed
‘ Plunged in a gulf o f dark despair
from going among strangers, he became a seem
it, it seemed to mo as if a bird were sing only one moment, and you are in my arm s!
Ye wretched sinners are, «fcc. Amen,’
iately
into
glory.
The
old
doctor,
stepping
be
he
appeared
unconscious
that
his
whole
frame
taking
two
pistols
from
his
bosom.
‘
See,
they
ing gambler, to restrain the real one.
ing in its cage, and making my little cabin Keep j’our head up ; do not fling your arms
During a month he played away all the are botli unloaded, and pairs. I will charge was agitated with alarm ; and the judge, in a tween their kneeling bodies, quickly approach
A M a le F l ir t P u n is h e d b y T wo G ir l s .
about; be quiet aud have no fear !’ and, as I
money he possessed about him and all he could one, and you shall have the first choice. If I tremulous voice, put an end to the scene, now ing the dying Avoman’s bed, felt her pulse, and glorious w ith the light of music, and my
neared my eyes caught his—smiling— and A correspondent informs us that an affair oc
borrow, and the more he lost, the Iletter Foscar- kill you, my daughter will he mine ; if you kill becoming cxtremlj' painful, by the authorita whispering to her, “ Never say die,” immedi h eart overflow w ith happiness.
curred
at Hingham, about a week ago, alto
ately
seized
the
minister
under
tho
arms
from
me,
Olj'mpia
will
he
free,
and
then
she
can
best
tive command—‘ Sheriff disdharge those men !’
By Avhat slow, gradual, and sure steps he mine become transfixed. 1 saw nothing more
ini loved him, for the marquis knew no happi
behind, and, carrying him to the door, gave crept into my heart, I cannot tell, nor make —nothing but his eyes. 1 Brave arms, do gether too good to be lost. A young gentle
ness hut in dice, no pleasure save in winning. judge whether her father's assassin can become
her
husband!’
The P illory in J a pan . —A correspondent of him a throw and a kick, saying, “ You go there
Rut luck changed.
not fail me,’ I murmured, ‘ a moment moro man in that town had conceived the very
‘ If you take one step forward—if you utter tiie Potographic News gives the following sketch and this Avoman Avill not go to glory to-day.” — you understand, but our friendship grew un
Tiie marquis had a passion for a sort of loo
til we could hardly be out of each other’s and I save him.’ I stare fixedly on the spot flattering idea that he could do the agree
called boulotte. which Stephen affected to like a cry,’ exclaimed the exasperated old man, ‘ 1 of a scene he witnessed while residing among The woman recovered, and she ahvays believed sight without uueasiness, And not me alone, — scramble over the water to it— I am at it; able by Avaiting upon two young ladies at tha
that most wonderful of all wonderful pocple, that the startling effect of those Avords, “ NeA'cr
equally well. It had already cost him ten thou will discharge the pistol at her !’
And as he spoke, he pointed the weapon he the Japanese ;—“ \Ve had been at work about say die,” and the exciting sceno Avhich followed but to every man and boy on board, was his it is vacant— and I plunge with what life same time without any serious inconvenience
sand louis ; when one evening he arrived at the
had
charged,
while
speaking,
at
her
head.
three hours, when the landlord came in to tell were the means of her recovery. “ NeAer saj’ bright smile and laugh always a welcome.— God has left me. The senses of seeing and to himself. The girls upon whom his divided
marquis's half an hour earlier than usual, with
Stephen, in terror and agony for one beloved, us that a woman had been convicted, but as the die” in any effort is AVortliy to be tho motto of With each oue he had started an individual hearing are shut up, but stretching doivn favors were to fall got information of his in
the last fifty louis he could command in the
world, and firmly resolved that if he lost them, dropped into a seat. Fosearini, without pay plaintiff had recovered his money, her punish every man. Avoman and child avIio is determined friendship, and they all became his stout vaguely through the vague water, 1 touch, tentions, and after consulting together, one
he would no longer carry on the fearful game ing the slightest attention to his child, who ment was light, and it was just going to take to succeed in the Avorld.
friends and sworn allies. W ithout my hav with this hand, our little fingers which seem of them induced the young man to call at
the residence of the other girl. As soon as
lie had been playing, hut at once throw off the fell senseless on the floor, presented the two place in front of the hotel. A couple of thick
ing to issue the order, I found all the port to close on mine, and shake them.
mask of hypocrisy and, demanding Olympia pistols to Stephen, which he had placed togeth mats were placed for us in the verandah, upon
R emember.—Rothschild, Avith all his wealth holes and hawse-pipes even, and every little
he entered tho house the door was locked,
Then all is blank-----er
for
an
instant,
changing
them
behind
his
which
we
could
stand
and
sec
over
the
heads
of
again in marriage from her father, endeavor by
must be satisfied with the same sky that is ove
Y es! this horny, old withered hand touch and both girls confronted him, charging him
the crowd, and Avatcli the proceedings of the offi the head of the poor man. He cannot order 1 space at all unguarded, stopt carefully up
other means to win him from his love of gam back.
ed his. the last in this world, and when my with perfidy and all sorts of bad things. In
‘ Fire, or she shall fall the victim!’ cried cials upon whom it devolved to carry out the private sunset that he may enjoy it with se‘
bling. If she were to refuse him, he felt all the
i select with cord and battens, while a neat manvain did he try to exculpate himself; the
desperation would seize upon him which was Fosearini, holding a corner of a handkerchief sentence. The woman’s countenance was calm circle of friends, nor can he add one single; ray rope, the exact height of Charlie’s hand, was poor voyage of life is drawing to a close,
to
his
antagonist.
—so calm aud composed that it seemed to me to the clear bright beauts of tho queen of nilight worked round the stanchions of the compan and I am making for that port where there anger of the girls was aroused, and they
natural to a young man like himself, who had
Ignorant
of
whose
weapon
contained
the
hall,
that
she
must
either
have
received
a
much
light
vainly sought the one he loved so long.
as she sails magnificently through the lteaA'i;ns. ion which led to the poop. Go where he are no storms, or quick-3ands, or rocks, I be both commenced a furious assault upon him,
Fosearini and Stephen were seated opposite Stephen grasped his. The two went off at the er sentence than she expected, or else she was The richest banker cannot have more than his
i
would, tho sailors never lost sight of him ; lieve faithfully, I hope fully, and humbly, as blacking both his eyes and otherwise injur
same
moment.
It
was
Stephen
again
who
was
stupefied
by
terror.
A
square
solid
block
of
to each other. At their loo table there was a
share of the air to breathe, and the poorest of and if in his rumblings he had gained a posi the great cloud-wave overtakes me, out of its ing him so that he was kept from his work
wood was first laid upon the ground, in tho cen all men can have the same. Wealth mayr buy
Parisian hanker, an English naval officer, and victorious'
bu a
tion at all unsafe. 1 noticed more than one depths of darkness will come that little hand for several days. As soon as the girls had
tre of which, a post, about six or seven feet brilliant bracelet, dazzling Avith diamonds a
two planters from the Havana. Strikes were
The Mysterious Casket.—Among the annoj’ high, was fixed, having a piece of board a few rubies, but wealth cannot buy a "raceful and eye stray from its duty, and watch eagerly and, clasping mine, lead me with cheerful chastised him sufficiently, they made him
immense. Stephen commended by ten louis,
l
and
kneel and ask their forgiveness, after which
then ten more, again the same and then the ances to which people who judge by the exteri inches square nailed on the top of it. One of Avellturneil arm on which to display Tts splendor
lor. his motions. The carpenter occupied all his words beyond the shadow towards the judg they kicked him out of doors, a humbler if
same. All were lost. He trembled. Fosearini or are frequently subjected, is that of finding the officials then removed the woman’s clothes, God only can give that, and to many of the spare time in carving him models of boats ment seat.
laughed at the smallness of his stakes. With a themselves frequently mistaken in their esti and cut off her hair close to Her head ; after poor he has given it.
and ships, and often have I watched him lis- j 1 was long unwell and in bed, but as I not a wiser man.— Boston Herald.
hand which appeared instinctively to draw hack mates of the mass of humanity, as it reveals which she was compelled to mount by a ladder
“ I wish I had the health of that nrosy- tonin'# Avith a curiously respectful deference
These lovers of the Union are a little like
Stephen placed his last ten louis before him ; he itself amid the crowds of a busy city. Numer to the top of the post, and take her seat upon cheeked peasant girl,” sighs the aristocratic in- to Charlie’s opinion on his handiwork. Of grew better I gradually learned that, along
Avith me, five of my bravo crew had jumped the chap who was told that the best cure for
held three deuces in his hand, and gained a hun ous arc the ludicrous blunders which have come it, the ladder then hein; removed. The next valid, propped up with pilloAvs in her: costly
to our knowledge, saj's the San Francisco Gold thing done Avas to nail a paper to tho post, in carriage. “ Ah, me,” says the girl, ‘ if yi’ tho purport of the mysterious conferences into the water; that, cheerily and with a the palpitation of the hears was to leave off
dred louis from the Parisian banker.
At five in the morning he had won two hun en Era, in consequence of the too-hasty defer scribed in Japanese characters, stating the na could only ride in such stylo as th a t!” Wealth held between him and my old grey-bearded will, those left on board had a boat launched hugging and kissing the girls. 4 If that is
goat in the stern of the long-boat I cannot in half the time they would have taken in a the only remedy which can be produced,’ he
dred thousand piastres, the banker eighty-four ence of mankind toward outward appearance, ture of her offence, and the punishment allotted cannot purchase health, nor can itgiA-e a ci
thousand, the naval officer twenty thousand, and nowhere is it more extensively developed tu her, and by whom, and Avindingup Avith the tented mind. All that is most valuable can be say, but, certainly, they understood one quiet harbor in a calm day, and that my cried,41, for one, say, let ’er palpitate.’
f
and the ether two more than thirty thousand. than on hoard the steamers, where men whose sentence, ‘ That which is stolen profiteth not.’ had for nothing. They come as presentsi from
another, and had formed a mutual confi mate had reached me in her just aa, after
ambition in life has never soared beyond some She Avas then left to be the butt of the obcene the hand of a kind and indulgent Father,, am
Nevada Journal.
It was Fosearini who had lost all that.
and
very humble pursuit, often pass, owing to some jests of the mob for three hours during Avhich neither the air, nor the sky, nor beauty, health dence between their two selves, which it twice diving, a good man, called James
The gamblers drank a glass of punch, and thing distingue in their appearance, for senators, Bhe Avas compelled, by her sentence, to remain
4Give me a kiss, dear girl.’— 11 can
would
have
been
dangerous
to
disturb.
Aston,
had
fetched
me
to
the
surface,
that
amicably gave each other rendezvous for tho ex-governors, and what not, until accident re- in this position. There was no attempt at vio- strength, and genius can be bought and sold
My mate, although a good seaman, was the rest of my brave fellows were picked up she replied. • I don’t mind lending you one
Reader, whatever may be thy condition inl"life.
evening.
veals them in their true colors to their fellow- lence—no throwing dirt at h e r; and, perhaps, remember these thiDgs, and be content.
given to a lore of grog, which he managed much spent and exhausted, aud that, on get
‘ S ix o f O n e a n d H alf* a
O th e r .”
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T he Sanborn K id n a p p in g C ase.
C harleston and C hicago.
N e w Sch ool H o u se .— N o . 2.
confer a public benefit by a judicious expendi
In the House, Mr. Taylor, from the Judiciary
F R O aV I E I J R O P E .
On Tuesday evening of last week, a forcible
Committee, read an argument iu support of tho
There are periods in the life of every man The deplorable condition of cur school grades. ture. The only arguments required are those
A
lr
ir
a
l
o
f
th
e
K
a
n
g
a
r
o
o
.
President’s
protest.
The cause and results of their miserable grada which devclope the actual necessities of the
attempt was made by four men acting under when there seems demanded an honest nvowal
N ew Y ork , April .0.—The steamship Kanga
tion. More school houses the only remedy.
the pretended authority of a requisition from of opinion upon tho great moral and social
T h u rsd a y , A p r il 12, 1 8 60.
case. If this matter can be brought fully to roo, from Liverpool arrived this morning, bring
f r o m
Ca l i f o r n i a .
The system of graded schools is efficient only their notice, and their attention to it enlisted, ing dates of the 2 1 st ult—three days later than
the United States Senate, to arrest Mr. B. F. questions which agitate the community. The
S. M. PETTINGILL & CO., are authorized Agent* for Sanborn of Concord, Mass., to answer for con present time containing, yet veiling from the in so far as it brings together scholars of like no doubt need be entertained of the issue. Let per Arabia.
S pringfield , Mo , 7th.
receiving Advertisements and Subscriptions for this paper.
The Europa, from Boston via Halifax, arrived
Offices—10 State St., Boston, and 119 Nassau St., New tempt in refusing to obey a summons to appear public view, the germ of events soon to lie read attainments in distinct and separate schools, then the primary steps be immediately taken,
Overland mail, with San Francisco dates to
at
Queenstown
on
the
18th,
York.
before the Harper's Ferry Investigating Com in the eventful history of the land, wc deem wherein a few branches of study are pursued and the agent he petitioned to call a meeting of
March 19th, arrived here last night.
L iverpool C otton M arket , March 22.—Sales
San Francisco, March 19th—Market without
8 R. NILES, (successor to V. B. Palmer,) Newspaper mittee. The warrant for this arrest was issued one of these periods, and we would not shrink with a view to the preparation of the pupil for
the citizens of the Grade District, to talk the of Cotton for three days 21,000 bales, includ material
Advertising Agent, No. 1, Scollay’s Building, Court street,
change.
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this pa on the 10th of February, signed by the Vice- from the utterance of an honest opinion, nor a higher grade. The standard of progress, in matter over aud elicit the “ pros and cons.” ing 0 0 0 0 bales to speculators and exporters.—
Japanese steamer corvette Candenaumarper, at the rates required by us,
Market generally dull ; quotations remain un rahThe
President and directed to the Sergcant-nt-Arins from commending these foreshadowing events each grade, must be firmly fixed and the lines
II.
arrived
here on 17th, in 30days from Jeddo.
changed.
She comes to announce that the Japanese em
of the Senate, by whom it was endorsed to Si to the calm, conservative consideration of every which separate them as scrupulously preserved
T rade R eport . —The advices from Manches
Our C ity S ch o o ls.
T
he
C
onnecticut
E
lection
.
The
Republicans
bassy
to
the
U S would leave by steamer Powlas Carlton, giving him authority to seize Mr. thinking man.
ns those which separate the castes of the Hin
of Counetieut are justly proud of the glorious ter are more favorable, the market fur cotton hattan on Feb 11th. via the Sandwich Islands
The spring term of the public schools in the Sanborn. Tho companions of Carlton were U.
When, as now, we see the divcsitics of opin doos. These principles adhered to, the B y s tc m , triumph which they achieved at the polls on goods and yarns being quiet and firm,
S Francisco. She is the first armed vessel
Grade District in this city commenced on Mon S. Marshal Freeman, of Boston, Geo. G. CoolSteamship Canadian sailed for Portland same and
belonging to Japan that has ever been permit
ion pervading the ranks of a formidable opposi true to its design and end, will incite a healthy Monday. The Hartford Press comments upon
day as the Kangaroo. The Europa reached ted to leave the shores of that nation. Lieut
day of this week. Below we give the names of idge and William B. Tarlton. They all came tion, when wc are conscious of the fact that it and earnest emulation in the schools, and of the result ns follows :
Liverpool
on
the
19th.
Beyond contradiction it has been tho har
the teachers who have been engaged, with the from Boston Jo Concord in a carriage with two is impossible to classify under one leadership course a rapid progress and proficiency. Test
Steamship Baalbec was to sail on the 24th, •1 X Brooks of the U S Navy, at the request of
dest battle ever fought in Connecticut. In view
the Emperor, Volunteered to assist the Japan
schools to which they have been assigned :
horses, driven by A. J. Foss. At about a quar the self styled Democracy, and when for a mo ed by this criterion, let us sec if the schools of of the Presidential stuggle, the shams made a from Liverpool for Halifax and New York, in ese officers in navigating the C'andenaumarrah
lim it S chool, Grace Street, Mr. Ellis Spear. ter past nine o’clock, Freeman knocked at Mr. ment we consider that during the present month Rockland are likely to accomplish the high pur treraendrous and desperate charge. Without stead of the Jura.
across
the ocean. She returns to report the ar
The U. S. steamer Iroquois arrived at Gibral
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
Sanborn’s house, and when Mr. S. came down these incongruous elements of a clamoring pose aimed at by the system adopted. 1 think courtesy, in defiance of their word of honor, tar on the 14th, and the San Jacinto at Cadi/, rival of tho Powhattan with the ambassadors as
they
threw
Gen.
Pratt
overboard
for
Seymour.
soon
as
that vessel arrives.
slairs and opened the door entered, asking, oligarcy arc to assemble in convention to nomi it is sufficiently clear that, with the present Money they had in uncounted thousands.— on the 9th.
Crescent Street, Mr. Joseph T. Young.
The annexation of Savoy to Franco and
“ Does Mr. Sanborn live here?” On Mr. San nate a standard bearer, wc deem it a fitting mo number of rooms and grades, they cannot.
They brought in from abroad many orators and
Summer Street, Mr. A. T. Low.
A r r i v a l o f (in- N o r th S t a r .
and the treaty signed.
born’s telling him that he was the person en ment not only to express our own opinion of
In the first place, all the rooms that can lie some speakers that were not orators. They Sardinia,
Pine Grove, Mr. A. L. Tyler.
In the English Parliament, the proposition
N ew Y ork , A pril 10.
canvassed
the
State
as
thoroughly
as
the
changes
quired for, Freeman handed him a folded pa the exigencies of the times but to commend the pared for primary schools are crowded to their
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.
The steamship North Star, from Aspinwall,
in the people and their politics would allow.— in favor of the ballot was rejected by large ma
per, whereupon his three companions entered same to the earnest consideration of our readers. utmost capacity. Tho increase of children in And from the dcvelopcmcuts of the vote, pro jorities in both Houses. The Reform Bill was has arrived, bringing $1,150,000 in specie.
Portland Street, Miss Isabel M. Paine.
Left at Aspinwall on the evening of the 2d,
headed by Carlton, who arrested Mr. Sanborn The great questions at issue must in the minds these schools is more rapid than in the schools ceiled by a multitude of indications, it is our being debated, but attracted but little interest.
Grace Street, Mrs. Ruth S. Mayhew.
A squadron of four vessels, headed bv the
and forced the handcuffs upon his wrists. Air. of thinking men, assume more than a mere po of higher grades. The teachers frequently have clear opinion that tho leading shams, in com- screw steamer Hero, is to convey tho Prince frigates Roanoke and Sabine, and store ship
Relief.
Crockett's Point, Miss Ellen Meserve.
binatkm
with
a
Fernando
Wood
drawn
from
Sanborn at this time was standing in~his slip litical cast; they are moral questions, and as under their care from 100 to 125 children, in a
A memorial requesting the Administration to
other States, laid a deliberate plot to manufac of Wales to Canada.
Gay, Miss Lucy H. Hatch.
The London Times strongly rccommands that dissolve the injunction suit a gainst the New
pers and without his hat. The kidnappers such the issue will be a moral triumph or a room that will conveniently scat but 80, with ture thousands of fraudulent votes, by means of
Oak Grove, Miss Deborah Farwell.
then attempted to force Mr. Sanborn from the moral defeat. The impending questions are but one assistant, and some have from 75 to 100 certificates and imported voting cattle. The the Prince make tho tour of the United States, Almadca mines, passed both Houses of the
and feels sure a visit to the President will be Legsslature.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
house. His sister, who had witnessed these patent and such as have been forced upon the scholars and no assistant. Under such circum tactics of the worst wards of New York were appreciated.
The Humboldt Times says tho whole number
pplied wherever the population was sufficient
Crescent Street, Miss Mary E. Hutchings; proceedings, attempted to prevent them, but country by an administration which in the stances a teacher does well if she preserve a de ly dense to afford cover. But thanks to God and
Mrs. Jamieson, the authoress, is dead.
of Indians killed in the massacres of Feb. 5th,
Florence Nightingale is seriously ill, and at Eel River and Indian Island, was 150. The
Assistant, Miss Emcline Spear.
finding ehe could not, went to the door and faithless discharge of a national service has al gree of order anything short of the confusion of praise to the people, the right is triumphant.”
According to the latest returns the Republi prayers arc offered iu the garrison chapel for assassins have not yet been arrested.
aroused the neighbors by her screams. A score ready alienated aud driven from its standard as a bedlam, without attempting a syllable of
Portland Street, Miss Adelaide Osgood.
There is no news of the slightest interest
cans have gained largely in both branches of her.
of Mr. Sanborn’s neighbors were soon on the formidable minority of its betrayed supporters. hook instruction.
Crockett's Point, Miss Adelaide F. Snow.
The municipal Council of Nice have voted from the Isthmus.
the Legislature. The Senate stands 17 Repub
spot, a messenger was sent to ring the bells and Certainly no one cun pow say “ it is impossible
The necessary result of this is that hundreds licans to 7 Democrats—a Republican majority against the annexation of Savoy to France, and
Summer Street, Mrs. Helen K. Everett.
The accounts from the South Pacifie are of
little importance. Chili and Peru were quiet
soon a crowd of citizens had assembled at the to find a platform whereon a man of moderate of boys and girls grow up in the Primary of 7. Last year their majority was but 5«— sent a deputation to Turin on the subject.
Gay, Mrs. Lucy Sleeper.
The commercial treaty between England and while Bolivia was continuing her warlike pre
scene of the arrest. Sir. Sanborn had resisted views may safely stand.”
schools and out-grow them, ignorant, awkward The Republicans gained the eighth, nineteenth France is in full operation.
Pine Grove, Miss Flavilln V. Ingraham.
parations against the last named republic.
twentieth districts, and lost the fifth and
the attempts to put him into the carriage, and The convention so soon to assemble at Charles and unruly, unfit to remain longer in them, and
Oak Grove, Miss Celeste P. Snow.
The Paris Bourse is flat, but closed firmer at
No new movements had taken place among
sixth. To the House the Republicans have elec
In two of the schools classed as “ Intermedi assisted by the vigorous aud determined efforts ton promises to dcvclope a platform aud a pro and less lit to enter a higher grade. And even ted 142 members and the Democrats S9. Last 07fr. 90c.
the Ixfiigcrents in Ecuador.
Senor Farini lias formally presented to the
ate ” above—the Portland Street, and Crockett's of his sister, he had been able to defeat the at gramme similar to the one occupied and carried if they could bo managed in the Primary schools year the House stood Republicans 120, Demo King
of Sardinia the votes of Acmilitan
F r o m M e x ic o .
Point—male teachers arc employed during the tempts of the officers. Hon. John S. Keyes, out by the present administration. The South there is no room for them. They are ousted by crats 109.
P ensacola, Fla., 8 th.
Tho complete returns show the election of provinces in favor of annexation. The King,
winter term, and these schools are then classed who had arrived, immediately went to Judge and the servile sympathisers of the slavery pro- the continual influx of four-year-olds which the Buckingham for Governar by 571 m ajority.- Iin. ffP1!* said hc “ “ P * * t,lc vota.’ aa .also tl,a$ The following; advices from Mexico are reSna, but a t the:same tune he would ceivcd :
as “ Grammar ” schools. We are not aware, Hoar and procured a writ of habeas corpus, and pogaudists all over the country are not to he law allows mammas to scud to school. A statute The vote for Govcnor is about five thousand of * 2 .“
not fail in deep devotedness to the Pope.
Aliramon lias commenced to withbraw his
however, that this change of grade is attended Deputy Sheriff Moore having been sent for, whipped into an ignominious silence by an ig provision highly prized by such as have not greater than that of last year, which was the
The Pope lead addressed an admonitory to forces from before Aera Cruz. On the morning
with any change of classification in these schools. that officer served the precept and forcibly took nominious compromise upon candidates. The convenient nursery accommodations. But these largest that had then ever been cast at a State Victor Emanuel, breaking off all relations, and of March 21st the Juarez forces were so near
election, and about 3500 larger than the Presi excommunicating him.
The same branches are taught in them through the prisoner from the custody of Carlton.— fluttering wing of the would be democracy grown-up scholars must have a place some-where. dential vote in 1850. Fremont's vote was
out of powder that it was believed that had
It is reported that Piedmont wants a loan of Aliramon remained much longer he would have
out the year, only that in the winter, when During all this time the'thickening crowd were known as Douglosites must not suppose it pos So in the alternative, those who arc under snl- 42,715, which is but little over Buckingham's
150,000.000 france.
succeeded in capturing the city.
there is a greater attendance of large scholars, greatly exasperated against the U. S. officers, sible to contribute even one feeble plank or sug lieient parental restraint to prevent their beeom now.
Austria declines to renew diplomatic inter
On evening of 23d steamer Iudianola brought
course with Sardinia, owing to flagrant viola to an anchorage oil'the city a hark, which it
male teachers are employed, while during the and in some eases it was difficult to restrain gest even one change in the programme of their ing confirmed truants at this stage, apply to
P rivate P roperty on the S eas. —The Presi
other terms they are placed in charge of female violence. In the meantime, also, application had southern dictators. They may gape at the gnat, the Supervisors for a pass to the Intermediate dent has replied to the resolutions passed by the tions of the treaty of Zurich by the latter had captured southward, iu the neighbor
power.
hood of Alvarado. The bark bore the Spanish
teachers.
been made to Judge Ball for a warrant to ar but they will be compelled to gulp down the school. The question for the Supervisors to de New York Chamber of Commerce, Which favor
A Bombay telegram reports important tariff colors, and professed to ho hound to Galvaston.
There can be no doubt that there is vast need rest the officers for assault and battery, but be camel with all his monstrous deformities. The cide is not one of scholarship, but simply ed the immnnity of private property from cap alterations including ten per cent, increased Texas. The Capt. gave as an excuse for being
of improvement in our city schools. The Grade fore it could be served the officers took to their Charleston Mercury declares, “ the Convention whether the applicants shall go to the Interme ture on the seas in time of war. Mr. Buchan duty on twist aud yarns.
found so near the Alexican coast that his com
an regards war as a dreadful calamity, to be
pass was disordered, There was a strong sus
System, which promised so much, is, a6 circum carriage, and were followed to the limits of the will preserve a southern aspect, and cannot be diate school or none. Expediency generally avoided by all honorable means, but still at I
A r r i v u l o f th e N i a g a r a .
picion that she was the third vessel mentioned
brow-beaten or bullied, and if Mr. Douglas and decides them to choose the first horn of the di time.; inevitable. lie thinks that wo might as
stances exist, very loosely managed. It is true town of Lexington, but were not overtaken.
H alifax , April 7 . —The royal mail steamship in the intercepted despatches of Aliramon.
that the entire District may enjoy the advan
On Wednesday Mr. Sanborn was brought lie- his friends desire a Northern Convention let lemma, but the result shows that the latter well give up our volunteer milita, as give up Niagara, from Liverpool 10 a . m. 25th ult., via
N ew A'ork, April 4 .— A dispatch from Louis
would occasion less injury to the schools. The privateers, the militia of the ocean,—which ho Queenstown next day, arrived at this port at 3
tages of the High School, but as respects the fore the Supreme Judicial Court at Boston, upon them call one.”
tainks may he strictly gaurded by law from ali
Such is the foreshadowing of the Convention, progress of the Intermediate schools is clogged abuse, and hc brought under the rules of a o'clock this afternoon, and sailed again for Bjs- ville states that Cassius M. Clay has published
other schools, they probably exhibit little evi the writ of habeas corpus, and was ordered to be
tou at 7 this evenin
a card appealing to the people of Madison
dence of lietter grading than before the consol discharged from the custody of Carlton, on the to be composed of ingredients as incongruous and impeded by this dead-weight of scholars regular servise. He does not think that the
The Paris Patria says the Sardinian troops County against a revolutionary committee iu
of war
against
idation of the city districts. There is, in our ground that the Sergeant-at-Arms of the Sen as the contents of the Witches caldron. Mr. unfitted for the studies pursued there, and soon abandonment
,,
.
_ ,
-private
,
-property- had commenced the evacuation of Savoy, and that county. AYhen the question denouncing
would ot itsclfgivc lecedom and^ security
j the first detachment of the French troops, re- Mr. Clay was before it, it was rejected by a
opinion, quite too much liberty,allowed parents ate had no right to delegate his authority to Douglas may be nominated, but not until re overflowed, and a lot of unqualified boys and commerce.
In his opinion
should hc accom turning from Lombardy, would arrive in Savoy small majority, hut his ease was again to be
...... it*■■•--and children in changing from one school to another person.
nouncing the shadowy remains of his own man girls must be sent to the Grammar schools, for panied by an abandonment of the right of de
on the 25th or March.
considered on Monday. He asserts that tie has
another, once or twice in the year, often for so
The Paris correspondent of the London Tillies discountenanced the radicals, and that he had
On Friday morning, Mr. Sanborn was brought hood, he subjects himself to the catechising, and tho same reason that they entered the Interme taining merchant vessels in blockaded ports,
incc
if
they
can
he
blockaded,
there
may
be
slight reasons as a real or fancied preference of before Justice Ball, on a charge of assault upon subscribes to the unscrupulous and reckless pro diate—they must go there, or to no school. And
.
says all the powers bad replied to France, rcl- advised them to leave the State.
r
-----------u
as a subIf attacked, the Republicans will defend them
one teacher above another on the part of the officers Carlton, Tarlton, Coolidge aud Freeman gramme of the slavery oligarchy. Hunter, that the latter course is often preferred, our little private property on the ocean to protect. apjve .Savov and ives the following
Mr. Marcy did not think that privateering_ stance
nates Russia savs, so Ion
____ of the'ir
___ _____
selves the last extremity. .V letter signed
pupil, or a wish to save u minute's walk, or se and, waiving an examination, was bound over, Guthrie and Wise will each filibuster for the streets furnish abundant evidence.
ought to be abandoned without having private j t|lL. righfc o ft|le 1>e,,ple t0 select their rulers, is by some Bereans affirms that this renewal of
cure some desired companionship for their chil with sureties to appear at the June Superior nomination.
Thus the course of study and standard of pro property secured from attack upon the ocean not put forward by France, and that as tin excitement originated in insults offered to one
does ,not think UK
that
either step
,, ,
U. ouner
- )t ch
joes ,not affect the balance of of their number who was sick with consump
dren, on the part of parents. Of all the Court, at Concord.
In view of these events, it is with pleasure gress which was at first adopted, is yearly be Mr. Buchanan
should be taken without an essential modihea- |.vlr,,r)(.
Sardinia may do with Savoy is no tion. Further difficulty is apprehended.
urope what CsuUinia
changes made in transferring pupils, at request,
On the same day, also, the complaint of Mr. we turn to the approaching convention at Chi coming of less practical importance. The ca tion of the right of blockade. Neither states affair of hers ; Prussia says, as the Emperor
during the year, probably not half of them are Sanborn, against the officers who arrested him, cago. Firmly believing in the justness of our pacity of the school room or the size, age and man appears to have recognized the value of the
formally disavows the doctrine of natural fron
AVusniNGTON, April 4.----The House SY-lect
necessary and desirable on account of the cir for assault and battery, came up before the same cause and pointing to an existence of four years viciousness of the applicant rather than his ac maxim, “ half a loaf is belter than “ no bread. tiers, the transfer of Savoy is no business of committee has agreed to report the Pacific Rail
cumstances or qualifications of the scholar.
---------------------------1
hers
;
Austria
declares
she
certainly
dues
not
road
bill. on the following plan—the location as
Justice, and the respondents were each ordered developing the truth of our theory, we may quirements are becoming tho criteria of judging
R ecent D eaths.—Owen Stanley. King of the | approve of any annexation of the kind, hut as proposed by Col. Curtis: Starting from two
Wc do not, however, charge all thecomparative to give bonds in the sum of $ 2 0 0 0 for their ap congratulate the Republican party on tho pros- the propricty of changing his grade. There
Gipseys of this country, died recently, and was Europe stood by when other annexations were points, one the western border of the Missouri
inefficiency of our city school system upon our pearance at the June term of the Superior pcct of their triumphant success next Novem arc scares of boys nnd girls in tho Grammar buried at Dayton, Ohio, in the grave of “ Mauil” eliectid, she dues not sec what she lias to do river, the other on the western border of Iowa,
school committees. There are obstacles in the Court, in Concord.
with two connecting lines bearing westward,
ber, and the consequent speedy and thorough schools, who arc no better fitted for the studies his queen, who was married there two years with the Savoy annexation.
ago. lie was an Englishman by birth, and the
Six French regiments arc arc aid to have ta- and uniting within two hundred miles of the
way of the thorough and official operation of
This case has occasioned a good deal of ex reform in the administration of the National which are or should bo pursued there, than they father of fifteen children, twelve of whom are ken possession of Uhablais and Faucigny.
Alissouri river, thence proceeding by a single
the grade system which the most zealous atten citement, and as the arrest was conducted, it Government. Always yielding with becoming are for reading tho Greek Testament.
Iho living. Levi, his son, is said to he a handsome! A French frigate had arrived off Nice, anil trunk line to the nearest and best route to the
tion to their efficient duties on the part of com was a shameful outrage upon the rights of a grace to the will of the majority, we believe Grammar schools are thus filled up, their pro and remarkably intelligent man, now becomes several regiments were expected there,
Bay of San Francisco, on the navigable waters
On the 20th the population of Nice signed a of the Sacramento.
mittee-men cannot remove. Nearly all of these citizen. Butting the most favorable construc that the friends and supporters of the various gress retarded and their usefulness in a great de chief of the clan. His wife is also said to be a
genuine
gipscy,
tall
and
stately,
with
the
pres
petition
against
the
representations
of
the
mu
are due to the stubbornness of that simple law tion upon the conduct of the officers of the Sen candidates will unite willingly upon tho man gree neutralized by the unavoidable admission
ence nnd demeanor of one born to rule.
AVasiiington , April 0.—The New Orleans
nicipality.
of natural philosophy which proclaims that no ate in ordering Mr. Sanborn's arrest, this para selected by tlic convention, aud principles not of scholars whose proper grade is the Rrlmary
The death or an American “ Knight ” is thus
In the House of Commons the Savoy question Piciiyun: of Tuesday says that Capt. Swascy, of
two bodies can occupy the same space at the same graph from the Bostou Journal is pertinent and men being their motto, will feel the success of or Intermediate school.
noticed by the Havana ’ correspondent of the was again debated, and tho conduct of the the ship Alaseonomo, from Liverpool, reports
British government was censured by several on the rftli inst., that while passing Cuba, was
time, and are to he remedied only by an increase ju s t:
their principles at the polls as above every oth
The increase of truancy nnd its multitude of Charleston Courier;
The Trinidad papers mention the death of his
chased anti fired at by a war steamer carrying
of school-rooms. But still, it seems to us that
“ If Vice President Breckinridge used proper er consideration. AYe trust the Convention evils, iu our midst has suggested the propriety Excellency, Sir AVilliam Becker, Knight Grand members.
In the House of Commons on the 21st, the Spanish colors. He hove to, and the steamer
all has not been done which might have been deliberation, and the Senate’s Sergeant-ar-Arms may conclude to indicate our own honored Sen of the passage of a truant ordinance by the Templar, &c., &e., at the advanced age of 87 hill limiting the hours for labor of women and questioned him where the Masconomo was
effected by the School Committee. An efficient was honest in endorsing over his warrant, wc ator, AVilliam Pitt Fessenden, as the man to City Council. But under the present condition years. Air. Becker was a native of Philadel children in bleaching and dyeing works, passed bound. The steamer then sailed away without
fear that the same charitable construction can
giving any explanation. The Alaseonomo had
system of school gradation and supervision can not lie put upon the conduct of the latter of lead the Republican party to victory, hut wheth of things such an ordinance would prove utter phia, and came here 70 years ago, as a journey by a large majority.
carpenter, and worked at his trade for ' Lord John Russel said that tho Spanish gov American colors and private signals flying all
not lie maintained, it is true, without an in ficer's deputy, who undertook to make the ar er it be Fessenden, Seward or Cameron, the sup ly ineffectual and an attempt to enforce it the man
many years in Trinidad, where he married a ernment had replied to the representations of the time.
crease of school accommodations, hut we think rest. It has been everywhere published, aud porters of the unsuccessful candidates will sheerest folly. If the habitual truants are rich quadroon, and by his own industry and | Her Majesty's government, with respect to a
there must he room for some improvement, even was well understood in this State, that Mr. San doubtless forgeteveu the destiny which decreed forced into school, a great many habitual skillful management of his wife’s fortune, soon P*
P hiladelphia , April 0.
prolomrad
„ occupation of Tangier in a friendly
born was determined to test this question of
acquired a princely fortune, andV as knighted manner, aud the correspondence had already
now. W ith reference to the matter of the dragging him to Washington, before our own their failure, and we look to sec the first wave of scholars must be forced out.
Six men were killed by being precipitated
for a largo gratuity which hc offered to the been laid upon the table.
down the shaft of a coal mine, at Irvin Station,
transferring of scholars to higher grades, or to courts. He did not hide himself: he did not intelligence which shall roll in from the swell
The credit of the city, no less than a regard Spanish government during the Don Carlos
The Reform Bill was regarded with much a few days since, in consequence of the break
different schools of the same grade, wc think prepare for any resistance, lie merely proposed ing prairies of the AVcst, sent back from the for the mental and moral culture of its young, civil war. Air. Becker was completely identifi apathy by the press anil the public.
ing of a rope.
to try liis rights liefore our Supreme Court,
ed with the Spaniards in feeling and action,
this remark may be justly applied.
The Times asserts that notwithstanding the
and submit to its decree. What, then, should hills and valleys of New England with the un demands an improvement in the condition of and though hospitable nnd polite in his manners semi-official contradictions, the Turkish govern
During the last two terms of the publio the United States officers have done but to ar mistakable endorsement that New England
T h e S la r e r J l'k D n .fr— U iim ’ o f M r. H uu lioi’u - .
our schools, and this improvement can only be to his new countrymen, never liked to be thrown ment is seeking to negotiate a new anil not in
O U lcin l C o r r u p t io n D e r e lo p e il.
schools, or at least, during the winter term, rest him in a quiet, formal manner, let him sue pledges an unbroken front for the representa effected by the building of a school house which into the society of his repudiated republican considerable loan.
N ew York , April 0 . —The Tribune corre
out
his
writ
of
habeas
corpus,
and
abide
the
re
there was no thorough or efficient examination
tive of Free Labor and Human Rights.
*
brethren, liis fortune has been set down at
The Paris Bourse had become firmer. On the spondent says that the State Department has
will
accommodate
three
or
more
schools.
The
sult? But instead of the course—of right due
four millions of dollars !
23il there was a decided improvement; Rentes received from Charleston a statement of the
of the schools, with reference to determining to every man bearing the proud title of a citi
D eath ot S ea .—AAre have learned, from let kind of building needed will cost considerable
advanced to OSf. 30e.
capture of the brig Jehossce on the Coast of
the qualifications of scholars for higher grades. zen of Massachusetts—these officers prowled
money.
Perhaps
$10,000,
exclusive
of
site,
T he C itadel a t Qceuec.— A correspondent,
Africa by an English cruiser, which will be im
Without this, it is evident that the grade sys about Concord under the cover of darkness, ters received hero a few days ago, that Mr.
w
riting
from
Quebec,
thus
depicts
the
famous
mediately transmitted to Mr. Dallas for the
Janies l liner, of this city, fell from the fore-top fencing, trees Ac. It should !>c centrally loca
T h ir ty - S ix th C o n g re ss.
tem is a nullity, and if it is true that the state prepared with lying pretenses, and endeavored
citadel
:
purpose of demanding reparation. The Jehu ted
and
arranged
for
tho
accommodation
ol
the
to kidnap Mr. Sanborn with as little regard to sail yard of the bark Jenny’ Pitts, oif Foot Reef,
in the senate Tuesday, resolutions were of see is owned by the parties concerned in the
of our school accommodations is sueh that clas decency of treatment as if he had been a run
“ When its massive walls were erected, so
High
school
and
at
least
one
Intermediate
or
on
the
19th
ult.,
and
was
instantly
killed.
The
fered,
providing
for
the
dismissal
of
William
great
was
tho
draft
on
the
treasury
of
France
Wanderer’s slave trading expedition.
sification is impossible, that gradation is at an away slave or a condemned criminal. They
Primary, and one Grammar school.
that the Queen asked if they were building it Medill, Comptroller of the Treasury, for viola
It is understood that the Harper's Ferry Com
end, and that the attempt to determine the ad obviously meant to hurry him away, manacled accident occurred in pleasant weather, and two
tion
of
the
rules
of
the
department.
The
bill
of
gold
!
This
frowning
fortress
stands
400
In
the
annual
report
of
Alessrs.
Osgood
and
mittee will to-day take up the Sanborn arrest
mission of pupils to higher grades by their and gagged, without showing their authority days afterwards the bark arrived at the Balize,
for
the
appointment
of
a
Board
of
Commission
feet
above
the
river,
and
has
been
appropriately
case,
and bring forward a resolution clothing
or permitting him the least clianec to appeal to where the deceased was buried. AVhen the in Skinner, the able and efficient school committee
called the ‘ G ibraltar of America.’ It includes ers to adjudicate the claims of the l nited States the Sergeant-at-Arms with full authority to
scholarship is futile, then the immediate erec the laws.
telligence ol Mr. I liner’s death was received, for the year 1850, this subject is forcibly pre about 40acres on the summit of Cape Diamond. against Paraguay, was passed. Pending a dis make the arrest.
tion of a new school house is indispensably
This mount is composed chiefly of dark slate cussion on the homestead bill, the Senate ad
instructions were immediately telegraphed to sented as follows :
The Covode Investigating Committee has ex
necessary to prevent further retrogradatiou in M alden D ye-H ouse. —Our readers arc referred
rock, w ith veins of quartz crystals, sparkling jo u rn e d .
amined George Baker, editor ol the Penn; Capt. Snow to cause the body to be disinterred
\Ye
feel
compelled,
therefore,
earnestly
to
to
the
advertisement
in
this
week's
paper
of
_______ _ ___
_______
In the House, pending debate upon the hill r/mian, who testified to holding a salary of
the condition of our public schools.
like diamonds;
hence_ the
name. ____
In its___
deep
and forwarded to the relatives of the deceased rccomend to the city council the immediate erec vaults are deposited fifty-seven thousand tons of! for the suppression of polygamy in b tab, the
$1200 in the Philadelphia Custom Uouse, but
But wc think that some improvement can be this popular dye-house. All orders entrusted
in this city. Mr. Ulmer was one of the young tion of at least one school house, iu some cen powder. Four Alurtello towers, forty feet in House adjourned. Both brandies ol Congress could not tell what office he held, or what duties
,
.
.
...........
i , i .
- .......... i I,...
i— :—.... ,.c
made under existing circumstances. Do not to Mr. Geo. F. Kalcr (at Mayo & Kalers,) the
tral position, to contain three rooms, one for I . . .
men (hosemen of Dirigo Engine Company, No. the high school, (which greatly needs a larger height, stands upon tho plains about half ti hail short sessions, and but little business ol lie performed, or why his name did not appear
agent
for
this
city,
will
be
promptly
aud
satis
scholars now sometimes go from schools where
interest was done.
on the list of employees. He admitted he w a;
3.) upon whom the chimney fell, at the burn and better room,) aud two others for an ad mile in advance of the other fortification. This public
In the Senate Wednesday, a discussion arose a relative of President Buchanan. George II.
old walled city has a dark, dingy and forbidding
they properly belong to schools which they factorily executed.
ing of the Commercial House, last winter, and ditional grammar and intermediate school.— appearance, and one feels on entering its low upon the resolutions to dismiss Comptroller Me Purser of New York testified to various mat
should nat properly enter, and in instances
Concert . —AYc understand that Mr. Libby’s his sudden death, under the circumstances nar And with these rooms, all the schools in the and massive gates, ns if be were going into dill, anil during the debate tin: Homestead Bill ters connected with the government contract
grade district will, of course, he immediately
where there is as much room in the schools grand concert of vocal music to be given at the
came up, which was also discussed. On motion relative to the public storage iu New York,
rated, and so soon after his recovery from the relieved of their excess of numbers, so small is prison.”
from which they eome as in those to which they close of his present term of singing school,
This is one of the English acquisitions to of Mr. Sumner of Mass., tho President was re stating that responsible parties hail offered !o
injuries occasioned by the former accident, is the distance from the centre to tho most remote
go? Have not scholars, at the commencement will take place on the evening of the 25th inst. an event of peculiar affliction to his relatives. school houses in the district. Such a school wnieh France has never been reconciled, and in quested to communicate all correspondence rela take the contract at $30,000 per year less than
case of a war between those great Powers, tive to the claims of foreign governments to the amount paid by government. The com
of new terms, changed their place or school at The singing will be performed by about a hun
The ensign of Dirigo Engine Co., No. 3, was house should obviously be a permanent build Quebec would doubtless be made the scene of a military service of naturalized American citi mittee called on Secretary Cobb for a copy of
ing ; not too cheap, to be an eyesore to our cit conflict and a carnage more dreadful than that zens.
tendance without permission from the school dred ol the members of Mr. Libby's adult and
this contract and all correspondence relating
displayed at half-mast, when the company re izens, like so many of our present school houses.
In the house, the AVest Point Appropriation
authorities? The matter of examinations for juvenile schools, and the past public perform
ceived the intelligence of the death of their It should obviously be of brick, both for se which ensanguined its heights a hundred years Bill was reported back with a recommendation thereto.
the promotion of classes need not lie neglected, ances of Mr. Libby's classes gives our citizens comrade.
curity against fire, and durability, as well as “goA S ign of the T ime. —Thomas AY. Dawson,
that the House non-concur on the Senate amend
actual economy ; and it should be located in
even if classes eligible for advancement to a an assurance that a very pleasant entertainment
B usiness at L awrence . —Tho now Pemberton ment providing for a regiment of Texan volun- editor of the Louisville (Ky.) Democrat, has
i-i .- l - j .his valedictory, stating, in effect, that
published
(5 f At a meeting of the Parish of St. Peter's such a central position as will accommodate pu Mill will, it is said, be larger than the old tcers. Pending a debate upon the Utah Poly
higher grade cannot be sent up for want of is in store for them.
pils who wish to attend the high school from
after issuing that paper fin- more than two
room. Teachers should not permit pupils to
Church, Tuesday evening, 10th inst., the fol- every portion of the district, east, west, north structure, which was so suddenly destroyed.— amy bill, the house adjourned.
! years as a moderate Douglas man, hc can no
In
the
Senate,
Saturday,
Mr
Trumball
pre
Wooden
pillars
will
be
substituted
for
the
iron
Mr. G angooly’s L ecture. Mr. J . C. Gan- 1lowing resolutions were adopted.
enter their schools at the beginning of a term
and south. The building of a t least one new supports in the old mill. Nearly all the manu sented a petition of citizens of Illinois, settin a ! longer do so “ for conscience sake.” Hc prewho were not on the register of the name school gooly, the converted Brahmin, addressed a
Whereas, It has pleased our beloved pastor to school house, (and one good one is preferable factories have as much as they can do, to sup forth that great alienation exists in the Union ! poses to start a straight-out republican paptr
for the previous term, except by authority of crowded audience in the First Baptist Church resign the pastoral care of this parish over to two poor ones,) we think is demanded by the ply, with sufficient rapidity, their articles of caused by the discussion of the subject of slavery ! in Clay county, and says
absolute necessities of the city, nnd cannot he
To carry a double face during the coining
the School Committee; scholars should be re in this city, on Wednesday evening of last week which he has so long and assiduously labored, delayed for another year, without damage to manufacture. A few of the establishments in Congress, and they pray that body to reccomtherefore :
great struggle between right and wrong, in our
ceived into higher grades only at the beginning upon the manners and customs of _the Hindoos. , Resolved, That the Parish of St. Peter’s the schools at large through the district, and sometimes keep running in the evening. Every incncl to all Legislatures a change in the Con opinion, would be highly criminal ; therefore,
thing betokens a very successful business sea stitution, for establishing a geographical line
of a term and on “ passes ” given by the com lh c lecture, which was delivered in a free aud Church, lose, by the resignation of their Pastor, discredit and dishonor to the city. All the mo son in Lawrence, during the summer months, a through the States anil Territories, north of we were very glad to sell out at the first opmittee after thorough examination at the close conversational style, without notes, was listened Rev. George Slattery, a faithful and zealous tives of public policy, economy in the long run, circumstance, which, so far as material pros which slavery is to be prolonged, and south of portunity, that we might have our limbs free
ns well as patriotism, anil regard to the high
of the previous term, and pupils should not be to with much interest, but our limited space labored, a talented and conscientious preacher est interests of the young, who are now under perity can do it, will greatly mitigate tho effect which it is not to be interfered with by Con-j to light on the side of rig ht at the next elec
and a firm and warm hearted friend.
of the great disaster that occurred in that city- ress or tho States. Referred to judiciary com tion” as also that each party might have a paper
permitted to change from one school to another this week gives us no room for attempted re
Resolved, That it is with feelings of sincere going tho formative process as to intelligence, on tho 10th of January last.
to represent them.
mittee.
in the same grade unless in case of removal of port or comment. Air. Gaugooly spoke at the regret that we receive his resignation, and that character, habits, manners anil morals, com
Air AYilson ofiicrcd a resolution callingon the
bine
to
show
tho
importance
and
necessity
of
T apping the C hinese T rade by L and .—Great
same
church,
on
Fast
Day
morning,
giving
1
our
best
wishes
andsincerest
prayers
shall
never
residence, except when it is necessary for the
An o th er B odv fo u n d at L a w r e n c e .—The Post Office department for all the correspon
increased accommodations for tho scholars whose
Britain having secured a large slice of Birmah
*’!“ happiness and well-bein
workmen employed in clearing tho ruins of the dence with Air Brooks, the late Chicago Post including the port of Rangoon, several years
Committee to effect any of these changes for some account of his own xpersonal experience
x
tthat
in r \vn
nvn
nnnrvKr
cauei
1
ni
t-li/-*
Ahlirriifnnumbers
so
far
exceed
the
stinted
and
narrow
we aro deeply sensible of the obligations
Pemberton Mill, drew off the water from the ca Alaster, in relation to the condition of that ago, that government is about to take steps for
the purpose of “ making stowage ” in the school and conversion to Christianity. AAre were una we arc under lor the untiring energy he has limits of our school edifices.”
nal, Thursday, when they found the body of a office. Adopted.
rooms. Wc think that there arc defects in our ble to attend, but learn that lie was listened employed, and great personal sacrifices he has
If sucli a building were so much needed then, woman under a large pile of bricks, whose name
On motion of Air Green the bill concerning tiie construction of a first class highway or
undergone in establishing our parish organiza is it probable, that it is less needed now, after was supposed to be Mrs. McCann. She was the District Courts in Kansas was taken up and railroad from the valley of tho Irrawaddy to
school management which can be remedied even to with deep interest by the congregation.
the southwestern frontiers of China. Half its
tion, and securing the erection of the church
four years increase to the scholars, anil four probably carried down with the falling wall passed.
under existing circumstances, and neglected du
Ti e District of Columbia was considered, and length, or two hundred and fifty miles, would
f3T AYc understand that the Congregational- edifice, which he now leaves us, complete in all years wear and tear upon the old school houses through tho ice and drowned. She leaves two
be constructed through British, the remainder
its parts and free from debt.
ties which the School Committee can perform,
the
Pennsylvania
Avenue
Railroad
bill
was
de
or three children.
ist Society is expecting services in the Univerof the district? Had such a building been
bated until a late hour, when, without taking through Birmcse territory. The part of China
even without waiting for a new schoolhousc.
salist Meeting Ilou 3c, (where it now worships,)
F ish M arket. —The attention of our readers
a vote the Senate went into an executive session, thus made commercially subject to Rangoon
erected that year the condition of our schools
We have every reason to anticipate that the
P rice of C o a l . —-The Rondout Courier says
contains about eighty millions of inhabitants,
next Sabbath. Rev. Mr. Scaver is expected to is called to the advertisement of the new fish and the habits of a large elaffl of the rising gen that the Delaware nnd Hudson Coal Company have fixed after which it adjourned.
and the region is in the main hrnhlv produc
present School Committee—comprising as it preach.
the price of .their coal solu at tide water, lor the coming
The House was not in session Saturday.
market of Messrs. Brown it Harding.
tive. Steam communication will also be shortly
eration would have been vastly superior to season, at 25 cents a ton above the piiceol last year. The
docs two practical teachers and the gentleman to
In the Senate, Alonilay, Air. Sumner of Mass., established between that city and England, hy
a*} lvnnia Coal Company have raised their price 50
whose persistent efforts the establishment of
L incoln A gricultural S ociety . —The Trus what they now are. The delay lma indeed been cents above that of last year.
introduced a resolution instructing tho Com way of Calcutta, Bombay and the Red Sea.—
US' AAre arc requested to announce that Rev.
mittee on Foreign Affairs to enquire into the rc- .Should the Chinese government offi r resistance
our present school system is mainly due—will Henry A. Hart, of the Newton Theological tees of Lincoln Agricultural Society arc iu ses “ a damage to the schools and a discredit anil
issin g for C h a r it y ' s S a k e .— The young In
cent capture of the Mexican steamers off A'era to the project, it is believed sufficient aid can be
use their best efforts to secure the highest de School, will preach in tho First Baptist Church sion to-day, (Wednesday,) making up a list of dishonor to the city,” and if the people arc «li*K
s of one of the villages inJeU'etsim county, N. Y., Iiuve Cruz. In the House, a hill was introduced to
obtained from the rebels to carry it through
it novel method of rnising funds foi charitable and
gree of efficiency in our schools attainable un in this city next isabbath.
premiums, awards, &c. AA'e understand they wise they will no longer defer all possible re adopted
religious purposes. At a late festival, a bevy of the pret prevent vessels of any government from car successfully. The country to be traversed pre
tiest girls in the loom formed u line, and for the price paid rying anything but bullion and Bpccic, and sents hut few obstacles of a physical character,
der our present disadvantages, and wc trust that
have decided upon having the Show and Fair paration.
down permit. ed the gentlemen to take a running kiss of neither passengers, letters nor freight for hire,
The Boston Journal appears in a new dress in this city, in the early part of the mouth of
I had intended to compare by way of argu the lot.
the sense of honest pride and convictions of
and the project will likely be commenced at an
under penalty of seizure. A report from the early day.
public duty may arouse our citizens to tho work this morning, and announces the purpose of October next, to continue four days.
ment, in presenting this matter to the people,
F rom t h e B rit ish P ro v inc es . —The Yarmouth Covode Investigating Committee was presented,
of placing their public schools in the position the proprietors of making further improvements
the amount of money invested in school houses Tribune states, on the authority of a Barring and was recommitted after much discussion.—
Mr. Potter, I have been with you three
A M an M issing . Air. ‘ Joseph Dcnuct,
Mr. Hickman of Pa., presented a. majority re
which they should occupy, by the erection ef a in the printing department of the paper.
highly respectable citizen of Castine, aged in our city, with that invested by many of our ton correspondent, that “ large quantities of port from tho Judiciary Committee, on the months and you have not paid me a cent. I
new school house.
about sixty years, has been missing from his neighboring villages and cities. Suilicc it to say goods (say 400 cases and bales) have been got President's" protest, refuting liis position.— am very poor and deeply in debt for my board!
My landlord says if l do not pay him to-day,
N ew G uests a t t iie “ S tone T a v er n . ” — Eight home since Tluircday Inst. Hc is about five feet that there arc many single school houses in the up from tho wreck of steamer Hungarian
Alosscrs. Houston of Ala., and Taylor of La., hc will put me in jail.’
S T The East Maine Conference of the M. E. prisoners arrived here on tho Daniel AYebster, ten inches high ; complexion light; hair some Smte,whose value is as much as the whole value within the past few days.”
presented
seperatc
minority
reports,
sustaining
‘ AYell my boy,’ answered Potter, coolly,
The Admiral on first trip from Boston for St.
Church, holds its annual session a t Belfast from Bangor, last week, in charge of an officer, what grey. AVhen last seen, no had on grey Of all the school houses in Rockland several John, N. B., carried a number of passengers the President.
‘ you know if he puts you in jail you won't have
pants, dark coat, and a fur hat. lie may have
In thff Senate, Tuesday, Air. Sumner presen to pay any board!’
to-day, (Thursday,) the 12th inst., a t 9. A. M. on their way to Thomaston. Their names are wandered off in a deranged state of inind ; but times told. But the citizens of Rockland need and a large amount of freight.
This must have been consoling.
Fresh fish, including salmon, aro both plenti ted a memorial from Mr. Sanborn, of Concord,
Goo. A\r. Inman, Michael Herrin, Jas. Mehan, it is feared that he has been drowned, as he was no such argument,no such wound to spur them
ful and cheap iu the Halifax market.
Alass,, reciting that a gross attempt had^ been
S '" The last’number of the Lincoln Adver James Tivnin, Alonzo Randall, Timothy Linnen lost seen on board schooner AVanderer.
to their duty.—Once convinced that a school
The steamer Ospray on her last trip to St. made to kidnap him by bersons claiming to act
Boys should be very careful how they steer
tiser announces the retirement from that paper Jonathan Badger and Diantha Lawrence.
Bacheloric Exclamation.—A las !— Maiden- house is needed, and it will be built, cost what John’s, Newfoundland, from Halifax, had, ns under authority of tho Senate, and moved its their life barks if they would arrive without
of Mr. E. 0 . AYcntworth, one q f its publishers. Badger is from Piscataquis County.
shipwreck at the Isle of Mau.
Exclamation.—All men !
it may. Rockland is no niggard when she can part of her cargo, one thousand dozen of eggs reference to the Judiciary Committee.

ffijre flacklattii ®ajttfe,

to

C A M B R ID G E C A T T L E M A R K E T .
T e x as .—The Iudianola Courier of the 24th
WEDNESDAY, April 3.
ult. says:
“ Gentlemen arriving this week from various sen inns of
Whole number of Cattle at market 550—about 475
the interior, report that the crop prospect is unusually fa Beeves and 75 S to res—consisting of Working Oxen, Milch
vorable. Corn is generally up, ami in some places been Cows, and one, two and three year old.
worked o v er; the stands are said to be vefy fine. The
PRICES OF MARKET DEEP.
season has been favorable for ull kinds of crops, and the
expected yield of both cotton and corn is unprecedented.”
Extrn, $7 25 (ft)7 50—first quality, $7 0 0 - second quali
ty, $5 50—third quality, $3 75—ordinary, $3 00.

The handsome sum of $G000 has been

PRICES OF STORE CATTLE.

subscribed in Galveston toward the establishment of a
Sailors1 Home ia that city, and the subscriptions are still
going on.

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
SIR JAMES CLARKE'S

GARDEN SEEDS.
PURE and Fresh lot of GARDEN SEEDS, raised in
State, has just been received from the best seed
Athis
growers, nd can be relied upon as being Pure and Fresh.

C elebrated F em a le P i l l s .

Sales are made in bulk, by the ounce, pound, quart, or
bushel or in papers neatly labelled, at the Agricultural
W are and Seed Store, N o . 3 P a l m e r ’* B lo c k .
16tf
J- P. WISE, Agent.

Prepared from a prescription of Sir J. Clarke,
M. D ., Physician Extraordinary to the
Queen.

PL O W S!

1860

SUMMER STYLES.

I860

J . S. H A L L & CO .,

Knox County Emporium,
Cal l

an d

See .

P L O W S !!

This invaluable Medicine is unfailing in the cure of all
Working Oxen—Per pair, from 875, 120 to 8175.
TIIE LARGEST STOCK OF
those painful and dangerous diseases to which the female
Cows and Calves—From $25, 42 (ft)§65.
It moderates all exeess, and
Yearlings, none—Two years old, §17 (ft) §23—Three
and
;
speedy cure may be relied
T h e T ragedy o r t h e S pr a y .— T he e x a m in a  years old, §25 (ft)§23.
Sheep and Lambs—1955 at tnarkst. Prices in lots, §
tion of Jackalow, the Chinaman, has resulted in his being
ever exhibited in Rockland. The Styles are the Lutest
(a)§2 50 each—Extra, §3 00, §3 50 (ft)-1 00, or from 4
T O M A R R IE D L A D IE S
held lor trial on the charges of piracy, murder and larceny. 2 25
and the prices the lowest to be found in the county.
Cc tf lb, live weight.
it s peculiarly suited. It will, in a shot time, bring on
On Tuesday he was quite low spirited. He had a settled to Hides,
6
(
f
t
)
6
1-4
\
>
lb—Tallow,
7
(
f
t
)
7
1-2
V
lb.
Don't Forje t to Call at
conviction that when his examination (which he seemed
the monthly period with regularity.
Pells,
§1
25
(
a
)
I
75
each—Calf
Skins,
10
(
a
)
11c
W
lb.
to consider a trial) was concluded, he would be hung in
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S,
Each bottle, Price One Dollar, bears the Government
NUMBER FROM EACH STATE.
the prison yard, by the Chief of Police, and no assurance
No. 2 Si'OFFoitD Block.
of the Chief quieted his apprehension.
Cattle. Sheep. Calves, Horses. Swine. Slump of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeits.
Rockland, April 4, 1860.
15tf
—
—
34
10
C A U T I O N .
A H eroic A ct.— Cap ta in A\ ebber, o f the New Hampshire, 110
_
_
LOWS of ull the most improved patterns constantly on
730
7
brig J. D. Lincoln, which arrived at Philadelphia on the Vermont,
_
hand, viz:
—
These Pills should not he taken by females during the
154
720
15
1st inst., from Mntanzas, reports that on the night of the Massachusetts,
96
380
—
THE CELEBRATED DOE PLOW.
F i r s t T h r e e M o u t h * of Pregnancy, ns they are sure
—
fllHE Ofiice of Registry of Deeds for Knox County, will
26th ult., in lal. 39 67, a seaman fell overboard from the New York,
X be kept for the present in Wilson & White’s Block.
NOURSE, MASON, CO.’S PLOWS.
to bring on miscarriage*, but ut any other time thev are
jibboom while in the net of taking in sail. The boat was Western,
70
GEORGE W. W H ITE, Register.
too full of lumber to be readily cleared, and the poor fel Canada,
PROUTY
& MEARS* PLOWS.
safe.
36
24
125
—
Rockland, April 3, 1860.
loll
low must have been drowned but for the heroism of a pris
CULTIVATORS,
HORSE
HOES
&c.
oner from the jail of Trinidad. With a deep sea line at
In ull cases of Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pain in
Total,
555
1955
125
56
Sold ut the Agricultural Ware and Seed Store,
tached to his person, he sprung overboard, and, after pay
the
Back
and
Limbs,
Fatigue
on
slight
exertion,
palpita
N
O
T
I
C
E
.
ing out some hundred fathoms, he succeeded in reaching
NO. 3 P A L M E R BLO C K .
tion of the H eart, Hysterics, and W hites, these Pills will
the drowning man, who, with his preserver, was hauled
B R IG H T O N C A T T L E M A R K E T .
on board in safety.
_______________
J. P. W ISE, Agent.
effect a cure when all other means have failed, and al
THURSDAY, April 4.
riU IE members of the White Lime Rock Company are
E xtraordinary C onduct or S la ves —The OrAt market 1175 Beeves, 130 Stores, 2650 Sheep 1900 though a powerful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel,
X hereby notified to meet at the office of DR. WILLIAM
antimony, or any thing hurtful to the constitution.
leans Crescent suites that one day last week a gang of Shouts, 60 Fat Hogs.
A. BANKS, on SATURDAY, the 14th day of April, inst.,
thirty-four plantation slaves front Oak Grove, St. James
P rices —Beef Cuttle—The prices of last week were not
Full directions accompany each package.
at 2 o’clock, P. M., to act upon the following business, viz:
Parish, about fifty miles from the city, came into town in sustained and we reduce our quotations :—Extra §8 *, first
To elect officers for the year next ensuing.
Sole Agents for the United States and Canada,
a body to consult a lawyer and find out who their master quality §7 50 (ft)8 ; second quality §6 50 (ft)7 ; third qual
V / ,'U ’ S T l ' t K
To see what action the Company will take to secure
was. Il seems that the slaves belonged to the estate of the ity §6 m 50.
JOB MOSES,
greater efficiency in digging their drain through the qunrlate James 11. Shepherd. The negroes say that for five
Working Oxen—A few sales only noticed, $60, 88, 95,
(Lute I. C. Baldwin & Co.)
ries
belonging to owners who neglect to dig through the
years they have not known whether they had u master or 115 (ft)§140.
same
in a reasonable time.
Rochester,
N.
\
\
not ; that lately a new oveiseer was put over them, and
Cows and Calves—Sales §23, 26, 31, 33 (ft)42.
To see w hat action the Company will take to provide
treated them cruelly without proper cause; knocking them
Sheep—Small lots §2 25, 275, 3,50, 4 55, 5 (ft)6.
N. B. §1,00 and 6 postage stam ps enclosed to any au
for
the
payment of its debts.
down with clubs, and llogging them till their backs were
Shoals—Several lots to peddle 5 3-4 (ft)6 for Sows and thoiized Agent, w illinsure a bottle of the Pills by return
Just opening
To act upon any other business legally coming bef6re
all raw. They were taken to the lock-up for future dispo- 6 3-1 (ft)7 for Burrows ; selected lots 6 1-2 (ft)7 1-2. At re
said meeting.
mail.
tail from 6 1-2 to 8.
A t N o . 3 S p o f l o r d B lo c k .
WM. A. BANKS, Secretary.
Fat Hogs—6 1-4.
For sale by C. P . FESSEN D EN , J. S. HALL & CO..
Rockland, April 4, 1860.
2wl5
3 ?" The dwelling house of Phincas Dexter at
Rockland ; and one Druggist iu every town in the United
Ladies Dress and Traveling Hats,
Jefferson Mills, N. H., was destroyed by fire on the 23lh
States.
ult.*, no insurance.
MISSES SUN IIATS and SHAKER HOODS,
M. S. BURR, &* CO„ No. 1 Cornhill, Boston Whole
sale A gents fur New England.
C it y C lg iik ’s O f f i c e , ?
3 P The paper mill of George Durditt in
II. II. 11AY A: CO., Wholesale Agents for the State of with various other F a n c y a n d M i l l i n e r y G o o d * .
Rockland, April 3, 1660. >
Maine.
Fairhaven, Vt„ was burnt on the 29th ult.
Mourning Goods prepared
HE Wardens of Wards 1, 4 and 7 are requested to re
March 11, 1859.
12tf
turn the Check Lists of those Wards to this Ollice im
g y A building in Burlington, Yt., owned by D y s p e p s ia ! D y s p e p s ia ! D y s p e p s ia !
F. J, KIRKPATRICK.
mediately.
Per Order,
Hon Levi l ndeiwood, was destroyed by fire a few days
What is it'? How Cured?
Rockland, April 10, 1660.
16tf
" ^ 7 p 7 p e s ¥ i F]ntd e n ,
3wl5
O. G. HALL, City Clerk.
since. Los* about §1000 , no insurance.
Dyspepsia is our National Disease— weak stomach,
feeble
digestion,
distress
after
eating,
costive
habit,
bilious
3 T It is asserted, “ on high Democratic auHow many suffer with it and its attendant
thoritv,” that Gen. Pierce has declined Mr. Buchanan's in condition.
symptoms of iow spirits, bad taste, coated tongue, obstuAYO
K A L E R are now receiving N ew Goons
vitation to visit the W hite House.
pified eend, and attacks of headache ! Yet how few know
direct from New York and Boston Market?, all of
which will he sold very low for Ca SII.
to cure it ! Generally, because the bowels are consti
N O . 5 K IM B A L L BLO CK .
"jf~ There were in Savannah, Ga., one day how
Rockland, April 10, 1860.
J6tf
pated, resort is had to cathartics or laxatives. But such a
last week, six first-class steamships loading for Northern condition was never cured by cathartics, whose only olFOULD announce the removal of his
ports—three for New York, and one each for Boston, fice is to weaken the digestion, and impair the integrity ol
Philadelphia and Baltimore. This looks like business en the entire assimilative system.
terprise.
But HUMPHREY’S HOMEOPATHIC DYSPEPSIA
TT7E haven
i Store
large assortment of BLACK
PILLS—a simple medicated sugar pill—have cured hun
>V SILKS,, that we will urrunt not to crack or break, j from No. 7 Kimball Block, to No. 3, same building, in con
y y The Oxygenated Bitters, are recommend- dreds
of the worst and most obstinate cases. This is done
very CHEAP for CASH.
nection with the Bookstore of M. C. A n d r e w s , where m ay
ed by Physicians in their practice. A distinguished cler simply by improving the tone, arid restoring the integrity
16tf
MAYO & KALER.
be found a good stock of BOOTS, SHOES, HATS, CAPS,
gyman, who’hnd taken six bottles, by direction of his Phys of the digestive organs, from which results good appetite,
&c., to which will be added in a few days a
ician, writes us that they have cured him of Dyspepsia, of regular habits, a clear head, and buoyant spirits. Such a
twanty-five years standing. Try this remedy, Dyspeptics: medicine is a gem, and only requires lo b e known to bi
appreciated.
J 1 R O M 0 2 1 -2 e l* ., io § 3 , 0 0 a p ie c e , a t
(in his branch of trade,) of all that is fashionable and de
Price, 25 cents per box, with directions. Six boxes §1.
sirable, of which due announcement will he made.
3 ?" The hull of the steamer Eastern Queen,
N. B.—A full set of H u m ph r ey s * H o m e o pa t h ic .Sp e 
_______ M A Y O Sc K A L E R ’S.
ICtf
Don't forget the Number! - Don't fail to call I ! i
before reported burnt at Wiscasset, was successfully raised c if ic s , with Book of directions, and twenty different
In this city, April 7th, by O. G. Hall, Esq , Mr. J. Rus
and hauled into shoal water on Friday, March 29th, and is Remedies, in large vials, morocco oase, §5; ditto, in plain sell Pillsbury to Mias Jane A. Benner, both of this city.
Rockland, April 2, 1860.
15lf
j
now afioat at her berth ut Johnston’s wharf. The whole case, §4*, case of fifteen boxes, and Book §2.
In Portland, 4th inst, by ltev. Geo. W. Bos worth, Mr.
fioor of the vessel will be saved with but trifling damage, j These Remedies, by the single box or case, are sent by Chau. F. Shepard to Miss Esther J. Soule, both of Cape
and the most valuable portion of the machinery is com mail or’e.xpress, fiee of charge, to any address, on receipt Elizabeth.
E stablished , A. D. 1837.
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paratively uninjured and is being removed.
of the juice. Address
In Augusta, 11th ult., Mr. Nathaniel Chase to Mrs- Han
O ffice c o r n e r C o u r t a m i H a n o v e r S tr e e t* ,
DR. F. HUMPHREYS & CO..
nah Taylor.
[ y Over one thousand acres on the Fishkili
No. 562 Broadi\ay. New York.
In North Waldoboro, 27th ult., Mr. Ira N. Overlock to
BOSTON.
mountains, in Dutchess county, N. Y ., were burnt over
Sold by C. P. FESSENDEN, No 5 Kimball Block, Miss Matilda Winshenhach, of Washington.
on Saiurduy and Sunday last. The spectacle is represent Rockland: G. 1. ROBINSON, Thomaston; and dealers
In Belfast, March 25th, by Rev. Win. Reed, Mr. George rilH E Proprietors of this well known Dye House are pre- •
ijn iiii i o r S a le .
edas having been terribly grand, and \\
seen for inanv ; generally.
T. Osborn to Miss Helen M. Pattershall, both of 15.
JL pared with new and improved machinery and other j
miles around.
' I “ March 10, 1660.
In Calais, April 2d, by Rev. G. \V. Durell, Rev. J. A. lucilities, combined with long experience, to do the work !
fp iIE Subscriber has for sale a lot of land
Steele, of Belfast, to Mrs. Helen F. Snow, of C!
entrusted to them in a style which cannot he equalled in j
, situated iu Camden,
A C orporation w it h a S o i l . —The New D r-!'
this country.
near, Rockport Village, which lie will sell in
AMOS P . T A P L E V ,
leaus Gas Company has voted seventy shares of its stock, !
Ladies’ Dresses, Shawls, Scarfs, Capes, &c., See... dyed
ill together. For farther particulars
quoted at 17a 1-2, to the only child of Col. Win. S. Camp- I DEALER IN BOOTS. SHOES AND RUBBERS,
or cleansed with a superior finish. Every description of
J.
E.
ROSS,
on the premii
bell, so long the Superintendent of the Gas Works of that j
Silk or Woolen Goods dyed or cleansed in the very best
Camden, April 4, I860.
3m 1
N o. S4 M IL K S T R E E T ,
manner.
city.
Gentlemen’s Coats, Pantaloons and Vests dyed without
Opposite Pearl street,
BOSTON.
being taken apart uni the color warranted not to smut.
3m 12
The v l u y b e t .— Of all the preparations in- | Mch lu, I860.
wife of L. D.
In this city, 6 inst., Mrs. Caroline R
Goods will be received and promptly forwarded bv leav
troduced to the public, the best remedy for corns, bunions,
McUiay, aged 29 years.
ing them at Mayo *5c K a leu ' s Store.
cults, bruises, burns, wounds, sores, scalds, chapped
In this city, 13th inst., Mrs. Clarissa, relict of the late
D R . B R O N S O N ’S
G. F . K A L E R , A s e n t .
hands, erysipelas, salt rheum, etc., is Redding’s Russia
Capt. Levi Ulmer, aged 52 years and 10 days.
April 10, 1660.
2;nl4
Salve. Sold everywhere, 25 cts a box.
In Alfred, 3d* inst., very suddenly, Issachar Kimball,
Esq , aged 76.
There arc indications of a design on the
i 'a i - m
fo e S a te .
In Hiram, 25th ull., at the residence of Capt. Samuel
T
h
e
G
e
n
u
i
n
e
is
for
sale
by
part of tiie Union organization to form a combination on
Wadswortb, Eli Clemens, aged 84 years 6 months.
rr n n subscriber ofters for sale his farm in Camden,
Judge McLean for President and John Bell for Vice Presi
F
o r
S 2 , S O ,
r t t
In Mobile, 22d ult., Mrs. Margaret Randall, formerly of 1 the
dent. Mr. Bell, it is understood, gives the scheme or pioRockland, Feb. 2y, I860.
Portland, aged 74 years.
lg some 560 cords of wood growgiRinmehis approval. So says the Washington corres
tlie 19th till., off Foot Iteef, James Ulmer, of
*of payment given. Enqt
pondent of the New York Tribune.
Rockland,
April
4,
1860.
this city, he fell from the torotopmast yard of the barque ! JuD L llODCMAN, near the premises, T.r of the subsertb“ It lias stood the Best of all Tests.'' Jennyty Pitts, tiud was killed. >Blake, aged 69 years, and 8 ! iu at Catuden Harbor.
A d u lteration or G o l d . —The officers of the
In Knox, March 10th, M
government assay ollice in New York say that the adulter See Advertisement.
3m4
months
j Camden, \p r il 7, I860.
3w
ation of tlie precious inetuls is now carried to such an ex
ISITING Rockland in want of Boots, Shoes, Hats or
In Lincolnville, March 29th, Mary, wife of J obIiu
tent, that nine-tenths of ull the gold ornaments now do
Caps, may lie pleased to learn that both tune and
Lamb, aged 22 years.
not contain, on an average, over 2<J percent of real gold —
In lslesboro, Mr. Pliincus D. Roller-on, formerly of
money may he saved by buying at T. A. W e n t w o r t h 's .
A heavy gold fob chain, that cost § 8 0 on Broadway, when
where the assortment is always complete, and the prices
Wald j , aged
melted down nt the assay office, yielded but §3 in gold, the
RELIEF IN TEN MINUTES! !
14tf
In Appleton, tiotli ult., Samuel Dnvis, iu ihe CCth year o( r i u i c Suhscrilitra would inform thepulilic that they have sutiafacsory to all.
balance being an alloy of copper and zinc. Scarcely one
Ilia age.
_
....................................................... X opened u FISH MARKET in
in a bundled of the gold watches sold is intrinsically worth B R Y A N 9 S P U L M O N I C W A P E R S,
In Liberty, April 1st, Sally, wife of Moses Hatch, aged
ten per cent, above the cost of manufacture. Truly 44 all are unfailing in tnc cure of C o u g h s , C o l d s , A sthma 24 years.
B
E
R
R
Y
B
U
I
L
D
I
N
G
,
is not gold that glitters.”
B r o n c h it is , S ore T h r o a t , H o a r sen ess , D if f ic u l t
In Union, 21th ult., Asaph Lucas, aged 75 years.
Cap if you call
| m o get suited with a Boot, Shoe Hat
(nearly opposite Furbish's Store Store,)
In Union, 26th, Mrs. llunnuli, widow of Joseph Vaughn,
always find all
; I at W EN TW ORTH’S, where yo
ESP Much excitement existed at Danver, in Br e a t h in g , I n c ip ie n t C onsu m ptio n , and D is e a s e s of aged
76.
vhere they w ill keep c o n stan tly on han d a w eil selected the late and fashionable styles, and ut the most reasonable
t
h
e
L
ungs
.
They
have
no
taste
o
f
medicine,
and
any
consequence of the dincnvcry of the secret lead in the
14 tf
prices.
u:d choice asso rtm e n t of
gory mining district. In the lead nuggets, pieces o f liild will take them. Thousands have been restored to
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SPECIFIC, for sale at

"tf

J . S. HALL

-X-J mg without labor, for sale at
7tf
NO. 3 SPEAR BLOCK.

F

:g s , f i g
p a s
Ra n t s , & c., & c , at

,

t e

J.
11*

c

Pt

r o n

,

c u r

-

s. h a l l

& co.’s,
Nor 3 Spear Block.

7if

W

J. a. HALL i

ORMWOOD CORDIAL, for weak

* * Stomachs.
_ Tlf

NO. 3 SPEAR BLOCK.

A ] Y MOTHER’S SALVE.—Buy and

‘LT*f* use it. To be had of
4tf

TVODD S NERV IN E , for the cure of all
J- S. IIALL * CO.,
No. 3 Spear Block.

■DURNETT’S COCOAINE, for the Hair,
sold l»y

r aS. HALL
.» » * r & CO.,
~~
’
J.
No. 3, Spear Block.

TV

S la t, C a p and. Shoe Store,

F II E S I I S T O C K ,

New F ish M arket.

P opular Sovereignty.—The following, from !
an exchange paper, is rather n strong definition ol popular ’
sovereignity. To be sure it “ smells a little ridiculous.” i
“ Why can’t I cany my property where I please?” as !
DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
the fellow said, with two skunks in a basket, and a pound j This celebrated female medicine, possessing virtues
of ussafeetida in each pocket, t rying to fore his way into a known of anything else of the kind.
I»repi
ball-room.
1-hint, used by the natives lor the same purpot
time immemorial, and now for the first time offered
rTjj~ Col Tiiaddcus Twite hell of Bethel, died from
to the public. A knowledge of this plant was obtained
very suddenly on Tuesday morning. He complained of | from'
severe pain in the chest, and died in an hour. He was a
O L D S K E X A X D O A lf,
highly respected citizen. He was 72 years of age.
Oneida Chief, who lived near Syracuse, New York, to
C3T The Legislature of Wisconsin have reery great age. Ir is neatly put up in two ounce bots, with full directions for using, and is warranted to
fused, by a very decided vote to repeal the law abolishing
itg on the monthly sickness in cases of obstruction,
capital punishment in that State.
.mi in twentj -four hours, alter all other remedies have
The icc left the Kennebec river on Sat-! t mi tried in vain. This may seem incredible, but if it
fail in any case, the price will be refunded.
urday last in a quiet manner.
1 3 * PURELY VEGETABLE,^containing nothing in
25F* A letter from an officer of the African the least injurious to health, and may be taken with per
squadron says the diicoveiy of coal in Liberia, all the hil fect safety at all times.
LADIES, therefore, in want of a medicine of this kind,
ly ranges abounding with it, will bring not only wealth hut
civilization to Africa. The only drawback is the want of had better G et t h e B e s t , instead of wasting time and
money in trying other things which are always either un
proper harbors lor vessels along the coast.
safe'o r uncertain, and therefore never warranted, as is
REMEDY.
GZT A soldier died at 1‘uget Sound recently this GREAT
by Express to all parts of the country. Sold only
from eating strawberries that had been put up in metal a t Sent
D r . MATTISON’S REMEDIAL IN STITUTE for
SPECIAL DISEASES, N o . 2 8 U n i o n S t.. F i o v i K . i.
E normous \ o t e . —The total vote thrown at ( hOi ’ SENT
FREE, hv enclosing one stamp, as above,
the late election in Connecticut, was 88,292. At the ex
Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEM, and on Private
citing Presidential election of lc56 it was 60,326—an in- and Chronic Maladies generally ; also CIRCULARS, givciease of nearly eight thousand this year. No State elec
g full information, with undoubted references and testition ever upproaelicd the aggregate of votes before. A
onials, without which, no medicine of the kind is deRepublican victory iu such a contest settles the character
•rvingof A ny C o n fd i : nce W h a t e v e r .
of the State lor a generalian.
Orders by Mail promptly attended to.
December 22, 1859.
Iv52
D eath or H o n . J ames K. P a u ld in g .— lion.
Jam es K. Paulding, Secretary of the Navy under M. Van
lluren, but betier known as a literary inan, died at his
residence at Hyde Park, N. Y., on Wednesday night, aged

THE UREAT I\MA\ REKED1

MARINE

JOURNAL.

PORT OF ROCKLAND-

b r o w n & Ha r d in g .
1\ S —Fresh boiled L o b s t e 2 s every day, (Sunda
v 16

F A S H IO N S .

Our Hew Bonnets have Come.

SHAKER

V

F r e s h a n d C o rn e d F is h .

JUST RECEIVED

50 Doz. Superior Quality.
^
A. II. WASS, Ilovey’s Block.
Rockland, April 4, 1360.
15tl
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TRIPS A WEEK.

B u n g o r , P o r t l a n d , B o * to u , L a w r e n c e
L ow cM .

and

D a n ie l W e b s te r ,
APT. Sa M’L BLANCHARD,
'lL I. take her place on the line between BANGOR
and PORTLAND, connecting with the cars of tne
upper and lower roads for Boston, Lowell and Lawrence,
on Monday, April 2d, and continue to run as follows:—
Leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesdiy and Friday
morning at 6 o'clock, arriving at Rockland at about 11
o’clock, A. M , and arriving aj Portland in season for the
4 1 2 o’clock trains for Boston.
R et u r n in g ,— Leaves Portland for Bangor and intemedinte landings on the river every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday evening, on the arrival of the cars from Boston, ar
riving at Rockland every Tuesday, Thursday and S atur
day morning at about 3 1-2 o’clock.
F A H E ,- -F ro m Rockland to Boston,
Lawrence or Lowell,
£ 2 ,5 0 .
I-roin Rockland to Portland,
1 ,5 0 .
River Fares us nsual. Freight tuken at usual rates.
M. W. FAR WELL, Agent.
Agent's office at his residence, No. 5 Elm Street.
March 26, I860.
Sml4

W

L I N E .

1 CAPT. E. H. SANFORD,
AVING the past winter had a new set of Boilera and
been thoroughly overhauled, and put in the be3t pos
sible condition Tor the accommodation of the traveling
community, will leave BANGOR, or as fur up as the ice
will permit, for BOSTON every Monday and Thursday at
11 o’clock, A. M., arriving at ROCKLAND at about 5
o’clock, P. M.
Returning :—Leaves Foster’s South W harf BOSTON,
for Ba NCOR, (or as far as the ice will permit,) and inter
mediate landings on the river, every Tuesday and Friday
afternoon at 5 o’clock, arriving a t Rockland every Wedne3.
day and Saturday morning, at about 5 o’clock.
F A R E —From Rockland to Boston,
$ 2 ,0 0 .
U * River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FAR WELL, tfent
Agent’s Office nt his residence, No. 5, Elm Street.
Commencing Tuesday, March 27, 1860.
dm!3
i ‘o itliiii( l m id
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Y o rk S te a m e r s .

Get your family Shod

SE .III-W E E K L Y L IN E .

A T W ENTW ORTH’S, and you will save lime, money
TV and trouble you would otherwise have, iu finding the
kinds and sizes. Additions made to this stock every week.

K The first class Steamships “ CHESAtPEA KE,” Captain Sidney Crowell, and
_______ i'ATAPSO,” Captain L. If. Lay field, will
hereafter form a semi-weekly line between the Ports of
New York and Portland, leaving each Port every W e d n e s 
day and S aturday at 4 P. M.
Passage, including Meals and State Rooms §5.00
The great dispatch given to freight by this line makes it
the most desirable freight communication between New
York and the East. No commission charged at either
end for forwarding.
Dray age in New York between connecting lines by con
tract at lowest rates.
EMERY ^ FOX, Portland.
H. B CROMWELL, A CO., New York.
October 25, 1859.
6m44

T h e re
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it,

to huv Boots, Shoes.
A. W EN TW ORTiLS, where
T Hats,theandbestCaps,placeis atinT.Rockland
the stock i- always complete, and the prices satisfactory
hat

t° all* A call at No. 2, Spoflord Block will convince you
of this.
H if

Boys and Girls
TT7HO go to school,
scl
want SHOES and BOOTS to wca:
)V The best p!lace in Rockland to get them is at
14tf
T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

HOODS,

Sh aker H ood s, Sh aker H o o d s.

W. S. COCHRAN,

S A I L - M A K E R ,

Im p o r ta n t N o tic e .
C r o c k e tt* * B u i l d i n g
- R o c k l a n d , Me*.
a iu t See
I LL persons in want ol a pure article of NEAT’S FOOT
Old Colony, Lawrence, Russe’l Mills and Ravens Duck,
T H E : w styles Hats and Caps for Spring and Summer
A OIL, at wholesale or retail can find it at
Russia and Muni Mia Bolt Rope, Twine and Thimbles for
just received per Sanford, at
J.; D. CARVER’S,
sale.
litf
t . a . W e n t w o r t h ’s .
Corner o f Main and Holmes Street, South End. Try it,
SATI S made and repaired at short notice.
ever used 1 will refund
: l,d U not the best that y
Rockland, March 26 1860.
14tf
rite money.
ES u b l i c i ' H .

Arrived

.

e

H

SPRING

No Such Thing as Fail

hereiofo^e^unhnowu In S c “ . u * ° of kltd mStog* ‘ rilS heaUh ll"“ haJ before dc6‘“ared-. Tcs,imo">' Siv™ lm“av erag e yield in th e Gunnel lend is §600 to the cord ol i dreds of cases. A single dose relieves in ten m in u t e s .
dirt and rock. Miners were making from
It for Bryan’s Pulmonic W afers—the original and only
day. Emigrants had commenced arriving.
genuine is stamped 44Ilryan.” Spurious kinds are offered
T h e S t r ik e — fiO f u r US this town is concern- for sale. Twenty-five cents a box. Sold by dealers gener
e l , appears to be virtually deed, but Mr. Hawley is re ally .
ported to have remarked in several public meetings, that
JOB MOSES, Sole Proprietor, ID Chester. N . \ T.
secret societies were forming in this town, and that they
ale in Rockland by C.
FESSENDEN, J.
were preparing for another strike. It is also stated that HALL A: CO., and bv otic Dru:
t in every town in
Mr. Hawley and about 30 other practical joins, are about United States.
to emigrate to Staunton, Virginia, w hesea shoe-manufuct- ’
rch 16. 18
ory is to be established.—[Haverhill Guzette.
!„

t

Menemon Sanford

All Persons

IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.

u

Spring Arrangement- $2.00 to Boston,

MEN’S SL1. 1CHATS

iB L O O D F O O D

o

F A R F :
From Rockland to Machiasport,
3 2 50
44
Jonesport,
2 25
41
Millbridge,
2 00
“
Mt. Desert, (So. West Harbor,) 1 5 0
44
Deer Isle. (Green’s Landing,)
100
44
North Haven,
50
44
Mt. Desert, (So. W est Harbor,) 150
li
Sedgwick,
150
44
Deer Isle, (Scott’s Landing,)
125
Way Fares as usual.
M. W. FAR WELL, Agent.
April 28, 1860.
14tf

O U T S I D E

M ALDEN DYE H OUSE.

I) E A T H S .

r

Nervous diseases.

REMOVAL.

S h ir ts , S k ir ts , S k irts.

n

H

THREE
J . S. HALL <fc CO.

G. W. KIMBALL

Black Silks! Black Silks!!

r

a p t a in - J a m e s W a l l a c e ,
AVING received new boilers and been thoroughly over
hauled, and put In the most perfect condition, will
*""ke her first trip on the 7th of April, 1860, and continue
run as foUows :—leave ROCKLAND for Ma CHIa SPORT every Saturday morning on the arrival of the
steamer M. Sanford from Boston, and the steamer Daniel
Webster from PORTLAND, touching at North Haven,
Deer Isle, Mt. Desert. Millbridge and Jonesport.
R e t u r n in g — Will leave Ma CHIa SPORT for ROCK
LAND, every Monday morning at 4 1-2 o’clock, touching
above, arriving at ROCKLAND in lime to connect
ith the M Sanford for BOSTON.
Will also leave ROCKLAND, every Wednesday morng, on arrival of M. Sanford,for MILLBRIDGE, touchg ut Deer Isle, (Scott’s Lauding,) Sedgwick, and Mt.
Desert, (So. West Harbor.)
R e t u r n in g — Leaves MILLBRIDGE every Thursday
morning at 7 o’clock, touching as above, urriving in time to
connect with the M. Sanford for Boston.

T Z E R O S E N E O IL, for sale by

T

MARRIA GES.

CO.

T ) ABB IT’S SOAP PO W D ER , for wash-

Notice.

True’s Worm Elixir.

NO. 3 SPEAR BLOCK.

ED1ES, for sale by

SE EIN G M IL L IN E R Y ,

M

e

The Favorite Steamer

Me LANES CELEBRA TED WORM
HOLLOW AY’S CELEBRATED REM-

LATEST PAB1S FASHIOTST

INARAS GOODS.

t

R o c k l a n d ,

PERFUMERY, OILS and DYE STUFFS,
BURNING FLUID, Jkc. Ac.

White Lime Rock Company.

Druggist and Apothecary,

s

in*

f a n c y t o il e t s o a p s , h a ir a t o o t ii b r u s h e s .

Notice.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

a

MACHIA8PORT, MILLBRId g e , ROCKLAND.

Drugs ami Medicines, Chemicals,

ISats, Caps, Boots anil Shoes,

—
z
z

e

No* 3 , S p e a r B l o c k . R o c k l a n d ,

April Cih, schs Harriet Samauth
Vinalhaven for
Boston; Mary Louisa, Smith,
laihaven for New York;
C orinthian, Small, -------, sells Concordia,, l*i ,
Portland; Gentile, Morton, Boston. 8th, schs Emma Furbisli, Ames, Savannah; M S Patridge, Hix, New York;
Geo A: James, i'olan. Saco, Uormdm, Cutchcll, Porir.moutk; Hector, McAllister, do; Gertrude Horton, Pendle
The subscriber also begs leave to inform the public that ! A LARGE lot of Men’s Women’s and Children’s Rub
ton, do; Neponset, Ingi
Salem; Pearl, Robinson,, fie; will continue to slaughter
i
slau'diter IIoo-'
IIoo-- ami
and C attle
atti . k of evorv
H bers, both thick and thin—just received at
Danvers; Silas Wright, Rogers, llnsinn.
Boston. 9th,
litf
T . A. W ENTW ORTH S.
«nii sell:
scIk m •>«="- |esnripiiou at the shortest notice.
ehusetts, Maddocks, Boston. 10th, sell Pilot, Snow, BosCash paid for VEAL CALVES anywhere iu
tou. 11lit, schs Gen Warren, Guplill, Boston; E Arcula- j COUNTY,
C i t i i i l r e n ’s S h o e s ,
rius, Snow, do.
Rockland, April 11, 1860.
TN almost endless variety, just received at
I
litf
T. A. W ENTW ORTH’S.

NE'W STORE!
N E W
GOODS!

Eastern Express Company,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
niTIS Express will leave R ockland
L for Boston and P ortland every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 11
' o’clock, A. M., by
S te a m e r D a u ie l W e b s te r*
Returning every Tuesday Thursday and Saturday momWill leave direct for Boston, by
S te a m e r M cn e su o u S a n fo r d .
every Monday and Thursday at 5 o’ciock, P. M , returning
Wednesday and Saturday mornings.
For Bangor every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Saturday mornings.
M oney. P a c k a g e s . O rd e r* a n d F r e ig h t
F o r w a r d e d to all parts of the Country.
N o te * . B ill* . D r a f t * & c .. c o l l e c t e d . B ill*
o f E x c h a n g e on Ireland purchased in sums to suit
and all other business in the Express line promptly a t
tended to.
Persons sending money by this Express desiring receipts
returned will please notify. When so requested this Com
pany always return receipts.
Persons calling or sending to the ollice for return receipts
will please deliver the original receipts takeu of the Agent.
PROPRIETORS,
F. If. II odgman, Bangor,
J. N. W inslow , Portland.
G.
C arpenter , Augusta, F. VV. C arr , Boston,
J. R. HALL, Superintendent.
G . \V . B E R R Y , A g e n t.
OFFICE,—No. 3 Lime Rock Street, directly opposite
the Post Office.
Rockland, April 3, I860.
14tf

I the ISAAC GREGORY
Store, (so culled) would respectfully inform the inhabi
Sailed.
tants of Rockland and vicinity, that he has stocked it with
T O C O N S U M P T IV E S
April 6th, schs Leo, P ratt, Boston; Leo, Snow, do. Un
choice and well selected goods, consisting In part, of the
cle.Sam, F arnhani,------- ; Peru, Thomas, Somerset; Win
following articles:
Gregory, Smith, Richmond; Amanda Powers, Robinson, ;
New York; A npline Hix, do; Forest. Emery, do; Her- , N I d K V O U S
S U F F K It E R S
EW Cardenas Molasses of superior quality,
U L O U IS ,
F L O U K .
riel bamantha, Lane, Boston, all, schs Albert Jameson, I
_________
for sale by
TREAT &. CO.
Jameson, New York. 9th, schs Minerva, Crockett, Bo
Fresh Ground Ohio, Richmond .and various grades N. Y.
Frankfort, Mch. 14,(1860.
lin]2
ubscriber, for several years a resident of Asiadiston; Rubicon, Wass, do; Sea Serpent, Arey, do; Pearl
FLOUR. Best Virginia CORN, for mealing
cL: red while there, a simple vegetable remedy—a sure
Robinson, Danvers; Hector, McAlister, Portsmouth; Con • T H
for Consumption,Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds,
i\o n
is v o m - liim
cordi i, P ratt, Boston. 10th, sells Republic, Ham, New and Nervous
t o E iu v .
Debility. For the benefit of Consumptives
Orleans; Ella, Marston, Savannah; Pallas, French, New and Nervous Sufferers,
PORK. Jersey, N. Y.. Mess, and Extra No. 1 and Clenr.
he is willing to make the same J U S T , ceived per Steamer Sanford, Styles the latest,
York; Caroline, Rhoades, South.
public.
the greatest, and prices the lowest at T. A, Best leaf LAUD MOLASSES, different qualities. SALT,
it, he will send the Prescription,! W ENTW ORTH’S, where the best and only good assort- for table and dairy purposes. BURNING FLUID. Whale
To those \vh
and
Kerosene OILS. Beat Cider VINEGAR. Chemical,
with full directions (free of charge ;) also
ple of the ment of Boots, Shoes, Hats n.id Caps can he found in
DOMESTIC POUTS,
medicine, which they will find n beautiful combination of Rockland. Please call uud examine before making your Olive, Extra Chemical Olive (a new article,) Cranes Com
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 29th,ship Jennie Beals, Crocker, Natuie’s isimple herbs. Those desiring the Remedy cr
pound and Family No. 1. SOAPS.
purchases.
14tf
Liverpool; barque Jenny Pitta, Snow, Rockland.
obtain it by return mail, by addressing
Ar 7th, ships Win Singer, Farley, and Ashland, Moore,
J* E . C U T H B E R .T , Botanic P hysician ,
Muscavodo, Havana, various grades, Crushed Granu
Liverpool; Geo Turner, Ilsley, Boston.
No. 429 Broadway, New York.
lated and Powdered. Also, Coffee Crushed all grades.
Towed tf. sea 7th, ship Cavalier; barques Hannibal, Liz
April 8,1300.
'
3ml6
zic Boggs ; 23d, S L Bryant, I it Davis.
TEA, COFFEE, SALERATUS Jfc.
NEW YORK—Ar Gill, schs American Chief, Pressev,
Elizahethport for Somerset; Lucy Blake, Bush, Rockland;
TEAS all qualities, such as Hyson, Young Hyson,
fOHE subscriber having recently been appointed agent
Superior, Robinson, Rockland; Amelia, Sanborn, Machias.
notice that I have given to my so
Oolong.
COFFEE, Java, Rio, Porto Cobelio, Santas and
Ar7th sells Minnie C obb.-----, Providence; 6th barque
minor, his time. „ i- f°r Rockland and Thomaston for the sale of this cele- Old Java,either burnt and ground or whole. SALERA
Horace Beals, Montgomery, Key W est; sells Myers, Rog transact business for himself, claiming none of hi wu«es l,r:ite‘1 Slovc *s how ready to furnish all who may desire TUS, Extra Refined, iu bulk, and in papers. SPICES, all
w-.w..’** something superior to anything ever offered in the shape of kinds.
ers; Oregan, Nash; Melbourne, Hunt, and II K Dunton, alter this date, and will not pay any debts of his contracta Cooking Stove before.
Duntou Rockland.
SH R U B B E R Y, cfc.
mg.
T O B A C C O ,
have been several important improvements made
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 13thult,ship B D Metcalf, Stet
PHILANDER WHARTON, , in There
this Stove in the fust year which makes it what has
son, New York.
Several fancy brands, such as Strawberry, Cochode. and
Wltn s —Ama'/ iaii T orrey .
T H E subscriber has for sa le a t his n ursery,
| long been wanted
Honey dew. PAILS and CANNIE PAILS, BROOMS, «fcc.
CHARLESTON—Cld 5th, sell P Boice, Boice, Philadel
» Island, Feb. 14, I860.
3w*16
phia.
All of the above articles will be sold low for CASH.—
A P E R F E C T STO V E.
PENSACOLA—Ar 29th ult, brig Annandale, Hatch,
Plcidb call and see if both articles and prices do not suit.
H
l o r s e - S i i o o i n g .
UNION COMMON,
Camden.
This Stove may be seen at my Stove W arre -R oom
WM. II. LOVE, Agent.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, barque Cephas Srarrett, (of
Rockland, March 13, 1 8 6 0 .____________
I2tf
OHN L. MALLETT, respectfully announce to the pub- J
N
o
.
2
A
t
l
a
n
t
i
c
B
l
o
c
k
.
Rockland)
Gregory,
New
Orleans
21st
ull.
2
0
0
0
A
p
p
le
.
2
0 0 P lu m a n d 1 0 0 C h e r r y
lie
that
for
the
present
he
will
attend
ti*
the
business
i
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON'S
S. M* VEAZIE.
PETERSBURG, VA—Ar 5th, schs Algomu, Ilayes, of SHOEING HORSES at his old stand iu R ockland , on
T r e e * . R e d a n d W h i t e D u tc h C u r r a n t s ,
[77 The new fort in procession of erection iu
Rockland, March 28, I860.
Hi!
Rockport.
i the Thursdays and Fridays of each week.
Y e llo w A n t w e r p R a s b b c r r y B u s h e s , G oose*
Portiand-harbor has been named “ Fort Gorges,” in honor
SAVANNAH—In port 29th, schs E Furbish, for Rock •He will also attend to the same business at his shop in j
succeeded for the period of half a century in main land.
of Sir Ferdinaiido Gorgrs, the 44 original proprietor of the
b e r r y B u * h e* a n d G r a p e V i n e s , o f s e v e r a l
: W auren oil Monday and Tuesday of each week until furPA IRBAN K S ’
Province of Mayne.”
taining its supremacy over all other Medicines. It giv
I iher notice.
v a r ie tie s , W e e p in g
W illo w a n d H o rse
immediate tone and action to the Stomach and Bowels,
j Rockland, April 19, I860.
lGlf
FOREIGN PORTS.
S P E A R -S W H A R F , R O C K L A N D .
kSf Monson Academy ivas burnt on Saturday impaits to the patient cheerful and happy anticipations,
C h e * !n u t T r e e s .
which arc never attendant upon an inactive s* t of the
afternoon, 31.1 ull. Cause—defect iu (lie stove jiipe.
Ar at Havana26th ult, barque Iddo Kimball, Ingraham,
STILL UNEQUAJ^LD for ACCURACY, DURA
March 20, 1856.
3inl3
ELIJAH VOSE.
important func tions of the body.
.......... 27th, barque John Carver. Pendleton, Boston; To the IIox, B ed e r F a l e s , Judge o f Probate
Portland;
loif
Union, Feb. 25, 1660.
Tito new town of Mattawamkeag, char- The alterative and purifying action of our Medicine up- j ‘brig ~Thomas T ile
'
Morrell, New York.
BILITY and convenience ; and purchas
fo r the County o f Lincoln.
on
the
Stomach
and
Bowels,
is
the
means
of
curing
many
JOY & METCALF,
tered by the last Legislature, was organized on the 2d inst.
Sid 3oth, sell Allen Howe. P otter, Remedies and Balti- n ESPECTFULLY represents, IIEZEKIAH STOVER of
hopeless disease, which other medicines hav failed to j more.
ing may continue to rely upon them as
i:
I5uy
anil
I'll
do
you
Good.”
j
IU
St.
George,
iu
said
County,
that
W
m
.
W
a
l
l
,
late
of
During the trial of a case in court at rdach,;—in proof of which we have frequent testimonials ! Ar 1st, sell G W Horton, Ulmer, unc.
George, in said County died more than ten years
Bath, recently, a witness having slater, that he had two from all parts of the country, of our Bitters having cured ! Ar at Cardenas 25th ult, barque L D Carver, Wiley, |, St.
youthy of that superiority which for
since, seized and possessed of real estate, goods and chatCLEANSE THE SYSTEM, PURIFY THE BLOOD.
married sisters, was requested to tell their ages. Objec diseases which have been abandoned hv attending physi ! Boston; brig John Pierce, Melville, Savannah.
ids, rights and credits, to the value of more than twenty
At Iloug Kong Jan 29, ships .1 Wakefield, Young, and i dnllaitf,
more than thirty years they have enjoyed
tion was made by the opposing counsel, but Judge Kent cians ; among which are enumerated S c r o fu la , R h e u which ought t«. he admiiiisicrid according to law.
ruled that, being married ladies, it was not unlawful to m vtis .m. F ev er and A g u e , S a lt R heu m . A c . Consump Live Yankee, Thorndike, for Havana
T h e b e a t S ;» r in ^ n u l S u m m e r M e d i c i n e
j
Your
petitioner
further
represents
that
he
is
u
creditor
to
BALTIMORE,
M
d
.
tion
in
its
early
stages
has
often
been
averted
by
their
know their ages.
iu th e W o r l d i*
At do .Ian 3‘J, ship .1 Wakefield, Young, for Shangltae (is j said estate and that the next of kin fail to administer on
FA IR B A N K S S c B RO W N ,
use. Its unprecedented success, however, is based upon! reported above fur II avana.')
Attend
to
procuring
Freights
and
Charters,
the
purchase
D U . L A N G L E Y ’S
I
siiid
estate
:
3 4 K i l b y S t r e e t , B o s to n ,
Eg* 'flic steamship Oalinwba, from Havana, its certain and immediate cure of B il l io u s C o m p l a in t s , \ Sid from B rid le—, Mary J. Kimball, H avana; Almira Wherefoie he prays that administration of said estate
and shipment of Grain, Flour, and Ship Stock of all kinds,
2d inst., arrived at New York on Saturday* morning.— D y s p e p s ia , J a u n d ic e , C o s t iv e n e s s , L iv e r C o m p l a in t , ‘ Coombs, do.
ROOT
A
N
D H E R B B IT T E R S,
also to selling Merchandise and Produce on consignment.
may be granted to hint or some other suitable person.
Ar at Palermo —, W A Banks, Genoa.
There was nothing new in Havana. The Morocco war- and all diseases of the Stomach and Bowels, for which
II EZEKI AII STOVER,
Composed oj Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yel
Refer by permission to Messrs, G lidden & W illiams
At Aguadillaabt 21st ult, barque Ella, of Boston, from
fever continue-1, with a “ rush ol funds ” The Mi ram on is conceded that Du. RICH ARSON’S BITTERS have i
ed
tills
twenty-second
day
of
March,
I860.
Da
rival.
For
sale
by
Druggists
everywhere,
and
ut
the
Do
Boston
;
Messrs.
F.
Cone
A.
Co.,
Rockland
;
B.
D.
M
et

St Thomas to load for New York.
low Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
excitement is not over, hat mostly confined to rumors.—
calf , Esq., Damariscottu ; W m. S inger , Thomaston.
HAS REMOVED TO
There had been a difficulty at Cieufuegos. between the sea tor’s Office, 51 Hanover Street, Boston
Mandrake, Dandelion, cfc., all of which are so
March 6, i860.
4mII
March 21, 1860.
131y
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset,
men of the U. S. Steamer Wyandott and the night-watch
DISASTERS.
compounded as to act in concert and assist Nature
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the third day
ol that city. One man belonging to the steamer was killed
3
S t i ’e e t ,
ol April, A. D, i860.
by the soldiers. Tiie health of llavuuti was good. Holy
Brig W atson, (of Sedgwick,) Sherman, from Philadel
in
eradicating disease.
F
o
r
S
a
le
.
On the foregoing Petition, O hueued , That the _aid ' (opposite Pearl street) where he will keep a full assortment
phia for Boston, sprung a leak at sea, and for the preserva
week had c.iused a general suspension or business.
rp lIE BUILDING calleii lhe T ate Bk
These Bitters continue to he the most standard, popular
'aid Ea
Ea- | °f
ol 1st inst,
inst, Petitioner
1 clitomcr give notice to all persons interested'
inieresteu in sum
tion of those on board, was being beached night of
J.
ino
,
situated
nt
the
brook,
said
building
and
reliable medicine ever discovered for the cure of Liver
bilged* and filled with ! late, that tiiey may appear at a Court of Probate, to he
whe;rn she
' struck' n rock,
‘ immediately
................
The eminent musician, M. Jullien, died
will i»e sold low if applied for immediately. Complaints and ail their attendants ; Jaundice in its worst
BOOTS, SH O ES A N D R U B B E R S ,
er. Vessel and cargo a total loss. Has bjen stripped holden at Wiscasset, within and for said County, on the
waier.
in Paris, in a Lunatic Asylum, on the 16th ult. His aber
\F o r particulars inqure of MARY B. TATE, forms; Humors, whether of blood or skin; all Billious
fir>t day of May next, by causing a copy of said l1 at the lowest prices for cash or approved credit.
Is &c.
ration ol mind was induced by over-exertion of his mental
Haverhill, Mnss., or T . T. TATE, Rockland. Diseases and Foul Stom ach; Dyspepsia; Costiveness;
Brig Watson, ot Sedgwick, before reported ashore on ution, with this order, to* he published in theTlockland
powers.
I n p a r t i c u l a r , made solely and expressly for him :
TAGES w ill lea v e ROCKLAND for BATH every Watch Hill, bus nearly gone to pieces. Her musts, spars, Gazette, printed at Rockland in laid County, three week: I ESTES’
ALSO—A lot of Land situated on Grace Street, enquire Female weakness, and every disease arising from Indiges
THICK BOOTS, fully w arranted; Double and
tion, or sedentary habits of life ; Headache ; Dizziness ;
aid Con
m orn ing- Sundays excepted—a t 2 o’clockand 6 1-2 sails, «fcc, have been saved.
successively, prev
[xT The AVaterville Mail gays the roof of the o’clock,
Tap Soles ; 14 to 17 inch legsPiles ; Heartburn ; Pains in the Side, Bowels, or Back ;
BEDEK
FALES,
Jud]
of
Probate,
A.
M,
The
2
o’clock
Stage
will
connect
with
the
Sch Betsey & Deborah, of and from Thomaston for Bosengine house ut Kendall’s Mills was burned off on Wednes
FRENCH’S wide and full Custom-made C a l f , K ir, and
Flatulency *, Los* of Appetite, and every kindied com
A ttest:—E. F oote . Register.
ith lime, was wrecked in the blow o f 2d inst, on tho
March 20, I860.
day of last week. The fire took from a spittoon of saw cars leaving at 10.40, A. M-, for Portland and Boston, and
G
rain B o o ts .
plaint arising Jroni Impurities of the Blood, Diseased Liv
3wl6
A true copy—A ttest:—E* Foote , Register.
also connects with the Duinuriscotta and Gardiner Stage, j cuusi of Maine. Crew
ved.
dust into which a cigar hud beeu thrown.
j
FRENCH’S
heavy
Grain
F
is h e r m e n ’s B oors.
er,
nr Disordered Stomach, to which every person is more
RETURNING —Will leave BATH for Wlscasset, Dam- j
,
.
.
j
HUNT’S
fine
C
a l f B oots .
or less subject in this climate.
Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock- i
ua5T The number of American sea-going ves- nriscotta,
To the Judge oj Probate withal and for the j Also, W omen ’s , M is s e s ’ and C h il d r e n ’s Shoes , of all
The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—il acts di
SPOKEN.
land
at
6
A.
M.
Second
Singe
will
leave
at
3
P.
M
or
on
j
eporled during the last month ns totally lost and arrival of the train from Portland and Boston.
kinds, adapted to New England trade.
rectly upon the bowels and blood, by removing all obstruc
County o f Lincoln.
March 17,18 miles S W df the Saltees, ship R Jacobs,
njissii.g, amounts to 43 Their value is estimated at §720,All orders will have prompt attention.'
tions from the internal organs, stimulating them into
A Stage also leaves MAIN E HOTEL, D iin ix ii'i* c o ttn Henderson, for Liverpool for Philadelphia.
0 0 0 , exclusive of eat goes.
esents, ELIZA ROBINSON, of ; Boston, March 16, I860.
R ESPEC TFU LLY
3tn12
HE subscriber, wishing to clmace I.U business on ac healthy action, renovating the fountains of life, purifying
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M.
the
blood, cleansing it from all humors, and causing it to
count
of
his
health,
oilers
fur
sale
his
BLACKSMITH
from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri- j
late
of
Thomaston
in
sain
County
died
on
the
eighth
day
A little Sabbath Schoolgirl repeated her Stage
course
anew through every part of the body ; restoring the
SIIOl', at the foot of Winter Street. There is no belter
days, passing by Damariscottu Mills and through Alim,
ol January 1660, seized and possessed of real estate, goods
l ia the City for job work—especially on vessels. A invalid to health and usefulness.
lesson with this new version of one passage : For if ye Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gurdi- |
uud chattels, rights and credits, to the value of more tlinn
T. E. & F . J. SIM O N TO N ,
Jon of S ix C a r r ia g e s , with stock for the same, will be
Onty 25 aud 38 cents per bottle. Sold by Dealers in
love them that love you wlmt reward have ye! Do not ner in time for the Boston train of cars and also the
twenty dollars, which ought to he administered according
Medicine everywhere.
even the republicans the same r”
transferred if applied for soon.
Stage for Lewiston.
JUST RECEIVED,
(Successors to J. W. B ro w n ,)
to law. Your petitioner further represents that she is a
T e rm s m ade to suit.
E L I b F ilA i. u il .
Orders addressed to J. O. LANGLEY or GEO. C.
RETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for the above nam
creditor to said estate, mid that the next of kin neglect to
GOODWIN * CO , Boston.
£5F Filburn W. Boggs, formerly Governor of ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the
March 2 1, I860.
_______ ____________ 3w U
and for S a l e , by
------D e a l e r s in -----administer
thereon
:
March 20, 1859.
5m13
Missouri, is dead.
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving at DamurisWherefore
she
prays
that
administration
of
said
estate
cotta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to
G. W . K IM B A L L , Jr,
may be grunted to some suitable person.
uL*" The news from the Washoe mines are of Rockland. F a r e S l ?2 5 .
ELIZA ROBINSON.
T. E. & F . J. SIM O NTO N,
J . T. BERRY A: CO., PnopElETOits.
the same character ns by Panama Mails, and the popular
N o . 3 K i m b a l l B Io cIc.
Dated this second day of April i860.
W H ITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,
A T O W L 'S i l E A D V I L L A G E
Rockland July 11, 1859.
29tf
confidence in the mines was gaining ground.
Rockland, April 11, 1860.
iGtf
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, &c.,
Have just received a new lot of
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Probate Court, held at Wiscasset
O* “ Alas, I have lost a day !” Wc are too prone in
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the third day
C o s s g rc s s io u a l C o n v e n tio n .
C L O A K IN G S & CLOAKS.
the butterfly chase of childhood to disregard the warnings
of April A. D., I860.
LA TEST STYLES
ime ; manhood comes and goes, and we are suddenly
On the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the said Peti
----- ALSO----THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT.
stopped in our aimless pursuits by the sad and cold real
tioner give notice to all persons interested in said Estate,
rp n E dwelling Houso at Owl’s Head Village,
ity
that
we
are
growing
old.
Then
come
profitless
regrets
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Court
ot
Probate,to
beholden
at
The Republicans of the Third Congressional District
JL built and now occupied by HENRY PILLSBURY
CANADA HERDS GRASS,
Wiscasset, within and for said County, on the first day
will meet in convention at Rockland on Friday, the 20th for a life misspent, and the demon Remorse follows us up
will be sold low. Possession given immediately. Enquire
MAINE
do
do
NO. 1 BERRY’S BLOCK.
of May next, by causing a ,copy of said Petition, with
day of April, at 11 o’clock, A. M., to select two delegates and down the highways and byewnys of life, giving us
of G. W . W H ITE, Esq., Owls’ Head, or
NORTHERN CLOVER,
this Order, to be published ill the Rockland Gazette, print
ither rest nor peace. Some there arc who from their
to the National Republican Convention, which meets nt
Rockland, Feb. 15, 1800.
Sif
W . A. FARNSWORTH.
W
H
ITE
.lo
ed at Rockland in said County, three weeks successively,
which they offer lower than eyer.
Chicago, May IGlh, 1860, for the nomination of Republi earliest years seem to have heel acquainted with the
Rockland, Feb. 29, I860.
lOtf
RED TOP & TIMOTHY GRASS.
priceless value of lime. Prominent among those, may he
previous to said Court.
can candidates fc.r President and Vice President.
BUCK WHEAT,
BEDER FALES, Judge.
Each City, Town and Plantation will he entitled to one named the eminent American Chemist, Du. A yer of Low
N o . I B e r tr f B lo c k .
BARLEY,
Two
Rowed,
EXTRA
QUALITY.
Attest;—E.
FOOTE,
Register.
ell.
Mass.
His
life
has
been
spent
in
perfecting
remedies
delegate, and for every one hundred votes thrown for the
Rockiond, March 8, 1860,
litf
A True Copy.—Attest —E. F oote , Register.
3wl6
Republican candidate for Govenor in 1859, or for u fraction for tiie diseases incident to our climate, and his success is At the Agricultural W are and Seed Store
1A
LBS. Fine Feed and Shorts. Oats, Uyc,
such as always attends persevering and well directed ef
over filly votes au additional delegate.
IIE
two
double
tenement
Houses
with
the
Land,
known
A
'O
.
3
,
PALMER
BLOCK,
fort. ilis preparations (C h e r r y P e c t o r a l , .Sarsa pa r 
1 U . U U D Barley, W heat Meal, and Buck Wheal
WM. PITCHER, j
as
the
Whiting
Houses,
on
Oak
Street,
will
be
sold
at
il l a and C ath a r tic P il l s ,) are reliable remedies—such
A. J. HI LI.LINGS, I
Flout iu aiore and for sale by
J . P. W IS E , A g en t.
A s s e s s o r s ’ I V o lic c .
a Great Barguin.
O. U. JA LES.
as can only be produced by long years of patient study
G W. W HITE, L .
Rockland, April 16, 1SG0.
IGtf
'XXIUITE COTTON WARP, a superior arttEnquire of
JOSEPH CLARK, . Congressional
m ilE inhabitants of Rockland and non resident proprieand research.—Fredericton (A\ It.) Reporter.
Rockland, Dec. I, 1859.
49tf
* 7 cle, for sale by
Rockland, Oct, 6, 1859.
L tors are hereby notified to make and bring in to ns true
LEM UELTROTT I lu w iu ‘u *,c'
W . O. FULLER,
and
perfect
lists
of
their
polls
and
all
their
estates
real
and
SAML. J . BOND, I
Spear Block.
F
lo
w
e
r
S
eed
s
BALANCES
VXD
SCALES.
personal, not by law exempt from taxation, which they
EDW IN FLYE, J
Dockland, Aug. 17, 1859.
W . A. BARKER,
34tf
70R sale a splendid assortment of Common and Extrn were possessed of on the first day of April, one thousand
IIE copartnership heretofore existing between the un
eight hundred and sixty. We shall he in session for the
’
Quality,
some
of
very
Rare
kinds,
at
the
Agricultural
Would respectfully inform hia friends and the public t h a t !
dersigned
under
the
firm
of
S.
.B
W
ETHER
BEE
&
purpose
of
receiving
said
lists,
for
six
days,
commencing
W
are
aed
Seed
Store,
• RUSSELL MILLS
L IM E , W OOD & C A SK M A R K E T he has removed his
Thursday, the l 2 tlt day of April, inst., till Thursday, the S O N , is this day dissolved, by mutual consent. The af
13tf
N O . 3 P A L M E R ’S B L O C K .
M a n u fa c tu r e r * *
19th day of April, inst., at the Common Council Room, in fairs of the late firm will be settled by either o f the part
Wilson «fc White’s Block, from seven o’clock, A. M-, to six uers.
Reported for the Gazette, by
B O O K
B I N D E R Y
j
IE 6ubscriber8 , haying sold these vkry ec-.
S. B. W ETHER BEE,
o’clock, P. M-, on each of said day
W A R E H O U S E , N o.
W a t e r S t.
A L D E N U L M E R , In spector.
p e r ton C o t t o n D u c k for several years past, have
JEREMIAH TOLMAN,
a
W . II. WETHERBEE.
Assess
BOSTON.
lO ’ONAT- G r O O d . S .
FREEMAN HARDEN,
) of the City of
Warren, March 21, I860.
found that it is considered the best braud now in geueral
R ockland , April 12, 1860.
K
t
7
o
r
1
use.
GEORGE
D.
WOOSTER,
S
WEIGHING
APPARATUS
of
every
description
made
Rockland.
ders
for
Uiuding
A large assortment of
Lime per cask,
•
The undersigned have this day associated themselves to in the most thorough and accurate manner.
The H A R D D U C K has been worn on large Schoon
Casks,
17 r® 18 M u sic, M agazines, N e w sp a p er s, P e 
ers, Yachts, Pilot Boats and has fully proved that it will
The following is a provision of the Statue, Section 52, gether tinder the name and style of W. II. W ETHERBEE
March 14, I860. _______________________
Sml2
Kiln-wood, per cord,
§3,50 (ft)§3,75
wear longer and 44 qao ” leae than other kinds heretofore
BROTHER, and will continue the business ut the old
Page 111: —
BOOTS, SHOES, IIATS AND CAPS.
r io d ic a ls and P a m p h lets
in general use.
“ I f any person after such no'.ice does not bring in such stand ot the late firm of S. B. Welherbee &. Son, and would
Mt, Vernou, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck on
lists he shall be thereby barred of his right to make appli respectfully solicit a continuance of the patronage which
T received per (Steamer Sanfo
ICT Ladies’ thick-sole heeled Congress Boots, §1.25, of every description in any style desired.
cation to the County Commissioners for any abatement has beeu so liberally bestowed on the old firm.
isold as low ns the lowest, by
HE beat na.ortment of Lantern, in this City ’may be hand and for sale by
for patronage already bestowed, he is in hopes
without heels, $1 00, at W entworth ’s , N o. 2 Spoffoijd to Thankful
N. BOYNTON * C O ^
of hia taxes, unless he makes it appear lo them that he
W. II. WETHERBEE,
found at No. 2, Thorndike Block.
receive a still larger share.
O, W . KIMBALL, J s .,
was
unable
to
offer
such
list
ut
the
lime
appointed.”
A.
M.
WETHERBEE.
L.
WEEKS.
Block.
45tf
Rociland, Nov. 3#, 1859.
4 gtf
Fob. U, I860.
Rockland, April 2, I860.
2wl5
(Jly) " , c “ B*,T!oS«oh.
letf
No. 3 K im ball B lock.
W tirren, March 22,186U,
3w H
Roekltnd, N ot. 15,1959.
« tf

New Cardenas Molasses.

N

Choice G r o c e r i e s .

S U a.A K s .

STEWART’S

Notice.

Celebrated Cook Stove.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

50 Years!

J

A. C. TIBBETTS,

S h e r r y - 18‘in c S u tl e r s .

CELEBRATED SCALES.

S A I L - M A K E R ,

Ship Brokers and Commission

AMOS P. TAPLEY

Stage and Railroad Notice.

M S.

S

B la c k sm ith Shop a n d S ta n d

F O R SAXTC.

T

S P R IN G S T Y L E

HATS

HOUSE & LA-jNTD

Silks, Dress Goods, Shawls,

F OR SALE.

Fresli Grass and Field Seeds.

C d l R P B T S *V F E A T H E R S .

WOVEN BELL SKIRTS

Fine Feed and Shorts.

Houses for Sale.

T

I

W arp, W arp.

N otice.

T

L. STEPHENSON & Co.

72

Lanterns.

T

COTTON DUOBL.

P

C ITY

ROCKLAND.

An Ordinance establishing a system of salaried Police and
defining their duties.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Rock
land, as follows:
S e c t . 1. The Mayor and Aldermen shall, in the month
of March annually, appoint five Police Officers, who shall
be designated as the active Police, and shall be removable
at the pleasure of the Mayor and Aldermen, and unless re
moved, ahull hold their offices for one je a r or until others
are appointed und qualified in their stead ; and shall re
ceive foi their services, in addition to the legal fees, such
salaries as the Mayor and Aldermen, shall annually deter
mine.
S e c t . 2. Said active Police shall be sworn to the faith
ful performance of their duties, and shall be vigilant and
active in delecting, any violation of law or ordinance, in
preserving the public peace, and preventing riots and dis
orderly and unlawful practices within the City. They
shall have charge of any watch-house or police station
which is or may be provided for the convenience of the
W atch or the securing of offenders, and shall cause the
same, to be kept clean and in good order for use, and shall
see that all necessary articles are provided therefor. They
shall from time to time, inspect the streets and lanes of
the City and cause to be removed all nuisances, obstruc
tions or impedimenta therein.
S e c t . 3. The Mayor and Aldermen shall also appoint
one of said Active Police Officers to the office of Chief of
Police, who shall have command, under the direction of
the Mayor, of the whole police force of the City, and shall
use his utmost endeavors to render it oiderly and efficient.
S e c t . 4. The Chief of Police shall prosecute all offend
ers against the laws and the ordinances of the City, when
directed so to do, by the Mayor or the Hoard of Aldermen,
and attend punctually all trials of offenders by him prose
cuted, in behalf of the City, and use all lawful means for
their effectual prosecution, and final conviction, und shall
report to the Mayor and Aldermen, as often sa once in
each month an accurate statement of all services per
formed by himself, and the force under his command.
S ec t . 5. The Chief of Police shall r.ct us messenger to
the City Council, and as such shall receive, deliver und ex
ecute, all notifications, summons, and precepts, issued by
the Mayor, the President of the Common Council, the City
Council or either branch thereof, and make due return of
the same. Ila shall receive and deliver.all ceriilicates|to
officers elected by the City Council, and by the Mayor and
Aldermen, shall prepare and arrange the rooms in which
the two boards ol the City Council shall hold their ses
sions. and be in attendance upon them while in session,
and see that fuel, lights, and all other things necessary for
the accommodation of both branches of the City Council
are duly provided.
S ect . 6 . It shall also be the duty of the Chief of Police
in the first week in March in each year, to report to the May
or and Aldermen, the names of all persons front whom he or
any police officer may have collected fines, during the then
past year, together with the sums collected and pay over
said money in fnll to the City Treasurer. He shall also
make an annual report to the City Council, of proceedings
during the year, and perform all other duties which are
required of the City Marshal by any unrepealed ordinance
of the City.
S ect . 7. The active Police shall be prompt in obeying
the instructions of the Mayor or the Chief of Police, and
perform any police duty which they ntay flud necessary at
any time, or which may be required of them by night or
day and shall report to the Chief of Police weekly, a de
tailed statement of all services rendered since Iasi report,
and, in the absence of the Chief of Police, such one of
them as may be requested to do so by the Mayor or Chief
oi Police, shall periorm his duties.
S ect . 8. The Mayor and Aldermen may also appoint
additional Police officers, not exceeding ten in number,
who shall be removable at the pleasure of said Hoard, and
shall be sworn to the faithful performance of their duties.
S ec t . 9. It shall be the duty of said additional Police,
to be vigilant in preserving the public peace, preventing
riots and disorderly conduct and detecting any violation of
the ordinances of the City, and perform any police duty
wnich may be required of them by the Chief or, in his ab
sence, by either of the active Police. They shall report
weekly to the Chief ol Police, the days and number of
hours in each day, actually employed in police duty, stat
ing on whose call, for what purpose and with what result
and shall receive such compensation for their services us
the Mayor and Aldermen may determine and allow.
S ect ". 10. Upon an alarm of fire, the Chief a.id Active
Police with such additional Police as may be needed, shall
proceed to the place of alarm, lor the purpose of preserv
ing the peace, removing disorderly persons, und preventing
thelt and destruction ol property.
S ec t . 11. The Chief of Police shall see that both active
and additional Police are tarnished with suitable badges of
office which shall be worn upon all proper occasions. He
may, with the ad rice and consent of the Mayor, appoint a
special Police, for the t ine being und administer to them
the oath of Office.
S e c t . 12. Chapters One and Two of the Revised Ordi
nances of the City, passed June 20th, 1859, are hereby re
pealed.

M

WILLIAM BEATTIE,
Counsellor and A tto rn ey at Law,

I X Y O B L E N

OYSTER SALOON,

37if

Fire Insurance.

M A IN E .

E. H. COCHRAN,

\pim\i,

Confectionery and Sugar Toys,

O ffic e i n W i l s o n A W h i l c ’a B l o c k ,
R O C K L A N D , M e.
ALSO,—Some of the best brands of A L l j j manufac
tured, namely : Flemming’s Golden ALE, Taylor’s, Boyd
& Brothers, Massy’s, Collins, Muckintire’s, M. Yassers &
Co.’s
P A L E A \D A M B E R A L E ,

A

WILL TAKE RISKS ON

D W ELLIN G HOUSES,
H O U SE H O L D F U R N IT U R E ,
ST O R E S,
STOCKS O F GOODS,
F IN ISH IN G R ISK S ON B U ILD IN G S
in process of construction, and all other In
surable property, in the following companies,
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust
ment of their losses.

:
D. FLANDERS, M. D., Belfast, Muine.
J . JOSLYN, M. D., Mohegan, It. 1.
L. W , HOWES, E sq ., Rockland, Maine.
constantly on draught and for sale. ALSO,—Meakin’s
•i. B. Dr. E. Intends making Rockland his permanent
Landon Pale Ale and Porter, a superior article. ALSO,— place of residence and solicits a share of the public pat
R. Byass A Hibbert’s London Porter for sale by the bottle ronage.
or cask.
Rockland, Sept. 28, 1859.
40tf
ALSO,—A geod assortment of Pickles, Olives, Limes,
HARTFORD, CONN
Capers, Ketchup, Olive Oil, Mustard, Pepper Suuce,
Incorporated 1810.................................... Charier Perpetual
Brandy Peaches and Cherries, Extracts, Syrups,
Jellies, Jam s, Ornnge Flower W ater, Rose
Capital
$500,000
with Surplus of $210,000
W ater, Lemon Syrup, Tamarinds. Champaigne Cider, Tobacco, Cigars, Sar
H. H untington , Prea’t,
T. C. A llyn , Sec’y.
A T H IS R E S ID E N C E ,
dines, Cooking Extracts, Ac.
First Door from MAIN STREET on PARK STREET,
Meerschaum Pipes and Cigar Tubes,
Home Insurance Company,
R o c k la n d ,
PORT MONAIES and CIGAR CASES.
D* All operations warranted
NEW YORK CITY.
Rockland, Oetober 18, 1859.________
43tf
Leather Bags, nnd Purses. Fancy Bracelets, Cologne, and
Cash Capital, 1,000,000 | Surplus, 300,000
Parian Images, Hair Oil. Perfumeries, Soaps,
C harles J . Martin , Pres’t.
Tooth Powders, Ac.
J . t f . S m ith , Sec’y
A. F. W ilmartii , Vice Prea’t.
Together with a large assortment of
and
r e f e r e n c e s

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

S. E. BENSON,

D E N T I S T

THOMAS F R Y E ,

Rockland, Dec. 15, 1859.

51 tf

EC. HATCH,
No. 4 -Perry Block,

m rnm m

O F F IC E N O . 4 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
(Over the Store of M. C. Andrews.)
D w e llin g H o u s e , o n S p r in g S tr e e t,
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
481*

MAYO & KALER,

4 Doors West 0/ the Post Office.

SUCCEBSOna TO riE R C E i KALBR.
DEALERS IN

Is now opening a new and desirable assortment of

FALL

AND

WINTER

AND F A N C Y

MILLINERY

STRAW FANCY AND MOURNING BONNETS,
RIBBONS, FLOW ERS, LACES and EDGINGS
of all descriptions.
H O S IE R Y

AND

(fu tfip

and Domestic

DRY GOODS,

GOODS,

consisting iii part of the following articles :

N o . 5, SP O F F O R D BLO CK , M ain S t..
EBEN II. MAYO,
>
GEORGE F. KALER. J
Mutch 3, 1859.

GLO V ES.

ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
in great variety

W H IT E G O O DS.

Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolius, Mar
seilles, and a gener al assortment of other goods usually
ki pt in such an establishment.

ROCKLAND
14tC

F R A N C IS H A R R T N GTON

TESTI MONI ALS,
‘ I r.egard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
uccessl
sful practitioners 'frith whom I have had official intercourse . 1
HARTFORD, CONN.
CUAS. MASON,
Cash Capital, $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 .
Commissioner of Patents.
“ Ihave no hesiiation in assuring Inventors that they
C. N. Bowers, Pres’t.
C. C. W a ite , Sec’y. cannot
employ a person more competent and trust
worthy, and more capable of putting their applications in
N am e Insurance Company,
a lorm to secure for them an early and favorable consider
AUGUSTA, ME.
ation at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.”
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“ Boston, February 8 , 1858.
J. L. C u t l er , Preu’i.
J. H . W il lia m s , Sec’y
Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN appli
cations, on all but one of which patents have been grant
N E W ENG LAND
ed, and that one is now pending. Such unmistakable
of great talent and ability on his part leads me io
Fire and Marine Insurance Company. proof
recommend all inventors to apply to him to procure their
HARTFORD CONN.
patents, ns they may be sure of having the fnost faithful
attention bestowed on their cuses, and at very reasonable
Cash Capital,
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
Assets, over
2 3 0 ,0 0 0
From Sept. 17th, 1857, to June 17th, 1858, the subscrib
N atii ’l M. W aterman, Prea’t.
er in course uf his large practice, made, on tuice rejected
Georgs D. J ew ett , Soc’y.
applications, SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of
which was decided in his favor , by the Commissioner of
W estern M assach u setts In su ra n ce Co Pulents.
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
R. H. EDDY.
Cash Capital and Surplus, over
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 Boston, Jan. 1, I860.
Iy2
E. II. K e l l o g g , Pres’t.
J. G. G o u d r id g e , Sec’y.

AGENT

Capital $300,000.

A T S T E A M M I L L , U P S T A IR S .
ROCKLAND, ME,
F eb ru a ry ,19, 1857.
8tf

Dentistry.
T l T ^ B Subscriber would respectful-

A ly inform the citizens o f Rockland and
I_J T vicinity that he has filled up an OFFICE
Wilson Ac White’s block, for the practice of Dentistry —
He is prepared to insert i.rtificial teeth and to perform all
operations connected with his profession in the most skill
ful manner.
E. P. CHASE.
Rockland, Nov. 17, 1858.
471y

K E -O fE N IIS r a

FO R

FRENCH and AMERICAN HAIR W ORK,

T H O R N D IK E

HOTEL.

NEW

S P R IN G F IE L D

MANUFACTURER OF

OF THE

I n C ommonC
_______
o u n c il, March 26, 1660.
Passed to be ordained in concurrence.
3w 14
W . a . HARKER, C ler*.

FTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty
years, continues to secure Patents in the United
States-, also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign
countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assignments,
and all Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed oil liberal
terms, and with despatch. Researches made into Ameri
can or Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility
of Patents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice ren
dered in all m atters touching the same. Copies of the
claims of any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents,
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpnss«irby,i u °l immeasurably superior to, any which can be
— .,.1 .i
- 1— vhere. The testimonials below given
___
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA£K N T OFFICE than the subsciber *, and as SUCCESS IS
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY,
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, ami
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the
charges for professional services so moderate. The im
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past,
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi
cations and official decisions lelutive to p ate n s. These,
besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical
work*, and full accounts of patents granted in the United
States and Emope, render him able, beyond question, to
offer superior facilities for obtaining patents.
All necessity ol a journey to W ashington, to procure a
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in
ventors.
___

City Fire Insurance Company,

BLOCKS & PUMPS,

SHETLAND YARN in all its shades.
E M B R O ID E R IN G M A T E R IA L S ,
Such as SADDLERS, and EMBROIDERING SILK,
Tambo, Moravian and Nuns Cotton, Linen Floss,
Gold Braid, mid other small articles too
numerous to mention.

I n B oard of A id e r m e n , March 26, I860.
Passed to be ordained. Sent down for concurrence.
*
O G. HAI L, Clerk.

OF P A T E N T S ,

06 State S treet, o p p o site K ilb y S treet,
BOSTON.

ROCKLAND.

DR. J. ESTEN,

TOYS AND FA N C Y A R T IC L E S ,

S O L IC IT O R

OVER E. BARRETT’S DRY GOODS STORE,

MAIN ST R E E T .....................................ROCKLAND, ME
P ktee T iia ch e r ,
r . P e . T hacker .
Rockland, Fell. 21, 1856.
48tf

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

H . IT . E D D Y ,

IRSURANCE AGENCY,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, H o. 2 B E R R Y ’S BLO CK , U p S tairs. Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(under the Act of 1837.)
O F F IC E . NO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K .

Lime Reck Sireet, 2 Doors West of Post Office.

K E E JYE ,

American and Foreign Patents.

E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S

PETER THACHER & BROTHER.

N O . 2 P E R R Y ’S N E W B L O C K ,

IP. I I .

R O C K L A N D

ENGLAND

A IL M E N T S ,

F ir e and M arine In su ran ce Co.

—AND—

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
CnshCapitnl,
$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 *
Assets, over
4 4 8 ,0 0 0 *
E dmund F reeman , Pres’t.
W m. C onner, Sec’y.

TH E O NLY REMEDY.

es, included in that section of the
most widely known as “ New Eng
land,” contain a thrifty, industrious, intelligent people,
who have achieved an uncommon degree of prosperity ;
a climate extremely trying to certain constitutions,
Charter Oak Fire and N arine Co. ~ th
il a soil of small fertility, they have contrived to sur*s more favored communities in alm ostevery thing that
HARTFORD, CONN.
conduces to social comfort and happiness Unfortunately,
Capital $300,000.
they are occasionally so absorbed in business and mental
R alph G il l e t t , Pres’t.
J oseph II. S prague , Sec’y cultivation, that they neglect the precautions which are
essential to bodily health. Dyspepsiu nnd physical de
are prevalent among all classes. The first disease
Hampden Fire Insurance Company, bility
is produced by inattentiou to the digestive organs, which
are so susceptible of derangement. Thousands are now
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
paying the penalty of this neglect, and suffering daily the
most trying pains, almost without a hope of relief. They
havecoine to believe thot their ailment is chronic, and that
W m. B. C alhoun , Pres’t.
J . C. P ynchon , Sec’y they must bear with it to the end. It gratifies us exceed
ingly to announce to these nfllicted individuals that they
Conway Fire Insurance Company. may now command a remedy of unquestionable potency
and virtue, which has never been found to fail in all cases
CONWAY. MASS.
of digestive weakness or derangement
Hundreds ol
tongues are ready to grow eloquent in praise of this won
Capital,
$200,000.
derful conquerer of dyspepsia, which is known as
J. S. W ill they , Prea’t
I) c. R ooebb , Sec’y

Ca p i t a l and A s s e t s $ 2 2 0 , 0 0 0

J o r ty

Peoji
HEAR WHAT THE PEOPLE SAY.
The undersigned having used Professor HUMPHREYS’
SPECIFIC HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES in our families
with the most satisfactory results, and having full confi
dence in their genuineness, purity, and efficacy, cheerfully
recommend them to all persons who wish to have safe, re
liable, and efficacious remedies at hand for private or do
mestic use.
The Rev. Wm. nosmer, editor of “ The Northern Inde
pendent,” Auburn. N. Y.; the Rev. E. H. Cressey, D.D.,
Rector of St. Peter’s Church, Auburn, N. Y .; the Rev. B. I.
Ives, Chaplain of the Auburn State Prison; the Rev.
Spencer M. Rice, Rector, New-Bedford, Mass.; the Rev.
Allen Steele, New-York Conference; the Rev. Samuel
Nichols, East-Genesee Conference, N. Y. ; the Rev. P. S.
Pratt, Dorset, Vt.; the Rev. John E. Robie, Buffalo; A. C.
Hart, Esq., Utica, N. Y .; the Hon. Neal Dow, Portland,
Me.; the Hon. Schuyler Colfax, South-Bend, Ind.; the Hon.
George Humphreys, N. Y .; Henry I). Cook, Esq., Editor of
The Ohio State journal, Columbus, Ohio; the Hon. R. H.
Graham, Moline, 111.; the Hon. Thomas J. Chase, Montlcello, Fla.; the Hon. Joseph Benedict, Utica, N. Y.; Wm.
Bristol, Esq., Utica, N. Y.; A. S. Pond, Esq., Utica, N. Y .;
James Plunkett, Esq., Nashville, Tenn.
LIST OP SPECIFIC REMEDIES.
No. 1.—For Fever, Congestion, and Inflammation.
No. 2.—For Worm Fever, Worm Colic, Wetting the Bed.
No. 3 .—For Colic, Crying, Teething, and Wakefulness of
Infants.
No. 4.—For Diarrhea, Cholera Infantum, and Summer
Complaints.
No. 5.—For Colic, Griplngs, Dysentery, or Bloody Flux.
No. 6 .—For Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Vomiting.
No. 7.—For Coughs, Colds, Influenza, and Sore Throat.
No. 8 .—For Tooth-ache, Face-ache, and Neuralgia.
No. 9.—For Headache, Vertigo, Heat and Fullness of the
Head.
No. 10.—Dyspepsia P ills—For Weak and Deranged
Stomach, Constipation, and Liver Complaint.
No. 11.—F or F emale I rregularities, Scanty, Painful, o r
Suppressed Periods.
No. 12.—For Leucorrhea, Profuse Menses, and Bearing
Down of Females.
No. 13.—For Croup, Hoarse Cough, Bad Breathing.
No. 14.—Salt R heum P ills—For Erysipelas, Eruptions,
Pimples on the Face.
No. 15.—R heumatic P ills.—For Pain, Lameness, or Sore
ness in the Chest, Back, Loins, or Limbs.
A.—For Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Dumb Ague, Old
Mismanaged Agues.
P.—For Piles, Blind or Bleeding, Internal or External.
O.—For Sore, Weak, or InQamed Eyes and Eyelids; Fail
ing, Weak, or Blurred Sight.
C.—For Catarrh, of long standing or recent, either with
obstruction or profuse discharge.
W. C.—For Whooping Cough, abating its violence and
shortening its course.
In all acute diseases, such as Fevers, Inflammations,
Diarrhea, Dysentery, Croup, Rheumatism, and such erup
tive diseases as Scarlet Fever, Measles, and Erysipelas, the
advantage of giving the proper remedies promptly Is ob
vious, and in all such cases the specifics act like a charm.
The entire disease is often arrested at once, and in all cases
the violence of the attack Is moderated, the disease short
ened, and rendered less dangerous.
Coughs and Colds, which are of such frequent occurrence,
and which so often lay the foundation of diseased lungs,
bronchitis and consumption, may all be at once cured by
the Fever and Cough Pills.
In all chronic diseases, such as Dyspepsia, Weak Stomach,
Constipation, Liver Complaints, Piles, Female Debility, and
Irregularities, old Headaches, Sore or Weak Eyes, Catarrh,
Salt Rheum, and other old eruptions, the case has specifics
whose proper application will afford a cure in almost every
instance. Often the cure of a single chronic difficulty, such
as Dyspepsia, Piles or Catarrh, Headache or Female Weak
ness,' has more than paid for the case ten times over.
PRICE.
Case of 20 vials complete, in morocco, and Book..............| 5
Case or 20 vials, and Book, plain........................................... 4
Case of 15 numbered boxes, and Book................................ 2
Case of 6 boxes, numbered, and Book.................................. 1
Single numbered boxes, with directions................... 25 cents.
Single lettered boxes, with directions.........................50 cents.
Large case of 2 uz. vials, for planters and physicians— $15

ALSO SPECIFICS.
For Asthma or P hthisic.—Oppressed, Difficult, Labored
Breathing, attended with Cough and Expectoration. Price,
50 cents per box.
For Ear Discharges and Deafness.—Discharges from the
Ear, the result of Scarlet Fever, Measles, or Mercurials.
For Noises in the Head, Hardness of Hearing, and Ringing
in the Kars, and Ear-ache. Price, 50 cents per box.
For Scrofula.—Enlarged Glands, Enlarged and In d u rat
ed Tonsils, Swellines and Old Ulcers, Scrofulous Cachexy of
Children. Price, SO cents per box.
For G eneral D ebility.—Physical or Nervous Weakness.
Either the result of Sickness, Excessive Medication, or Ex
hausting Discharges. Price, 50 cents per box.
v For Dropsy.—Fluid Accumulations, Tumid Swellings, with
Scanty Secretions. Price, 50 cents per box.
For Ska-Sickness.—Deathly Sickness, Vertigo, Nausea,
Vomiting. Sic&.ica* from riding or motion. Price, 50 cents
per box.
Fun Urinary Diseases.—F oi
cult, Painful Urination, Diseas
cents per box.
For Seminal Emissions.—I nvoluntary Discharges and
Consequent Prostration and Debility, Bad Results of Evil
Habits. The most successful and efficient remedy known,
and may he relied upon as a cure. Price, with full direc
tions, $1 per box.
Persons who wish to place themselves under the profes* of Prof. H umphreys, «
onal c
idway, daily from 5 A.M. to S P.M.
bis office

The subscriber having renovated and put
in the most perfect order the above House,
DR. J. HOSTETTER'S
will receive company on and after MON
Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
DAY NEXT, July 1 1 1 h.
lie would inform the traveling community
ALSO, Agent for B a r r e t t ’s M a l d e n D y e H o u s e
SALEM, MASS.
and tha public generally that every effort
But that numerous class who devote themselves to lit
T he Subscribers offer for sale 60,000 Barrels o f POIID- where goods are dyed in the best possible m anner.
will be made by unremitting intention to the wants of his
Capital and Assets, $350,000.
erary and otiier sedentnry pursuits, ami in consequence of
R ETTE, made by tl?e Lodi Manufacturing
guests, and by careful catering ior the table to secure for
Auous-re*
S
tohy
,P
rea’t.
J . T . Uubhiiam .S ec’y. a want of physical exercise, become the victims of languor
In Lots- to suit Purchasers. This article is in ibe twentieth
them all th at’can induce to their comfort and home-feeling
5
0
0
P
o
u
n
d
s
o
f
H
ood
W
o
rsted
land debility, without nerve or appetite, have hitherto
year of its introduction into this country, and 1ms outlived
during their stay with him, while his charges will ever be
in vain for some invigorati.vg , life giving medicine
Thom aston Mutual Insurance Co. jj sought
sons • ”
cve:y other description, for the following r
direct from the Manufactory, which will be sold lor less kept as low us they can be and at the same time secure for
whose effects upon the system shall be both speedy and
than can be bought in any other place in the city.
his patrons all those conveniences nnd comforts upon which
THOMASTON ME.
! permanent Physicians of eminence, and profoundly ac1st. It is made from ‘.Vie night soil of the City ol N
their
happiness
and
his
reputation
depends.
All the above goods will be sold low for CASH, and
W m . R. Ke it h , Sec’y* ; quuiuted with the requirements of the human frame, coujYork, by the L M . Co., who have a capital of $100,000 CASH ONLY.
Single persons or small Families can be accomodated Atwood L evensalrr . Pres’t
i mend HOSTETTER’S HIT fER S as the safest and swift
invested in the business, which is a risk should they make
with board (together with rooms furnished or unfurnish
est stimulant to the recuperative energies of ihe system
Penobscot Mutual insurance Co.
a bad article.
ed) by the week, on very moderate terms.
yet discovered. It restores the appetite, gives fresh vigor
2. For Corn and Vegetables it is the cheapest, neatest B O N N E T S B L E A C H E D A N D P R E S S E D .
Coaches always in attendance to take guests to and
bangor, m e.
to me pigestive organs, semis the blood through the veins j
and handiest manure in the world ; it can be placed in d i
Rockland, Oct. 11, 1859.
42tf
from the sever il steamers.
E , L. II amlin , Pres’t.
B. P lummer , Soc’y with a more lively current, corrects a tendency to de- j
rect contact with the seed, forces and ripens vegetation,
G. W . HODGES, Proprietor.
pression of spirits, and fits a man for the transaction of |
N. B. An excellent stable may be found connected with
two weeks earlier, prevents the cutw orm , doubles the
business with a cheerful heart and an active minds. Uncrop, and is without disagreeable odor. Three dollars
this house in charge of careful and attentive hostlers.
like other medicines which have been devised for the sume j
G. W. II.
worth or two barrels is all sufficient to manure an acre ol
effected in the following sound C o m p a n ie s , doing busi objoct, the B I T T E R S do not act spasmodically, or !
AND FU L L A SSO RTM EN T OF
corn in the hill.
Rockland, July 6,1858.
2 rtf
with a temporary power—the influence of the remedy is i or by letter.
ness
on
the
inoit
approved
plans,
and
offering
induce
P r ic e —1 bid. S2,—2 bbls. $3,50—, 5 bbls. $ 8 , and ovei
OUR REMEDIES BY MAIL.
lasting. And if a patieat will but give some attention to
ments second to no other Companies.
9 bbls. $1 50 per tarrell, delivered free of cartage, to ve»
Look over the list; make up a case of what kind you
securing pioper exercise, after the relief has been affordsels or railroads in New York City.
choose, anil inclose the amount in Acurrent note or stamps
Premiums may be paid Quarterly, Semi-Annually or j ed, he need fear no return of the affliction. The debility
A pamphlet containing every information, and certifi
by mail to our address, at No. 562 Broadway, New-York,
Yearly.
j natural to the encroachments of years upon the bodily
cates from farmers all over the United Stales, who have
and the medicine will be duly returned by mail or express,
| frame i* also alleviated by this {treat strengthening mediused it from two to seventeen years, will be sent free to
free of charge.
.
_ .
{cine, thus enabling the aged to pass their declining days in
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL
any one applying for the same.
AGENTS WANTED.—We desire an active, efficient Agent
| physical en.se ; whereas they are now suffering from exfor the sale of our Remedies in every town or community
GR1FF1NG BROTHERS & CO.,
I
treme
weakness
and
nervousness.
To
this
venerable
class
in the United States. Address I)r. F. HUMPHREYS A Co.
North River Agricultural Warehouse, r|P HE Public are hereby notilied that at
of people, IIOSTETTER’S HITTERS may be commend
B O S T O N ', M A S S .
No. ■562 Broa it , Nkw-Vc
60 Courtland St
ed as invaluable. The proprietors ot this invigorator
3 8 L HANOVER S T R E E T ,
wYork.
K o , a C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K (U p S l n l r . )
have, in in addition, a deep gratification in neauring
Accumulated Capital, £1,200,000.
6 Kimball Block,
Hold by C. P FESSENDEN,
March 6 , 1860.
2rull
IS tl USING m u 111 Kits that they will find the HITTERS Rockland'; G.
ROBINSON, Thouiaston; und dealers
BOSTON.
32lf
C O N N E C T IC U T MUT1UAL
” the best and safest of restoratives. Very few medicines leneraliv.
They can find a very fine assortment of
are sanctioned by physicians as prnper to be administered
‘ *
W IG S ,
during the period of nursing ; and this has obtained an
universal preference.
T O P -P IE C E S ,
H A R T F O R D , CONN.
3Tr* Those who desire to purchase this great remedy
F R IZ E T T S ,
— OR NO—
for Dyspepsia and Debility shouid remember the precise
Accumulated Capital, $3,000,000.
M c r c l i a n t s ,
B R A ID S ,
j tirie, HOSTETTER’S CELEBRATED STOMACH HITAbove are the oldest Life Insurance Csmpanies in the ! TEltS. It is put up in qnart bottles with the name, D I t .
C U R LS &C.,
S O U T H
S T R E E T ,
2 3
! J . I l O S T E T T K K.’S S T O M A C H H I T T E R S ,
I of the French Style which are sure to retain both shape
United States. The insured participate in the profits.
blown on the bottle, and also stamped on (he cap covering
J and color ’until worn out.
the cork, with the autograph of HOSTETTER &. SMITH
B. F. Metca lf , I
C H A R T E R OAK
on the label. These things are important, on account of
S ami.. D uncan . J
June 3, 1659.
(23)
T AM bound to make a change in my business |
V Z Z te
L u3S
the numerous counterfeits now in the market.
1 in April, and therefore 1 shall offer my STOCK at such j with botU price mid u uterial.
Prepared and sold by HOSTETTER & SMITH, Pitts
price* as will insure its sale, [O* P lease C all .
I ~
~ ustom W ork promptly executed and
O r d e rs fo r C
H A R T F O R D CONN.
burgh., Pa. and also sold by all druggists, grocers, and
entire s alisfaction warranted.
You will find BLA C K FROCK COATS.
dealers generally throughout the United Slates, Canada,
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my
Capital Stock and Surplus, $500,000.
South America and Germany.
umble efforts to please the public in the past, I shall en
You will find B R O W N FROCK COATS.
Sold by C. P. FESSEN' DEN, Rockland ; W . M. COOK,
Life Insurance effected as above, on either Stock or
deavor to use my best efforts to retain the present trade
Thomaston ; J. II. ESTABROOKS, Jr., Camden.
You will find BLUE FROCK COATS..
Mutual plan.
and respectfully solicit an ex ten lion of the s.tine.
WEEKS <y POTTER, Boston, general Agents for the
England States.
22 S o u th S tre e t, (U p S tairs,
S H A V IN G D E P A K T M N T .
You will find M IXED FRO CK C O ATS.
O ' E. H. COCHRAN, thankful for the New
May 24 1659.
22Iy
32if
'
NEW YORK.
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, Coloring, Curling,
You will find B LA C K SACK COATS.
liberal patronage heretofore received pledges
and Frizzling done a little better than at any other estab
lishment in the Slate, this is w hat the people say.
TEW THOUSAND THANKS
THE
(
himself to give the most careful attention to
Yov will find BRO W N SACK COATS.
PERD UM ERY
all business entrusted to him in the Insur
ARE DAILY BEIN G SENT
You will find BLUE SACK COATS.
of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.
ance line.
You will find DRESS C<j ATS,
MR. .1 L. GIOFRAY will challenge the world to pro
DEALERS IN
Rockland, November 24, 1858.
4^tf
Has been used and sold in Boston for the last Thirty |
duce u Salve equal to his
For introducing into this country,
Years, and its virtues have stood the test of time.
j
CORDAGE, OIL, PA IN T, TAR, PITCH
of the best mnnufucture in the United States, which he
keeps constantly on hand or orders at short notice.

Celebrated Stomach Billers.

To F arm ers and G ardeners.

A. NEW

W A im

W

No Blowing.

® !B I£ o

- No Humbug.

SPEA K ER

SPEAKER

E I E E " I .Y S U R .I .Y C E

W E BST E R H O USE.

J. E. MERRILL, Proprietor.

LIFE

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

METCALF & DUNCAN,

LIFE

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

LIFE

INSURANCE

COMPANY,

S H IP P IN G & COMMISSION

l

NEW YORK.

GEO. L. HATCH,

SH IP P IN G A N D COM M ISSION
M ERCHANT,

JACOB KOSEVELT Ss SON.

SHIP CHANDLERS,

OVERCOATS,

P R O F .

S a m a r ita n S a lv e ,

B In c U P u n t * , C h r c l i r d P a u l . , B l u e P a n t s ,
and V E S T ' S nt tile Inweal price possible.

OAKUM &c.
which is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
generally. Every mother should not iail to have a box in
the house in case of accident.
J. L. GIOFRAY.
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
Wool Over Shirts, Wool Under Shirts, Wool Drawers,
Rockland, Sept. 20, 1859.
3w39 _
Mittens, Suspenders, Collars, Cravats, Spring
2 2 S O U T H S T ., A. 3 3 C O E .V T I E S S L I P
Slocks, Napoleon Ties,
NEW YORK.
C a r p e l E n g s , T r u n k * , V a lis e s , U m b r e lla s ,
Mnnihi Bo|ie, Tiir’iJ Hope, Anchors and ChAins, Bnntinff
Flngx, W hile Lead, Pain! Oil, Lamp Oil, P atent Wind
lasses, Ac.
I1LACK SATINETTS superior quality.
S T O R A G E .
Some very Cue B L A C K i t B R O W N C L O T H S ,
JACOB ROSEVELT.
MAECUS KOSEVELT.
A . B . C O B B & C o ..
for LADIES’ CLOAKS, at prices Itial cunuot fail to please
April 23, 1857.
17 ly
AVING purchased the entire interest of ANDREW
ALSO, -A general assortment of TAILOR’S TRIM 
W
m C beevv .|
IC
has A. F arw ell .]
CLARK, of Camden, they now offer great ii
MINGS, all oi which, fur C A S H , will he sold at prices to
to those desirous of obtaining Marble Work
XV. I. Goods and Family Groceries,
ASTONISH E vcBVBOOY.
cription us they use W a t e r P o w e r to finish their work,
r y Please Call at the Old Stand of
thereby «aving 25 per cent, iu cost of manufacture. We
are prepared to sell
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

SHIP

Furnishing Goods.

Doeskins, Drab Cassimeres,

FALL

STORES,

IMPORTATION

Flour, Corn, Fine Feed.

CREEVY & FARWELL,

C. G. MOFFITT,

Before making your purchases and see if you cannot save
MONEY.
Rockland, Jan. 24, 1859._______________
6tf

FOR SALE.

purchasers belore buying elsewhere.

1 5 0 0 BARRELS FL0UR4 0 0 0 BUSH-N0RF0LK YELLOWcorn.

Agents for

“The Eagle Line” New York
P o pl-nfci

39 N A T C H E Z ST R E E T ,
44If

NEW ORLEANS.

N. BOYNTON & CO.,
ROBBINS CORDAGE CO.,

“ It has stood the Best of all Tests,

RUSSELL MILLS, and Mt. VERNON

Corn Balls.

HIS well known establishment, supplied with the best
very facility for the
Machinery known,
prosecution of the dyeing business ill the very best style,
continues to dye and finish Ladies Dresses, Cloaks, Shawls,
and every article ol Ladies’ wearing apparel ; Genrlemen’s
Coats, Overcoats, Pants und Vests, in a style never sur
passed.
II. HATCH, No. 4 Perry Block, Lime Rock Street,
A g e n t f o r R o c k l a n d a n d v ic i n i t y *
Rocklund, November 2 1859.
45tl

C H IL D S & S Y L V E S T E R ’S.

MANHOOD,

—A 1,80—

H O W LO ST, HOW R E ST O R ED Just Published, in a Scaled Envelope,

ol all kinds kept constantly on hand.
R O C K L A N D S T R E E T , N o r th E u tf,
bm47*
________
R o c k l a n d , m «.

WARREN
FACTORY
Yarns, Flannels &c.

FOR I860,

W.

now rendy a tt

O. F U L L E R ,

SPEAR BLOCK,
A g e n t fo r th e W a r r e n F a c to ry

T. A. WENTWORTH’S.

T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S
ami see for themselves.________________________ H tf

st.

T

C o n fe c tio n e r y

Young Men’s 1Year,

i4o W a s h i n g t o n

BOSTON.

THE SPRING STYLES

■which are the prettiest thing out. Young Gents’ should

HO X
TS}Ef,

E
o f f ic e ,

T

HE house of which the above engraving is a correct re
presentation, is one of the most derirablu cottages in j
Rockland. I« contains ten booms, with sheds and stable
attached, all in good order. It has the Cli kawMuku water
in the house and the stable, and also un excellent well o
water, and n cistern in the cellar. The lot connected wiih
the house is 90 feet by 120. The garden is one of the bestf
in ibis city. The streets in the vicinity ore free from dust
and mud.
The above property will be sold soon, and at a great
bargain.
NATHANIEL BUTLER.
btf
Rockland, Fob. 14, 1850.

----- a l s o ----A New Style expressly for

Y

JJA S on hand a good stock of their
Y A R N S , F L A N N E L S , C A S S IM E R E S A N D
S a lin c ttS '
which will be sold at the Factory prices for Cash or W ool
Rockland, Aug. 17, 1859.
34tf

Kerosene Lamps.

ON THE NATURE, TREATM ENT AND RADICAL
CURE OF SPERMATORUHCEA, or Seminal Weakness,
Sexual Debility, Nervousness and Involuntary Emissions,
including Inipoleiicy and Mental and Physical Incapacity.
B r ROB. J. CULVER WELL M. D.,
Author of “ The Green Book, &c.”
The world-renowned author, in this admirable Lecture,
clearly proves from his own experience that the awful
consequences of self abuse may be effectually removed
without Medicine und without dangerous Surgical opera
tious, bougies, instruments, rings or cordials ; pointing
out a mode ol cure at once certain and effectual, by which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may he, may
cure himself cheaply, privately and radically. This Lec
ture will prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal to any address, post paid, on the receipt
of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr CH. J. C.
KLINE, M. D., 480 First Avenue, New York, Post Box
4586.
Dec, 6 , 1859.
(49Jy)
3

CoBiuaiissioiier’s N otice.

T

HE undersigned having been appointed Commissioners
io receive and examine all claims of creditors o the
ECEIVED this day per Steamer M. Sanford, nno__ Estate of Russell S. Henly, late of Rockland, In said Coun
invoice o f K c r o » c n c L a m p * , (o f every descrip ty of Lincoln, deceased, represented insolvent; and six
months are hereby allowed to the said creditors for bring
T7RESII GROUND Ohio. Michigan and St. tion,) ranging from 50 cents to $8.00 each.
ing in their rlaims. Notice is heieby given that we shall
X Louis, various grades, just received.
meet at the office of Stanley &. Ayer, in said Rockland, on
-----ALSO----the first FRIDAY of February, April and Juue I860, from
would bo SURE of the
2 till 5 o clock, P. M. of each day to receive and examine
Graham Flour from pure Genesee W heat. By the bar
such
claims.
rel half bbL nr dollars worth, for sale low by
B
E
S
T
K
E
R
O
S
E
N
E
O
IL
W . U. FULLER,
ROBERT CROCKETT,
in the market, buy it at
CHARLES L. ALLEN.
Spear Block.
3W48
W
Rockland, Dec. 12, 1859.
*6iu51
34ft
Rockland, Aug. 16,1659.

FLOUR! FLOUR!!

E

JF you

It is a source of ju»t pride to us. as well ns those that
are so unfortunate as to loose their Hair, either by sick
ness or hereditary baldness, that we have at last, by con
stant study m d practice, introduced an article into this
country, called the

G recian H air R e sto r a tiv e,
That will absolutely produce a beautiful growth of Ilnir
on bald heads, of its original growth, color and beauty.
1 Among the ten thousand preparations for the Hair,
that ’
*
.
vailed preparation. It is the best Hair Dressing ever
known in the world, and to those thht use it lor a dress
ing, it will produce the most beautiful curls that their fan
cy eau desire. It prevents the Hair from fulling off, rids
the head from dandruff', cleanses the scalp, and will cure
headache quicker than any article.
Heretolore it has been with great difficulty that we could
Bupplj our orders, our facilities are now such,thut we can
supply our friends at the shortest notice.
Manufactured by E. F. MANVILL «fc Co.,
469 Broaaway, New-York.
Al! orders must be sent to
RUFUS SMALL, Biddeford, M e,
Tlia only wholesale agent for Maine, where a full supply
will be constantly kept.
Prico 50 cents per bottle. The usuul discount made to
dealers.
Kept for sale at retail by N. II IIALL, Rocklund ; ED
WARD Da n a , Wiscasset> J .T . GILMAN, Baih ; WM,
BARKER, Brunswick j and by the Apothecaries generally.
October, 19, 1859.
Iy43

TIME !
hns sustained its reputation for more than THIRTY
P
of the highest respectability
ANDYEARS.
WORKS.
prescribe it, and thousands of families keep it on hand as MARBLE
hysicians

a.Standard Family Medicine. The
V E G E T A B L E PU L M O N A R Y BALSAM ,
prepared by the well known druggists, Messrs. Reed, Cut
ler & Co., is we have good authority for saying, one of
the best remedie.- for

S T Beware of Counterfeits and Imitations !!!
Enquire for the article by its whole name,
“ VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM,”
Prepared only by llEEI), CUTLER *L CO., Druggists,
N o s . 1 0 9 , 1 11 a n d 1 1 3 B r o a d S t r e e t , B O S 
T O N , M A S S ., and sold by Apothecaries and Country
Merchants generally. Price, large size, $1 j small size,
5li cents.
For sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN, J . P.
H a l l & CO„ F. G. COOK and by Apothecaries and
Country merchants generally
8 ijj4

K E R OSENE
O O

C ts.

OI L !
OO

c ts.

Downer’s Celebrated Kerosene Oil

«

O IN T M E N T .

I
'

This compound will be found a great pro
moter of health, when token in the spring, to
expel the foul humors which fester in the
blood at that season of the year. By the time
ly expulsion of them many rankling disorders
are nipped in the bud. Multitudes can, by
the aid of this remedy, spare themselves from
the endurance of foul eruptions and ulcerous
sores, through which the system will strive to
rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to do
this through the natural channels of the body
by an alterative medicine. Cleanse out the
vitiated blood whenever you find its impurities
bursting through the skin in pimples, eruptions,
or sores; cleanse it when you find it is ob
structed and sluggish in the veins; cleanse it
whenever it is foui, and your feelings will tell
you when. Even where no particular disorder
is felt, people enjoy better health, and live
longer, for cleansing the blood. Keep the
blood healthy, and all is well; hut with this
pabulum of life disordered, there can be no
lasting health. Sooner or later something
must go wrong, and the great machinery of
life is disordered or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the
' reputation of accomplishing these ends. But
the world has been egregiously deceived by
preparations of it, partly because the drug
alone has not all the virtue that is claimed
for it, hut more because many preparations,
pretending to be concentrated extracts of it,
contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla,
or any thing else.
During late years the public have been mis
led by large bottles, pretending to give a quart
of Extract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most
of these have been frauds upon the sick, for
they not only contain little, if any, Sarsapa
rilla, hut often no curative properties whatev
er. Hence, bitter and painful disappointment
has followed the use of the various extracts of
Sarsaparilla which flood the market, until the
name itself is justly despised, and has become
synonymous with imposition and cheat. Still
we call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the
name from the load of obloquy which rests
upon it. And we think we have ground for
believing it has virtues which are irresistible
by the ordinary run of the diseases it is intend
ed to cure. In order to secure their complete
eradication from the system, the remedy should
be judiciously taken according to directions on
the bottle.
PREPARED B7

D R . J . C. A V E R
L O W E L L ,

1

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself such a renown for the cure of
every variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that
it is entirely unnecessary for us to recount the
evidence of its virtues, wherever it has been em
ployed. As it has long been in constant use
throughout this section, wc need not do more than
assure the people its quality is kept up to the best
it ever hns been, and that it may be relied on to
do for their relief all it has ever been found to do.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
FOR THE CURE OF

Costiveness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache,
Piles, Rheumatism, Eruptions and Skin Diseases,
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and
Salt Rheum , Worms, Gout, Neuralgia , as a
Dinner PiU, and fo r Purifying the Blood.
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensi
tive can take them pleasantly, and they are the
best aperient in the world for all the purposes of a
family physic.

Prico 25 cent3 per Box; Five boxa3 for $1.00.
Great numbers of Clergymen, Physicians, States
men, and eminent personages, have lent their
names to certify the unparalleled usefulness of these
remedies, but our space here will not permit the
insertion of them. The Agents below named fur
nish gratis our A m erica n A lmanac in which they
arc given ; with also full descriptions of the above
complaints, and the treatment that should be fol
lowed for their cure.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with
other preparations they make more profit ?nDemand A y e r ’s , and take no others. The sick
want the best aid there is for them, and they should
have it.
All our remedies are for sale by
So d by F G. COOK, and C, P. FESSENDEN, Rock
land ; E. Dana, Jr., W iscasset; R. C. Chapman, Dainari*cottH; Carney Bros., SheepHCOt Britlze ; S. J. Bond,
Jefferson ; J . Rust, Washington ; J. S. Green, Union ; J.
B, Wetherbee, Warren ; O. W . Gordon, Thomaston ; ind
all Druggists.
47t
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a n d a ll H ead s o f F a m ilie s ,
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FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

Price, 25 Cents per Box.

Eedding & Co., Proprietors,
N o . 8 S ta t e S t r e e t , B o s to n *

Tor
For
For
For

BARNES & PARK, W holesale Agents,

SWETT

H

I n f l u e n z a , I r r it a t io n . S o r e n e ss , o r
any affection o f the T h ro a t C U R E D ,
the H acking C o l o n in C o n su m ptio n ,
B r o n c h it is , W h o o pin g C o i o i i , A sth 
ma C a ta r r h , relieved by B R O W N ’S
B R O N C H IA L T R O C H E S , o r C o i a u
L ozen g es .

late firm of COBB & SW ETT, together with their
slock, fixtures, Ac., hereby gives notice that he has asso
ciated with himself MR. JACOB McCLURE, and re
moved the business to their
N E W S T A N D O N M A IN S T R E E T ,
One door South of S twyer & Colson’s Cabinet W are
house ; where they will constantly be prepared to supply
their old friends and customers with all varieties of work
in their line including
M o u im ie iitH , G r a v e S c o n e s . M a n t l e P i e c e s ,
C h i m n e y P ie c e s , M a r b l e S h e l v e s ,
T a b l e T o p s , S i n k s , A V a sh
B o w l S la b s , & c ,, & c ,,
All of which will be warranted in style of workman
ship, quality of material, and price, to give eutire satis
faction.
The fact that Mr. McClure has been for the past five
year* the foreman of the late firm of Cobb & Sw ell, and
as sud) has executed their best jobs of work, will he a
sufficient guarantee to the friends and customers of the
old firm of the quality of the work which may be ex
ecuted by us, arid we cun qn!y add that no pains vvill
he spared to merit und secure a continuance of the pat
ronage of our friends und the puhPc.
L. Swett,
„
J McUlu. b.
SWETT ic MeCI.URB.
Rockland, January 11, 1859.
3tf

Save Your Money.

‘ j simple and elegant combination for Cocohs, Ac.
D r . G. F . B ig e l o w , Boston.
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RELIEVES
RELIEVES
RELIEVES
RELIEVES
IT

A
A
A
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AND
AND
AND
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SORF.
SORE
SORE
SORE

S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N
S O V E R E IG N

all Affections
all Affections
all Affections
all Affections
IT
IT
IT
IT

NEW YORK.
November 2 , 1859.C oughs , C old s , H o a rsen ess
451y and

AVING purchased the entire Interest of the

BRONCHITIS
BRONCHITIS
BRONCHITIS
BRONCHITIS

A
A
A
A

'■*

WILD
WILD
WILD
WILD

CHERRY.
CHERRY.
CHERRY.
CHERRY.

WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP, AND
WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP, AND
WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP, ANO
WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP, AND
A SURE CURE
A SURE CURE
A SURE CURE
A SURE CURE

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

A C C ID E N T .

BALSAM OF
BALSAM OF
BALSAM OF
BALSAM OF

T H E BEST REM EDY
TH E BEST REM EDY
T H E BEST REM EDY
T H E BEST REM EDY
Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
A CERTAIN REMEDY
A CERTAIN REMEDY
A CERTAIN REMEDY
A CERTAIN REMEDY

H
\
j
|
<
]

A CO.

M A SS.

P r ic e , $ 1 p e r B o t t le ; S ix B o t t le s f o r $ 5 .

'
(j

Should keep a Box in the cupboard, or on the ahel£
handy to use in

CASE O F

SCBOFCLA. AND ScBOPTJLOfS COMPLAINTS,
E u c t t io n s a n d E r u p t i v e D is e a s e s , U l c e r s ,
P im p l e s , B l o t c h e s , T u m o r s, S a l t R h e u m ,
S ca ld H e a d , S y p h il is a n d S y p h il it ic A p f e c t i o n s . M e r c u r i a l D is e a s e , D r o p s y , N e u 
r a l g ia o r T ic D o u l o u r e u x , D e b i l i t y , D y s 
p e p s i a a n d I n d i g e s t i o n , E r y s i p e l a s , Rosa
o r S t . A n t h o n y ’s F i r e , a n d in d e e d t h e w h o l e
c la s s o f c o m p l a i n t s a r i s i n g f r o m I m p u r i t y o p
t h e B lo o d.

WISTAR’S
WISTAR’S
AVISTAR’S
WISTAR’S

I

Put up in laree size metal boxes, with an engnwed
wrapper, similar to the above engraving, without
which none are genuine.
Bold In the United States and Canada by all vender* at
Patent Medicines, Druggists, at most of th*
country stores, and by

now being sold by the subscriber, at the

L ow P r ic e o f 90 e ts. p e r G allon ,

HUBS IA SALVE CURES BURNS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CANCERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE EYES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ITCH.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES PELONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCALD HEAD.
RUSSIA 8ALVE CURES NETTLE RASH.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CUTS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CORNS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCALDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SALT RHEUM.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FLEA BITES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WHITLOWS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ULCERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES WARTS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE NIPPLES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES STIES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FESTERS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES RINQWORM.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SCURVY.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BUNIONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE L irS .
RUSSIA SALVE CURES INGROWING NAILS
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SPIDER STINGS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SHINGLES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES ERUPTIONS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES MOSQUITO BITES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CHILBLAINS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FROZEN LIMBS.
RUSSIA 8ALVE CURES WENS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SORE EARS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BOILS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES FLESH WOUNDS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES PILES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES BRUISES.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES CHAPPED HANDS*
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SPRAINS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES SWELLED NOSE.
RUSSIA SALVE CURBS ERYSIPELAS.
RUSSIA SALVE CURES LAME WRIST.
Bitee of Venomous Reptiles arc instantly cured by this

EVERY MOTHER WITH CHHDREH, (J

P u l m o n a r y C o i p p l a i u Is,
ever offered to the public
l Rost on Journal.
REV. DIt. LYMAN BEECHER
w rites—“ GEN"r,*EMEN :—I haVt*
- our Vegetable
P ulmonary Balsam*."‘Vseff wlth benefit, and have known
it to be used with good eflficl
around me.
T h e L ate REV. DU- LEOIsA,lD WOODS
wrote,—G entlemen :—“ From a long use of your \ egetable Pulmonary Balsam in my family circle and aipong
theological students, 1 have been led to regatd it as a safe
ami efficucicus medicine.”
“ G entlemen .—We, the undersigned, Wholesale Drug
gists, having for many years sold your Vegetable Pulmon
ary Balsam, are happy to bear testimony to its great effi
cacy in the relief and cure of Pulmonary complaints. We
know of no medicine which has deservedly sustained so
high a reputation for so long a term of years, or which
more rarely disappoints the reasonable expectations of
those who use it.”—(Signed by manv of the largest and
oldest Diuggists in the II. States and Canadas.)
“ G entlemen .-—In an extensive practice ol myself and
sons we have prescribed large quantities of your Vegetable
Pulmonary Balsam, and are happy to say have found it
an efficient und reliable remedy. We consider it inval
uable.
d . t . Pa r k e r .
Farmington, N. II., Dec. 16, 1659.

RUSSIA SA L V E
VEGETABLE OINTMENT

EX C ELLEN T

C O U G H S, CO EDS, AN D ALE

BARRETT'S
D

ROCKLAND,
or at Shop formerly occupied by A- CLARK, Camden
Harbor.
Rocklund, Nov. 29, 1859.
49lf

PL Y M O U T H , MASS.
The most of this immense stock was purchased for
CASH, in a Southern Market (Philadelphia), ”
lecied my wheal and had the same
thing that never has been before in Iibi*city.
DUCK C O IIPA N Y S,
are prepared to furnish Coraage and Duck of the best
C u l l a t N o . 9 , K i m b a l l B lo o k *
qualitv, hi the lowe.-t manufacturer*’ prices.
N o . 9 it* t h e p l a c e t o co m e *
N BOYNTON,
>
N°- 134
„
L. C. PEASE,
E BOYNTON, J lf >
Commercial Block,
Rockland, Nov. 23, 1859.
4 gtf
AFHERVEY
>
BOSTON.
January 18, 1859.
_____________

t'ild fi

G rave Stones, C him ney P ie c e s,

C o u n t e r a n d T a b l e T o p s , S h e lv e * & c*9 &c*
ALSO,-SOAP STONES, SINKS, and STOVE LIN
INGS &c., 20 per cent less than former prices by calling
at our place
l » t D o o r N o r ll i o f C o b b * W h i t e 4 C i h c ' s ,

AND SELLINO AGENTS FOR THE

C OM M ISSION M E R C H A N T S

2 0 0 BUS11, RYEj QQ BUS1I. OATS.

J

Commission M erchants, and Ship
B R O K E R S.
saoiaiijiniss^a.

A VERY PLEASAXT C0T1’AGE,
Pleasantly Situated on Pleasant Street, 2 6 0 0 0 LES- FIXF FEED'

SILK HATS

M A A V I L

A. compound -rrmedy, in which we have la*
bored to produce the most effectual alterative
that can be made. It is a concentrated extract
of Para Sarsaparilla, go combined with other
substances of atill greater alterative power aa
to afford an effective antidote for the diseases
Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is believed
that such a remedy is wanted by those who
B uffer from Strumous complaints, and that one
which will accomplish their cure must prove
of immense service to this large class of our
afflicted fellow-citizens. How completely this
compound will do it has been proven by exper
iment on many of the worst cases to be found
of the following complaints: —

THROAT.
THROAT.
THROAT.
THROAT.

BALM
BALM
BALM
BALM

Throat
Throat
Tbront
Throat
AT
AT
AT
AT

ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.
ASTHMA.

and
and
nnd
and

Lungs.
Lnngs.
Lungs.
Lungs.

ONCE.
ONCE.
ONCE.
ONCE.

EFFECTS

PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT
PERMANENT

CURE.
CURE.
CURE.
CURE.

Beware of Counterfeit1!.
« Ma t salutary reliefin Bronchitis .”
Beware of Counterfeits.
R ev. s$. S eigfried , Morristown, Ohio.
Beware of Counterfeits.
“ Beneficial when Compelled tc speak, suffering from
Beware of Counterfeits.
Cold.”
R ev. S. J. P. Anderson , St. Louis.
Effectualin removing Hoarseness and irritation of Th» only genuina tau the written ilgnatius “ L Bu t t s ,”
the Throat, so common with S peakers and S inoebs .”
as well as the printed name of the Proprietors,
P i of. M. STAC i JOHNSON, LnG range, Ga.
SETH W . FOtVLE A CO., Bo sto n ,
Teacher of Music, Southern Female College,
on tbo outside wrappers, thereforo be not deceivod.
“ Great benefit when taken before and after preaching
as they prevent Hoarseness, hrom their past effect, i
FOE SALE
think they will he ofpermanent advantage to me ”
by Druggists and Dealers In Medicines both in City and
R ev. E. Bowley , A. M.,
President Athens College, Tenn.
Country,
Sold by all Druggists, at 2 5 cents per box.
everyw here.
Also, Rrows’s L axative T roches, or Cathartic Los
enges, for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Head
EVERYWHERE.
ache, Bilious Affections, 6fc.
October 28, lc59.
_________ 6m44

EVERYW HERE.

in quantities of 5 Gallons und upwurds.
I L T O N
Y A R N S
This oil is very L ight C olored and free from offensive TiESIRING to make a change in my business
odor, while ihe quality is warranted superior to any of the E ' in April next, all persons indebted to me by Note or For sale ot Wholesale or retail, at II. HATCH S
account
can
save
expense
by
culling
and
adjuslingithe
same
uew OILS in the market, under the names of L a n d 
Millinery Rooms No. 4 Perry’s New Block, a full aaao itj
m i n e , Columbian Oil, &c-, dec.
befcie that time.
_________
ment of the celebrated W i l t o n Y a r n s *
C .G . MOFFITT.
L WEEKS
Rockland, Jaa . 5, 1859.
8*1
Rockland, Jan. 24, 1860.
Rockland, Sept, 28,1859.
4Qtf

w

EVERYWHERE.
C. P. FE33ENDEN , Agent for Bocklnml i W M .

M
COOK,Thomaston ; JOHN B a LCII * SON, Warren i
JOSHUA S. GREENE. Union; J. H. ESTABROoK,
CAM DEN; and for sale by nil dealers in medicine every,
where,
July 7
Mly

